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ADVERTISEMENT.

rpHE Author has been advised to publish this Parti

of his Work as mentioned in his Proposals, for the

Continuation of the History of the late War in Ger

many, &c. In the mean while the Remainder of that

Work is going on with all Expedition ; the Author being

now revisiting the several Countries (the Subject of the

History) in order to locate the Scenes of Action with

more Precision,

The Preface to the -former Volume being so immedi

ately connected with the Subject os the present Publica

tion, that the Author flatters himself will apologize to>

the Purchasers of that Work for its being prefixed to this..



IN order to elucidate in one View the particular Reflections and

Descriptions contained in this Work, as well as in Military

History in general, a Map on a large Scale is now engraving, that

will comprehend the countries between the Meridian of Paris and

that of Petersburg, and from the Latitude of the last mentioned Place,

to that of Constantinople ; on which will be traced the natural

Lines of Operation, leading from the Frontiers of the respective

Countries ; as also the Lines on which the respective Armies did

really act in the several Campaigns during the War we describe,

which will enable the Reader to see and judge of the Propriety of

their Operations.

This Map will be given to Purchasers of the Work; it is

therefore requested, that Gentlemen will give their Names and

Address to each respective Bookseller of whom they buy it, which

will entitle them to the Map on producing this Note.



PREFACE.

THE various and numberless authors who have

wrote on the art of war, may be divided into

two classes, Didactical and Historical : the first

are of great use, no doubt, but by no means comparable

to the others ; particularly such as Xenophon, Polybius,

Cæsar, and Arkn, who had not only seen, but executed

great things.

This enabled them to write on those transactions with

judgment and propriety j and their works will ever be re

garded, by military men in particular, as a pure spring

from whence the general principles of war may be dedur-

ced, much better than from any systematical author.

The moderns, who have undertaken to write the his

tory os different wars, or of some renowned Commanders,

being chiefly men of learning only, and utterly unac

quainted with the nature of military operations, have given

us indeed agreeable but useless productions.

Both species of compositions are useful and necessary to

those who make war their profession : they are, however,

in my opinion, in many respects imperfect. The didactical

a kind
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kind communicates its precepts purely and simply, without

any application : so that they make but a weak and tran

sitory impression on the -mind, which time soon effaces.

From whence it is become a proverb, that the road to

science, by means of rules and -precepts, is long and te

dious ; that by example, short and agreeable.

A reader, no doubt, is much more attentive to real,

than to imaginary transactions. He believes that it is pos

sible, at least, to imitate what others have executed.

There is besides, in every elevated mind, an emulation

which encourages and animates us to tread the footsteps

of those great men, whose actions and characters are justly

the object of our love and veneration. For which reason,

history has been ever recommended as the best, easiest,

and most effectual method to instruct mankind.

Those historians, both ancient and modern, who have

given us an account of different wars, though in many

respects extremely valuable, are not as accurate as they

might, and ought to be.

They do not describe, with sufficient precision and ex

actness, the countries wherein the wars were carried on,

nor the particular spots upon which some great transaction

happened ; the number, species, and quality of the troops

which composed the respective armies are generally omitted,

as
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as well as the plan of operations ; and the operations them

selves, excepting those which appeared extraordinary.

They do not explain minutely, as they ought, why, how,

and where every operation was transacted. They only,

in general terms, give the history of a campaign, without

explaining sufficiently the motives by which the generals

were actuated, how the various operations of it were con

ducted ; and lastly, what was the nature of the ground

where they happened.

The knowledge, however, of these points is so neces

sary, that it is impoflible to form an exact opinion of the

propriety or impropriety of any military transaction with

out it.

The author of the following history has composed it

upon a new plan, which he hopes will meet with the ap

probation of the learned. He proposes to give a clear and

exact account of the most essential transactions which have

occurred during the course of this important war. These

will serve as a basis and foundation upon which he will

write a commentary, wherein the various principles of war

will be occasionally explained.

That the reader may be enabled to form a proper judg

ment of the conduct of the generals who commanded the

respective armies, the author will, first, give some gen; ral

a 2 thoughts
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thoughts on the principles of war : secondly, he will ex

plain the plan of operations of each campaign : thirdly,

he will give a military description of the seat os war: and,

fourthly, a particular one of the ground where any extra

ordinary action happened, with the plan of it, together

with an account of the conduct of the action itself, and en

deavour to point out the manœuvres that contributed essen

tially to the gain or loss of it.

By this means the reader will be able to form a proper

and exact judgment, not only of such transactions, but

likewise of the reflections and opinions of the author. It

is with reluctance he finds himself obliged to speak os

himself ; it is however necessary, lest he may be thought

to advance things without a proper foundation.

He has had the good fortune to serve several campaigns

under the orders of general Count Lacy, now inspector

general of the Austrian army, while quarter- master gene

ral of it, by which means he has been enabled to acquire

an exact knowledge of the country, of whfch he has given

a description, and to be acquainted with the motives and

motions of the respective armies. In the campaign of

1760 he was intrusted with the command of a very consi

derable detachment of infantry and cavalry, with orders

never to lose sight of the Prussian army ; which he punc

tually complied with, and was never unfortunate.

The
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The two last campaigns he had the happiness to serve

near the person of a prince, whose social and military qua

lities have gained him the love and veneration of the pre

sent age, and will, no doubt, transmit a glorious and im

mortal name to posterity.

The author is persuaded, that his style is full of foreign

idioms and expressions ; and therefore hopes the critics will

not give themselves the trouble to convince him of it, par

ticularly, if they understand his meaning.

As to his opinions he believes them reasonable, but doe*

not presume to think himself infallible ; and, consequently,

does not pretend to impose them upon others. He will

think himself happy is his labours are attended with any

advantage to his country.

REFLEC-
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REFLECTIONS;

ON THE

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF WAR;

AND ON THE

COMPOSITION AND CHARACTERS

OF THE

DIFFERENT ARMIES IN EUROPE.

-

TT is universally agreed upon, that no art or science is

more difficult than that of war j yet, by an unaccount

able contradiction of the human kind, those who embrace

this profession take little or no pains to study it. They

seem to think, that the knowledge os a few insignificant

and useless trifles constitute a great officer.

This opinion is so general, that little or nothing else is

taught at present in any army whatever. The continual

changes and variety of motions, evolutions, &c. which the

soldiers are taught, prove evidently, they are founded on

mere caprice.

,

This art, like all others, is sounded on certain and

fixed principles, which are by their nature invariable, the

appli-
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application os them only can be varied : but they are in

themselves constant.

This most difficult science may, I think, be divided

into two ; one mechanical, and may be taught by pre

cepts ; the other has no name, nor can it be defined or

taught. It consists in a just application of the principles

and precepts of war, in all the numberless circumstances

and situations which occur ; no rule, no study, or appli

cation, however assiduous, no experience, however long,

can teach this part ; it is the effect of genius alone. As

to the first, it may be reduced to mathematical principles ;

its object is to prepare the materials which form an army,

for all the different operations which may occur : genius-

must apply them according to the ground, number, spe

cies, and quality of the troops, which admit of infinite

combinations.

In this art, as in poetry and eloquence, there are many

who can trace the rules by which a poem or an oration

should be composed, and even compose, according to the

exactest rules ; but for want of that enthusiastic and di

vine fire, their productions are languid and insipid : so in

our profession, many are to be sound who know every pre

cept of it by heart ; but, alas J when called upon to apply

them, are immediately at a stand. They then recall their

rules, and want to make every thing, the rivers, woods,

ravins,
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ravins, mountains, &c. &c. subservient to them; whereas

their precepts should, on the contrary, be subject to these,

who are the only rules, the only guide we ought to follow ;

whatever manœuvre is not formed on these, is absurd and

ridiculous. These form the great book of war ; and he

who cannot read it, must for ever be content with the title

of a brave soldier, and never aspire to that os a great

general.

*

The first object os the mechanical part is to form the

soldier, relative to the use to be made of him, and to pro

vide him with those instruments of his profession which

are of most general use, because he cannot be loaded with.

many os different kinds ; and that he be instructed relative

to the actions he is to perform, and nothing more. This

is so evident, and conformable to reason, that I will presume

to establish, as the first laws or principles of the art of war,

what is already admitted in every other ; srsl, that a sol

dier be cloathed and armed relative to the aSlion he is to

perform : secondly, that he be taught nothing but what is

of use to him, in the different situations which can occur,

before the enemy : thirdly, that he be taught every thing

that is absolutely necessary for him to know, in every case

that may happen.

Many will exclaim against these propositions, particu

larly those whose whole study has been applied to learn the

num
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numberless and insignificant trifles with which all the ar

mies in Europe aboundj and whose only seience is reduced

to adjust a hat, a button, &c. and such other important

matters in which the merit of an officer intirely consists,

according to their opinion of military deserts. They at

tribute the glorious victories of the king of Prussia to these

and the like puerilities ; and have therefore, with great

care and diligence, even with a degree of madness, intro

duced the Prussian exercise into all the troops of Europe—

nothing but Prussian will go down.

Short cloaths, little hats, tight breeches, high-heeled

shoes, and an infinite number of useless motions in the ex

ercise and evolutions have been introduced, without any

other reason than their being Prussian ; as if really these

things could contribute to gain one battle, make a fine

march or manœuvre, carry on the operations of a siege,

choose a sine camp or position, &c.

It is impossible, one would think, that men can be so

blind as not to perceive, that what makes the object of

their study and veneration, has, in fact, no kind of con

nection with, or influence on the events of war ; yet are

they so infatuated with them, that they judge os every

man as he appears to be expert in them, and esteem the

rest of mankind ignorant, and worthy their contempt ;

but as, in my turn, I have no great regard for men who

b are
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are attached to such trifles, I shall be very indifferent as

to the opinion they may be pleased to form of me, and os

my productions*

If the form of dress, now in use among the soldiers,

be examined by our canon, it will be found, I think, very

unfit for the purpose it is made for ; can any thing be

more troublesome and useless than the hat ? it answers no

one end : the face is exposed to the sun, the neck and

moulders to the cold and rain, which in a very little time

fends numbers of the poor men to the hospitals.

The coat and waistcoat are equally useless, because they

leave the body totally exposed to the inclemency os the

weather, and being tight, hinder the men from moving

with ease and facility.

To these inconveniencies, which send every campaign,

particularly if carried on in the winter, at least one fourth

of the army into their grave, may be added, that if it

rains for any considerable time, the soldier can with diffi

culty make use os his arms ; and sometimes, in preparing

them, he loses the happy and decisive moment. I would

• therefore recommend it those who have it in their power to

invent some better form of dress, as well out of humanity,

as for the service of their country, which is connected with

these things much more than is generally imagined.

As
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As to the arms made use os, the gun is, no doubt, the

best that has been invented for the infantry, being of more

general use than any other. It were to be wished, pro

vided the musket is to continue solely in use, and without

lances, that it was lengthened two feet, including the bay

onet, which, it is thought, may be done without any sen

sible inconvenience to the soldier.

If it was constructed so as to be loaded at the breech,

and the center of gravity thrown further back near the

lock, it would not be so top-heavy as at present, and

would be much more advantageous in action.

M. Saxe invented one of this kind, which he gave to

his regiment of Uhlans ; but it had many inconveniencies,

which may be easily remedied. This species of guns will

be particularly useful to the cavalry.

The infantry mould have casks and cuirasies, made of

strong leather, which would last for ever, and defend them

effectually against the sabre and bayonet, and even against

balls, at a certain distance.

The French have offered a great premium to any one

who will prepare leather, so as to resist the effect of fire

arms.

Not-
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than by any other method whatever. In coming out of

a defile, you may instantly form the line without present

ing the flank to the enemy, -which must happen is you do

it as the Prussians, by a conversion on either flank, in

order to give room to those who follow to form upon the

line without danger.

The line may be formed, though ever so near the

enemy, with ease, because you face him, and can with

ease and safety protect and cover the motions of the troops,

while they are coming out of the defiles and forming :

and the -fame thing may be equally executed when a co

lumn is to be formed, in order to advance or retire ;

which is a point of infinite consequence, and should be

established as an axiom, that no manœuvre whatever be

executed, especially when near the enemy, unless it be

protected by some division of the troops.

It is in the human heart to fear the dangers we do not

see, and for which we are not prepared, more than those

we do see, which is the case of all conversions ; the sol

dier does not see the enemy, and by presenting his flank,

is deprived of all means of defence.

NO movement therefore ought to $e made near the enemy

by conversion^ excepting only to .'form the line on either

flank, should they be attacked. As to the different evo

lutions
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lations now practised, I shall not here examine them ; but

will establish as a rule, that must be generally observed,

and by which alone it is poflible to compare one evolu-r

tion with another, and judge of their propriety..

1H.AT evolution is bes, which with a given number of

men may be executed in the leaf space',_ and consequently in

the leas tvne pojsible.

There is scarce any figure, geometrical or ungeometrH

cal, which our modern tacticians have not introduced into

the armies, without ever considering how far such forms

were useful in practice.

It is very poflible to point out all the cases that may

occur in war, as to the manner of fighting, which must

finally be reduced to that in columns or in lines ; conse

quently that form or figure is best, which is best calculated

for offence and defence, marching in all kind of ground,

and may be soonest changed into a line or column, as the-

case may require.

It is a general opinion, founded on the practice of all-

the troops in Europe, that a column cannot march with

out taking up twice the ground it occupied while stand

ing, because the last man cannot move till the first;

has advanced the length of the whole column. This-

is*
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is, no doubt, true in practice, and Marshal Saxe thought

it irremediable without the taSi : nothing, however, is so

easy to be remedied, nor deserves it more ; because, as we

have already said, marching is the most important point

in all the military art.

A man posted in a line occupies nearly two feet, from

one elbow to another, and not quite one foot from front

to rear ; that is, a man is not quite one foot thick, con

sequently, when the lines make a motion to the right or

left, the distance between each man is above a foot, which

is augmented by near two more, if they all begin the

march with the fame foot ; so that all the difficulty con

sists in making the men march with the fame foot, and

keep time constantly, which is easily done, if the species

of step you would have them march is marked by the

drum, or any other instrument. This is often necesiary

after pasting defiles, and when they march in irregular

and unequal ground, which is apt to throw them in con

fusion.

The article of marching is so essential, that it requires

and deserves the greatest care and attention i it may be

asserted, that the army which marches best must, if the

rest is equal, in the end prevail. If what I here propose,

and what is actually executed by the Portuguese army,

with great precision, be once taught, so that several regi

ments
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ments formed in one column can practise it, an army of

forty battalions, for example, will make a given march

in less than half the time, which they now require, as

may be demonstrated.

As to the different kind of firings made use of, they

are for the most part dangerous or impracticable.

The platoon siring is such, as must necesiarily produce

a general confusion, as well by the noise of those who

command them, as by the breaking of the line and

kneeling, which are three of the greatest inconveniencies

that can possibly happen, and cannot be executed without

imminent danger when near the enemy, and therefore

must be totally excluded. Even the King of Prussia him

self is of the fame opinion ; for he fays, the platoon sire

would, no doubt, be the best, if it could be executed.

This is so dangerous and impracticable, that I will pre-

lume to establilhthe follwing rules on quite contrary

principles*

First, The utmost silence must be observed ; and

therefore the commanding officer of the battalion shall

alone command the different firings.

.

Secondly, That a battalion, or regiment, in advanc

ing to the enemy, must never be broke, unless forced

thereto by the nature of the ground.

c Thirdly,
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Thirdly, That the first rank must: never kneel under

pretence of giving the third an opportunity to fire with

safety, because it is very dangerous if near the enemy }

and moreover, fatigues the soldier in such a manner,, that

he is soon useless. To these many other things may be

added, which are necesiary for the soldier to know, as

to retrench himself,, make safcines, gabions, conduct a

sappe, Sec

What has been hitherto said, regards the soldier as

well as the officer : what follows regards the last only.

As all kind of evolutions is founded on calculation,,

being a combination of space and time, it is- morally im

possible for a man to compute these two objects, without

some knowledge of geometry and arithmetic.

The first thing to be considered, in order to reduce all

evolutions to a geometrical precision is, that a man occu

pies from elbow to elbow, when he has a gun on his

shoulder, near two feet ; and that when he marches a

regular pace, he will make in every minute one hundred

and ten steps, and that he measures each step about

twenty inches; consequently as the space which a certain

number of men occupy in order of battle is known, and

the common velocity with which they move, it is easy to

calculate
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calculate the ground, and time required, to perform any

evolution, with a given number of men.

A little experience, and a certain coup csœil, aided

by this theory, will enable a man to judge with great

precision of the time and space neceflary to execute any

evolution whatever : a thing of the utmost consequence in

a day of action ; because you will be able to make a thou

sand motions in the presence of the enemy, which are ge

nerally decisive, if done with precision and exactness,

which you dare not even attempt, unless you are certain

of being able to execute them.

The ignorance of generals in this sublime and delicate

part of war, is the reason why you see them quite sus

pended in time of action, incapable os changing their

plan, according as new circumstances rise (which always

do rife) because as the enemy approach, they very justly

fear to make any motion in his presence, as they do not

know, whether they have ground, or time enough to

execute this or that manœuvre, though convinced of their

usefulness. Hence it seldom happens that an action is

won in consequence of the general's dispositions ; and that

chance has generally much more influence on the events

of battles than human prudence.

Generals form their dispositions in the cabinet, and

suppose many circumstances which never happen, at least

c 2 just
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just as they suppose them ; and during the action, sew

men have that sublime talent to see the new circumstances

that occur, and take advantage of them.

The knowledge of geometry is equally useful and ne-

cesiary, in order to determine the impulse that bodies, ani

mate or inanimate, make on each other, as this is in pro

portion to the mass and velocity : if your cavalry is of a

lesser size than that of the enemy, you may render it su

perior, by giving it a greater degree of velocity. Upon

this principle the Spanish cavalry, though very light, has

generally beat the German, in their different wars with

the house of Austria ; and upon this principle our great

and heavy horse is certainly inferior to the hunter, parti

cularly if you make these work more on their haunches

than at present.

Nothing contributes more to facilitate the evolutions

of cavalry than this ; they will be enabled in one instance

to set out on a gallop, without being obliged to pass suc

cessively from standing to trotting, and then to gallop.

While this is performing, the light-horse is on your flanks,

or shocks yours with a superior degree os velocity ; and

therefore gains what he loses in the mass, and beats you.

The march of armies cannot be calculated with any

degree of precision without the help of mathematics : be

cause
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cause whatever is not reduced to space and time, will in

practice turn out very uncertain,

The choice of camps depends on two principles ; the

one geometrical, and the other is the effect of genius :

the first consists in calculating the distances relative to the

number and species of troops which compose the army.

•

The other, in seeing all the different combinations that

may be formed on a given piece of ground, with a given

army, and in the choice of that precise combination which

is most advantageous. This inacquirable and sublime

talent is much superior to the other, and independent of it.

Great geniuses have a fort of intuitive knowledge,

they fee at once the causes, and its effect, with the diffe

rent combinations which unite them : they do not pro

ceed by common rules, successively from one idea to an

other, by flow and languid steps : no, the whose, with all

its circumstances and various combinations, is like a pic

ture, all together present to their mind ; these want no

geometry, but an age produces few of this kind of men :

and in the common run of generals, geometry and expe

rience will help them to avoid gross errors.

Fortification, another very extensive branch of war,

is purely geometrical in the execution. The construction

of every species of works ought to be reduced to geometri

cal
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cal precision, and may therefore be learnt by any one ;

but the choosing the ground advantageously is here, as in

the choice of camps, the gift of genius alone, and subject

to no rule. As the practice of fortification depends on

one principle alone, we see a remarkable uniformity in

the works of all engineers, which proves they knew only

what they learnt, and indeed what alone could be taught

them ; but that they had not one grain of genius, which

varies infinitely, and forms new combinations relative to

the new circumstances which must and do occur,

»

It is with the ground as with the features of men ;

there are not perhaps in the whole world two features per

fectly alike, nor two pieces of ground of a given extent

perfectly similar j and consequently, where the fame spe

cies of works, or the fame order of battle, would be

equally proper for both. Genius alone can distinguish the

most minute and imperceptible difference to the vulgar

eyes, there is between different grounds, and occupy them

accordingly. From hence appears how inconsiderate those

great engineers and Tacticians are, who attempt to subject

.every kind of ground, though infinitely different, to one

general rule.

The perfection of our art would be, no doubt, to find

a construction, or an order of battle, equally proper for all

%ind of ground ; but this being impossible, die only thing

remain
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remaining for them to do, is to find such a construction,

and such a formation os the troops, as may, with the

greatest simplicity,, and consequently velocity, be adapted

to those numberless circumstances which occur. This

ought to be the constant object of their studies, but can

never be attained without geometry.

The artillery, now become the foul, of military opera

tion, is nothing without geometry. The dimensions of

pieces, as Mr.Muller very justly observes, ought to be re

gulated by the use you propose to make os them ; and I

will add, by the nature os the country where they are to

be used. For want of attending to this natural reason,

imitation and caprice have been the only rules followed in

determining the dimensions of pieces.

As the French, during the reign of Lewis the XlVth,

gave birth to most of the customs and fashions of Europe,

so in this important article were they imitated by every

body; 24. pounders of immense length and weight were

made by princes who had neither places to attack or de

fend ; whose countries, for want of roads, did not permit

the use of such heavy machines ; they were even. intro

duced into armies, though no siege was expected..

It ought to have been considered, that the French

made war in a fine open country, where the roads are

good, and where there is a great deal of water carriage.

That

1
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That Lewis the XlVth and XVth were, from the

proximity of their own fortresies, enabled to form their

magazines near the scene of action : and lastly, that in

Flanders they could not make one step, without be

sieging some important place.

The French artillery was formed relative to these cir

cumstances. But why we, and other princes, that are not

s1tuated in similar circumstances, mould imitate the French,

I do not know. I am very glad to fee Mr. Muller's

opinion prevail, and hope that artillery, and every other

machine relative to military operations, will hereafter be

made in the most advantageous manner possible, for the

use we can in our circumstances make of them. This

gentieman has proposed many excellent things in his

works, which makes it needless for me to fay any thing

on the subject.

I wish, for the sake os the public, he may give us the

doctrine of sieges in all its parts, including the theory and

practice of mines, in order to complete his most useful

works *.

The next, and indeed most important object of any,

to those who aspire to the command of armies, is geo-

* The Author did not know that Mr. Muller had already executed this.

graphyj
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graphy ; not only that which consists in a general know

ledge of a country, but a local one: a man must be

thoroughly acquainted with the face of the country, and

its productions ; and particularly with those objects which

are immediately connected with military operations, as the

spring, course, breadth, depth, velocity, windings, banks,

fords, bridges of rivers, whether they are navigable or

not ; whether they run into your country from that of the

enemy, or on the contrary : in the first place, you must

have a fortress as high up as possible, in order to hin

der the enemy from taking advantage of the naviga

tion, which is a very great one, and facilitates much the

operations of an army ; insomuch, that all great generals

make it a point never to quit them if possible : ainl it is

remarkable that the Austrians have generally been worsted

by the Turks, whenever they have quitted the Danube.

If the river runs out of your country, you must have

likewise a fortress, as low as may be, in which you must

form your magazines, that you may at once enter your

enemy's country.

If the river runs along your frontier, as the Rhine does

with regard to France, you must endeavour to occupy two

or three capital points upon it, with good and exten

sive fortreftes ; so that you may not only cover your own

country, but also make it impossible for an enemy to per-

d netrate
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netrate without giving you an opportunity to enter his,

and cut off his subsistences : thoiigh the river be n'pt navi

gable, it may however be of great use in military opera

tions, particularly if it runs parallel to the enemy's fron

tier, and crosies the principal roads that lead into his

country, because then they furnish good positions on. their

banks. If you make war on any. river> you must be mas

ters of both sides, if possible, otherwise they are of. little

use, excepting only to take positions behind them. When.

you have a strong pkce on a navigable river, you may.

with a handful of men embarrass a great army..

The past1ng of rivers is justly considered as one of the,

most delicate and dangerous operations of war ; and yet

it generally succeeds. for want of being perfectly acquainted

with them ; and for want of diligence and activity in

those who oppose it, otherwise it cannot succeed ; for

though an enemy cannot prevent your throwing. a bridge

under the protection of your artillery,. is properly placed,.

he can, however,. hinder you from occupying such an ex*

tent of ground as is necessary to develop your army, and

may, without exposing himself to. your artillery, attack

any part of it. that has pasted..

: ,- . . .1- . ' ' . . •

This method ought to be embraced rather than attempt

to prevent a passage. A remarkable instance of this hap

pened in Italy, in the war for the succession of Spain*

(/ Prince
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Princb_ Eugehe wanted to piss a certain river, which

the vigilance 'of ' his antagonist, the duke of Vendome,

had for a ;long time prevented : at length, liowever, the

•prince having stole a march, threw over a bridge, and

even a great part of his army had pasted and intrenched

themselves under the protection of the artillery on the

orlier stde, so that Vendome could not attack them with

out much loss and danger : he therefore posted his army

as near as possible, ready to attack them, if they offered

"to quit their retrenchments, in order to form and extend

their front, but it was found quite impracticable; for the

Duke had placed his troops in such a manner, that they

formed a portion of a circle concave towards the enemy,

so that the whole fire, both os artillery and small arms,

could- be directed and concentred upon the retrench

ments. !

9

Prince Eugene having observed the duke's disposi

tions, was too wise to risk an action in these circumstances,

with a river behind him ; he therefore ordered his troops

to repafs the river, and broke the bridge after them.

This example is the best lesion that can be given on

the defence of rivers ; if the course os the river is convex

to you, it will be extremely difficult to hinder an enemy

from pasting ; because, marching on the chord of the

circle, he has much less space to go than you : he labours,

d 2 , how
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however, under one difficulty, which is, that generally

speaking the banks of every river are higher on the side

where its course is convex : if the banks are in the least

elevated, no bridge can be thrown over the river ; and

they are always high alternately, if the river has a winding

course ; high on the convex side, and low on the concave

of the curve it forms.

In defending the banks of rivers, the army must be se

parated into two ox more great corps, as the nature of the

river admits, and disposed in such a manner as to be able

to discover where the enemy passes, and strong enough ta

hinder him from occupying any posts far from the banks j

because he will then have ground to form his whole army

upon, and there is no advantage in sighting him. A due

attention to what we have said, and a perfect knowledge

of the river, will make it impossible for an enemy tc*

pass it.

I am surprized that no use is made of small rivers and

rivulets to make inundations to cover camps, which may

be executed on almost every spot with very little expence,.

and would render them no less strong than fortresses. All

capital positions should, if possible, be covered by inun

dations, which are much more efficacious than all the re

trenchments in the world. The sluices must be made as

low as poss1ble, and, moreover, covered with seme good

work or other.

If
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If the country is mountainous, the roads must neces

sarily pass through many defiles, formed by the ravins,

torrents, rivers', &c. consequently advantageous camps and

positions are to be found on every spot.

The knowledge of all this, when improved by superior

talents, will enable a small army to make a successful war

against one infinitely superior, as appears evident from the

example Duke Ferdinand has given us in his glorious cam

paigns in Heffia.

Most particular care must be taken to occupy alt the

mountains without exceptions, before you approach them

with the army j for though there are few great roach in

such a country proper for cavalry artd artillery, you may

however be certain, that if the country is well peopled,

there is no mountain, however it may appear steep and

craggy, nor any wood, though in appearance impracti

cable, but what, on diligent enquiry, will be found to

have roads at least for infantry , and therefore you must

never encamp in such a country without occupying all

the mountains ; which will not only secure your army,

but will enable you to observe the enemy's motions, and

prevent him from observing yours ; a thing of so much

consequence, that I will establish, it as a rule never to let

an enemy fend a patrole near your army ; on the con

trary, you must always fend yours on his flanks*

When
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When the ground has been well reconnoitred, and

the mountains occupied, you must always camp be

hind them, so that -the enemy cannot see you, and that

you may keep him in a state of incertitude, which is a

great advantage in military operations : upon this fame

principle you must never camp near a wood, unless you

occupy it entirely, otherwise the enemy covered by it,

may make some decisive motions against you, which you

cannot perceive till it is too late to prevent it. Had this

maxim been observed at Malplaquet, Hastenbeck, and

Torgau, things would have turned out otherwise in all

probability. ♦ . • ; ,

s # » . .s ,

Never approach a wood or a mountain, unless you

occupy it entirely, is a rule that must be for ever ob

served, and cannot be transgressed without imminent

Hanger.

, .

Not only an exact knowledge must be had of all for

tified towns, but even of all the villages ; particularly

those through which the high roads pass, because they

form defiles ; which being occupied, put an effectual stop

to an enemy, and give you time to make any disposition

that may be judged necessary. ' .

The science of position, camps, marches, and even the

project of campaign or plan of operations, must be regu

lated
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Ia*ed. by these points : it is on this knowledge only you

can determine the number and species of troops that must

Compose the army ; and consequently the quantity and

quality os your magazines,, and. where they, must be made;

and every plan that is not sounded on these principles,

must fail in the execution, if your, antagonist has common

fense ; so that the great and important parts of war, as

well in the formation, as in the execution, depend on the

knowledge of the country and wife generals will always

chuse to make them the foundation of their conduct, ra

ther than trust to the uncertain issue os battles. If you

postess these points, you may reduce military operations to

geometrical precision} and may for ever make war without

ever being obliged to fight. Marshal Saxe calls battles

the resource of ignorant generals ; when they do not know

what. to. do they give battle*.

Next to this local geography of a country, the natural

history and political constitution of it is an object that .

deserves the utmost attention ; the quantity and quality of

its productions,, foil, climate, food,- and form of govern

ment ; because on these the physical and moral qualities

of the inhabitants entirely depend. Those who inhabit

the plains.and. rich. countries, are generally effeminate and

bad soldiers,, impatient under the least fatigue, are soon

sick, require too much food, and are less active than .those'
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of the mountains, and in every respect inferior to them.

What did not the poor Highlanders do ? What did they

not suffer ? They will live where an Englishman, though

animated with equal courage and love of glory, will

perisli ; merely from the difference of their situations be

fore they become soldiers.

The Croats in the Empress's service, seldom or ever

camp, and are exposed to all the inclemency of the wea

ther ; yet, in proportion, much fewer of them die than

among the rest os the troops, which can be attributed

only to the difference of the countries from whence they

come.

The inhabitants of great towns are still worse than

those of the plains, being long enervated with vice and

its consequences, they are unable to support any fatigue ;

and moreover, too talkative ever to form a good and

obedient soldier. The form of government produces no

less variety in the characters of men than the physical

qualities of the country.

The subjects of a despotic prince being from their birth

taught obedience and subordination (two esiential quali

ties to form a good soldier, is not entirely alienated and

weakened by oppression and poverty) are preferable to

those
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those os republics, unless these are animated by the en

thusiastic fire os liberty ; os which they are very suscep

tible, is conducted by an able hand, and become invin

cible ; but is destitute of this principle, they make but

indifferent soldiers; because their pretensions to liberty

clashes continually with that blind subordination which

constitutes the very foundation of a good army.

As the subject os a despote cannot possibly be anima

ted with a pasiion for liberty, that can raise any degree

os enthusiasm, their leaders must endeavour to substitute

that os religion, which is superior to the other. When

these two principles are united, the soldier is invin~

cible. If we consider the force they have on the human

heart, and how easily raised, we most be surprized to see

the generals of our age neglect them entirely : this proves

they want the most infallible and must sublime art os con

ducting mankind.

. There is another species of enthusiasm much weaker

than the former, and may be rather called a strong pas

sion, whose object is the love of glory and riches ; both

these principles are ingrafted in the human heart, and if

cultivated with care, will produce wonderful effects, es

pecially among the officers, who, by their situation, have

the means of enjoying the fruits of them. These prin-

e ciples
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ciples are to be found chiefly among the subjects of a

mixed and monarchical government, where glory and

riches are attended with a real superiority and distinction.

From these moral and physical principles are formed nati

onal characters, whose influence is seen more or left in

every army, as it is more or less subject to military discipline.

Is this is strong, and sounded only on the principle of

sear, it destroys national characters, and does not sub

stitute any thing that is equivalent to it. Discipline should

be sounded on national characters, and both are improved

by it : but as those who have the formation and conduct

of armies, seem wholly unacquainted with human nature

in general, and with its various modifications, according

to the difference of countries and government, they find

themselves incapable to form a code of military laws,

sounded on national characters ; and are therefore forced

to destroy these, and establish it on the weak, uncertain,

and slavish principle of fear, which has rendered our ar

mies much inferior to those of the antients, as appears

evident from the history of mankind.

The French are gay, light, and lively, governed rather

by an immediate and transitory impulse, than by any

principle of reason or sentiment : their sensations, from

the nature of their climate, are very delicate ; and there

fore objects make a very strong impression, but momentary,

because
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because a new object, producing a new impression, effaces

the former : from whence follows, that they are impetu

ous and dangerous in their attacks ; all the animal spirits

seem united, and produce a sort of furious convulsion,

and gives them a more than ordinary degree of vigour for

that instant, but it exhausts the whole frame : the instant

following they appear languid and weak, and changed

into other men.

To this national character may be added, that their

armies are recruited from the class of men that inhabit

the towns, who of all others are the least proper for sol

diers, being vain, impatient, talkative, and effeminate ;

they advance as assured of victory, having a great opinion

of themselves and contempt of others ; but if repulsed,

their spirits are exhausted, shame succeeds, and humbles

them to such a degree, that they are not easily prevailed

upon to renew the attack ; and as their vanity will never

let them confess they are in the wrong, they throw the

fault on their leaders, become mutinous, and desert.

Wherefore it mould be a maxim, in making war

against the French, to keep them continually in motion,

especially in bad weather, always attack them, never per

mit them to follow their own dispositions, force them ta

observe yours j their impatience will soon reduce them to.

e 2 com
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commit some capital error. Is their leader is wife and

prudent, and refuses to comply with their unreasonable

requests, they will treat him with contempt, grow turbu

lent, and desert. .

The present ministry endeavours to introduce the

German discipline among them, without considering the

difference there is between their national characters 5 and

I doubt whether it will produce the effects they expect

from it ; Nature must be improved, not annihilated.

The Austrian army is composed chiefly out os the

class of labourers, vasials of the great lords ; they are

obedient and patient, and bear without a murmur the

greatest hardships ; and though their religion does not rise

to any degree of enthusiasm, probably for want os being

excited by an able leader, yet it keeps them sober and free

from vice : objects must strike hard to make any sensible

impression, which once received lasts long, because not

easily effaced. By education and temper little disposed

to reason about causes and events j and therefore very

proper to form a good soldier, and superior to any other

who are not raised by some species of enthusiasm.

The Ruffians have all these qualifications, in common

with the Austrians ; and besides, such a fund of religion

and respect, or rather veneration for their prince, which
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inspires them with a degree of enthusiasm, that most: ne-

ceflkrily render them superior to every other army that is

not animated with similar principles. Their courage alone

has rendered them victorious, in spite of all those difficul

ties in which the general ignorance of their officers in

volved them.

! •' The Prussian army, being composed chiefly of strangers

of different countries, manners, and religion, are .united

only by the strong chain of military discipline; this and

a most rigid attention to keep up all the forms and disci

pline established, constitutes . a vast and regular machine,

which being animated by the vigorous and powerful genius

of their leader, may be justly accounted one of the most

respectable armies in Europe ; but should this spring, how

ever, languish but for an instant only, the machine itself,

being composed of such heterogeneous matter, would pro

bably fall to pieces, and leave nothing but the traces of its

antient glory behind.

They have a facility in manœuvring. beyond any other

troops whatever ; and their victories must be ascribed to

this chiefly ; for all the genius of the leader can do no

thing without it, and almost every thing with it.

The Spaniards are brave and patient ; and have besides

a point of honour, which being improved, would make

them
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them good soldiers. Their army at present would make

but an indifferent figure, for two or three campaigns, as

their generals have neither that knowledge, sounded or*

study and application, or that produced by experience.

The English are neither so lively as the French, nor

ib phlegmatic as the Germans ; they resemble more how

ever the former, and are therefore somewhat lively and

impatient.

If the nature of the English constitution per

mitted some degree more of discipline, a more equal dis

tribution os savours, and a total abolishment of buying

and selling commissions, I think they would surpass, at

least equal, any troops in the world.

The Turks, and every government sounded on military

force, must necesiarily decay, unless the fame fanaticism

which gave it birth be kept up by continual wars.

Mahomet understood this principle so well, that he

has made a religious precept of it, commanding his fol

lowers never to make peace with their enemies.

As. the force of this army depends entirely on numbers

and enthusiasm ; if this last is ever extinguished, which

now seems to be much the case, the other will avail them

no-
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nothing ; and that immense fabric being no longer anima

ted with the only spirit which could support it, must fink

under its own weight.

The principles which are only cursorily mentioned in

this preface, will be examined and demonstrated in the

following work.
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DIFFERENT A RMIES,

ANCIENT AND MODERN.

PART THE FIRST.

CHAPTER 1*

WAR is a state of action. An army is the instrument

with which every species of military action is per

formed: like all other machines it is composed of

various parts, and its perfection will depend, first, on

that of its several parts ; and second, on the manner in which they

are arranged ; so that the whole may have the following properties,

viz, strength, agility, and universality ; if these are properly com

bined, the machine is perfect. Care must be taken that not any

one of these properties be increased by diminishing another, but that

the whole may be in proportion.

By strength in an army, 1 do not mean that force which arises

from numbers, but that which proceeds from the mode in which

troops are ranged and armed. This strength must be adequate to

every purpose of war ; equally proper to resist or attack an enemy,

whether cavalry or infantry, in an open or in a close country.

A By
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By agility I mean, the celerity with which an array marches and

performs the various motions required in the conduct of a campaign.

This property is the most essential, and cannot be acquired but by

continual .exercise, nor even then* unless the original constitution of

the troops be calculated for a facility of motion.

The first problem in Tactics should be this : • how a given

number of men ought to be ranged, so that they may move and

act with the greatest velocity ; for on this chiefly depends the suc

cess of all military operations.

An army superior in activity can always anticipate the motions

of a less rapid enemy, and bring more men into action than they

can in any given point, though inferior in number. This advantage

must generally prove decisive, and insure success.

A battle is a changeable scene, in which every circumstance

is instantaneous and transitory, without activity, those favourable

opportunities, which always occur in days of action escape, and

perhaps do not return in twenty campaigns.

By universality I mean, that the mode and form in which the

troops are ranged, should be equally proper to act in different kinds

of ground, and against every kind of troops, to attack or defend ;

because an army once formed into a line, and near the enemy, can

not without much difficulty change the order in which it is formed,

or indeed make any motion, but forwards ; therefore when any

change is required, recourse must be had to the second line or

reserve, and generally without success : it is therefore highly ne

cessary that the first formation of the troops should be so general

as to be applicable to every particular case, and require no change

during the action, unless in, employing more or fewer men against

any given point.

If
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If such are the properties (I mean strength, agility, and univer

sality) which render an army perfect, it is evident that the arms

made use of, the manual exercise, and the different evolutions in

which the soldier is to be instructed, ought to be analogous to these

principles, and whatever is not conformable to them should be

exploded as vain and insignificant at least, if not, as very often

happens, dangerous and impracticable.

I know that it is much more easy to conceive and point out the

principles which ought to guide us in the construction of a machine

than to put them in practice ; for whatever pastes through the hands

of man participates of his imperfections. We should not however

despair ; if the perfection we aim at is not attainable, to approach

it is a great merit, and will in some measure answer the end

proposed.

For want of certain and known principles in the constitution of

an army, caprice and imitation seem to have been our only guides ;

whence innumerable changes and novelties are continually intro

duced into our modern armies. Error and folly succeed each other

like modes and fashion in dress ; what is to-day an object of applause

and admiration, is to-morrow exploded, and succeeded by some new

chimera equally absurd and transient.

A certain great prince, in the course of his reign, has undoubt

edly performed some very extraordinary acts ; and therefore our mi

litary gentlemen have implicitly adopted the dress, exercise, evolu

tions, &c. used in his armies ; I believe without sufficiently weighing

the matter, or considering that the success of his operations ought

principally to be attributed to his situation, as a sovereign of uncom

mon abilities at the head of his armies, and to the particular cir

cumstances of his enemies ; advantages which are but rarely com-

A 2 biued
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Lined ib as to produce that unity and vigour on which success in

war almost intirely depends.

The continual attention paid to the discipline of his troops,

gives them a facility in manœuvring superior to that of his enemies,

which certainly contributed to his victories ; his head and heart did

the rest. Mode of dress, and a thousand insignificant objects with

which he torments his army, had nothing to do in the matter. To

obviate this phrenzy of imitation, and if possible to six some certain

principle for the composition and direction of an army, is the object

of the following discourse. ,

CHAPTER II.

OF THE COMPOSITION OF AN ARMY.

THE different operations of war, and the variety of the

ground in which they are performed, indicate a necessity of

different species of arms as well as of troops ; accordingly we find

at all times armies composed of infantry and cavalry, and these

armed with different kinds of weapons ; some carried missile wea

pons, others hand-weapons: by missile weapons, I mean those

instruments with which a man throws darts, stones, balls, &c. at

an enemy when at a certain distance. By hand-weapons (I cannot

otherwise translate what the French call arme-blanche) I mean

those weapons which a man holds in his hand while he strikes the

foe with the other end ; such as swords, pikes, bayonets, &c.

It is needless to observe that there is a constant and invariable

connexion, or at least there ought to be, between the species of

arm6 made use of by the troops (infantry or cavalry) and the mode
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of ranging them ; because they must be formed in such a man

ner as to be able to manage their arms with advantage : though

this principle is self-evident, and essentially necessary to be observed

in the composition of an army, yet we shall find in the sequel it

has been almost totally neglected by the moderns.

The missile weapons of the antients were extremely weak, if

compared with ours ; the shield was sufficiently strong to parryr

or at least diminish their effects 1 however they were found necessary,

and generally adopted. It is evident that men armed with missile

weapons could not be formed into one mass, or in a deep order of

battle, because in that ease they could not possibly have made use

of their arms with any advantage j they were therefore left to.

themselves, that is, they chose the time, place, and object ; and

advanced or retreated only upon, a general signal-

The. use of such troops was very considerable j they could in

terrupt and harrass the motions of more massive bodies, though for

want of consistency and strength they could not break them. No

species of ground could be absolutely improper for those light troops*

and a close country was particularly favourable to them ; plains

and cavalry were to be avoided ; in every other circumstance they

could act with, advantage ; but cavalry and maflive bodies could,

neither move nor act but in plains- and open countries-

No army could therefore be complete unless it was composed of

three species of troops, viz. infantry, cavalry, and light troops ; and'

accordingly we find the antients and moderns have adopted them,

in the constitution of their armies*

Of the antients. the Tartars, and all the Asiatic people, thought that

velocity was the peculiar advantage of the cavalry, and that thi&

* property might be exerted to advantage.; it seems- they fought;

pell-mell
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pell-mell loosely, a la debondade : at least the Romans did so

very often; for we are told that the cavalry dismounted in heat of

action, and fought on foot, which they could not have done had

it been formedynto great squadrons, and attacked in a line in the

modern European way.

A cavalry thus constituted was of great and general use, par

ticularly in pursuing a broken enemy, who were necessarily exter

minated, which is now the case with the Tartars and Spahi's.

Their extreme activity and velocity prevent all disposition in the

infantry for a retreat, unless they are favoured by a very broken

ground, where cannon may be placed. As they move separately,

and in very small bodies, they penetrate every where ; and as no

road is impervious to them, they in an instant surround their enemy,

whom they generally cut to pieces.

We have endeavoured to unite mass and solidity to the velocity

of the horse, but I think without success ; activity, the peculiar

property of the horse, is diminished, and almost totally destroyed

by the mode in which our cavalry is formed ; all bodies lose their

velocity in proportion to the augmentation of their mass : though

the advantages derived from cavalry and light troops, made the

use of both absolutely necessary, yet as their manner of sighting

was neither general nor decisive, the principal force of an army was

thought to consist in a good body of infantry, and with reason if it

is properly formed : its operations are, or may be more general,

solid, and decisive, than those of the other bodies.

All troops, I believe, have been formed into squares, or

parallelograms ; because thele are the only figures or forms in

which a body of men united can move or act. The circle which

Was uied by Cæsar, and which is so much admired by Puviegur,

could be proper only when it was surrounded, and confined to a

particular spot, which was the cafe when it was used by Cæsar. . •

CHAP.
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CHAPTER III.

OF THE PHALANX.

THE Greeks ranged their infantry in a mass called a phalanx ;

it consisted of about 16,000 men ; whether it was a square or

an oblong figure is not material. This mass moved and acted in one

body, when the nature of the ground permitted : necessity only

made them divide it into smaller sections. It is evident,

First, That such a mass could be armed only with hand-

weapons, because none but the foremost ranks could possibly make

use of any other, and even of these with little effect, the whole

mass being formed in a close order with small if any intervals.

Second, The least inequality of the ground interrupted, or totally

suspended its motions, and consequently by driving the phalanx

into broken ground, and avoiding its shock and impulse, any troops

formed upon more active principles would soon throw it into con

fusion, break and defeat it. The phalanx vanquished the Persians,

because they, confiding in their numbers, fought in plains ; they

were indeed likewise vanquished by the Romans ; but that was

because the legion was formed on more active principles than those

which modelled the Asiatic armies-

Hence it is that no massive bodies, such as a phalanx, or the

column proposed by Folard, can act or defend themselves against

much smaller numbers armed with muskets, and that the use of

missile weapons is incompatible with every deep and massive order.

T~2
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The advantages of massive bodies arise from their natural weight

and strength, and from the hand-weapons which they must neces

sarily use : the foremost ranks pressed by those behind are forced to

.advance ; the stain and wounded are instantly succeeded, and though

the number is diminished, the front is equally closed and extended,

and the action is prosecuted with the same vigour, so that if the

ground permits them to act at all, they must act with success when

they can approach the enemy.

The use of hand-weapons brings the men Ib close together,

that no alternative is left but to die or conquer. Hence the

victories of the antients were so complete and decisive, that a

battle or two concluded a war.

The length of the Peloponnefian and Punic wars arose from

other causes, which we shall explain hereafter. The phalanx could

not abandon its original institution, nor deviate from the line on

which it acted to pursue a broken enemy ; this was left to the

cavalry and light infantry, which generally did the business so

effectually that few escaped.

The Grecian cavalry seems to have been good, but small in

number. The country in general was improper for cavalry, and

besides as it was divided into a great number of states, the terri

tories of the contending powers were too contracted to admit of a

numerous cavalry. Their wars were confined to excursions of a

few days, and produced rather skirmishes than battles. The

weaker kept within the walls of the capital ; the stronger ravaged

the small dominions and retired ; and thus ended the campaign.

In the course of the Peloponnefian war, so well described by

Thucydides, which lasted above twenty years, no great battle was

fought, which was the cause of its duration ; and the face of the

* country
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country was such, that an enemy could not be forced into action :

to this we may add, that the armies on both sides were com

posed of confederates, which necessarily weakened or destroyed

their own activity and vigour.

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE LEGION.

THIS body of men formed a complete army ; it was com

posed of heavy infantry, light infantry, and cavalry, armed'

with missile and hand-weapons ; it was ranged like our troops in

a rectangle, the more extended faces of which fronted the enemy.-

The legionary infantry was placed in the center, the cavalry on

the wings, and the archers and (lingers were distributed along the

front of the line, and fought where they could, without interfering

with the heavy infantry. They were very active in a day of battle,

often mixed with the cavalry, and supported it, let no opportunity

escape where they could annoy the enemy; very unlike the light

troops in Germany, who generally disappear on a day of battle,.

and very often cannot be collected in two or three days after.

Montecuculi says, that it is absolutely necessary to intermix

small detachments of forty or fifty foot with the horse, and that

at the battle of Saint Gothard fought upon the Theisse, in Hun

gary, against the Turks, these detachments contributed much to

his victory.

I am so far persuaded of the utility of this method, that I am

surprized it is not generally adopted, because a company of foot may

be formed in such a manner as to oppose cavalry with success in a

plain, as we mall (hew hereafter.

B Tat
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The legionary infantry were ranged nine or ten men deep.

Authors vary on this point, which is not material. Each man

had three feet square to act in, that he might use his arms offen

sive and defensive with advantage. The subdivisions of the legion

corresponded exactly with our brigades. I do not know how their

cavalry was formed, whether in great or small divisions, though

I believe in the latter, nor in how many ranks. It seems they

fought in small parties of about thirty or forty men, and in four

ranks, but on this point I am not certain.

Thb infantry being formed nine or ten men deep, a Roman

army of equal strength with a modern one, occupied .only a third

part of the ground which is requisite for the latter : it follows,

that the motions of the whole line were more rapid in that propor

tion. The nature likewise of their arms did not require that the

action should be at all interrupted ; consequently a battle was

begun, prosecuted, and concluded, in less time than ten of our

battalions would take to pass in review on Wimbledon-Common.

The advantage of the phalanx was in its impulse and shock only, »

that of the legion in its activity, sufficient strength and supe

riority to the phalanx in velocity, the legion prevailed over the

phalanx, and every other arrangement.

I agree with the illustrious and sagacious Polybius, that the

legion was the most perfect order then known, or perhaps that can

be invented. It was strong, and formed for activity, analogous to

the arms it bore, and therefore was so far perfect j yet in the distri

bution of the whole, it had, I think, one capital defect common to

the phalanx, and to our modern armies. Its cavalry* was placed on

the wings of the infantry ; indeed it could not be otherwise in

the Grecian order. This I presume is a very great defect, and I

think I shall prove it in the sequel of this work. The cavalry thus

disposed was too weak, so that it could not act an independent part ;

and
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and being placed at the extremities of the lines, it could not be

supported by the infantry ; the horsemen were obliged to alight and

fight on foot : accordingly we find that the Roman cavalry never

made any figure in the numberless battles which that military

republic fought. It might, like our huflars, render a victory more

complete ; but it seldom contributed to gain one. Whenever the

infantry was broken, it was generally cut off; this in such a dis

posal of troops must always be the case, if the enemy is superior'

in cavalry, and if the ground permits that cavalry to act. The

fame event must likewise ensue to the cavalry if it is broken, and

vigorously pursued, unless it be protected and supported by some

infantry properly posted. These considerations evince the necessity

of placing both cavalry and infantry in the line, in such a manner

that they may afford aid and support to each other, and that their

efforts may be combined, and directed to the fame point, in which

we think the perfection of art order of battle consists. It is the

unity of action which can alone insure victory, and this unity is, I.

apprehend, totally incompatible with the ancient and modern mode

, of ranging cavalry. The close manner in which the Roman cohorts

and our battalions are formed, with very small intervals, obliged

them and us to place the cavalry on the wings ; but I would ask, .

is it absolutely necessary they should be so placed ? 1 think not : in.

such a disposition I see many defects, and not one advantage.

B a CHAP.
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CHAPTER V.

OF THE MODERN INSTITUTION OF AN ARMY.

CUSTOM is a tyrant, who governs mankind with more despo

tic sway than an Eastern monarch. To oppose him is treason

and rebellion. An opinion, well or ill founded, is not to be Era

dicated by any direct argument. ; it can only be extirpated by time,

and favourable circumstances. The modern philosophy, though

for the most part founded on mathematical principles, has not in

the course of more than a century been able to expel entirely the

dreams and visions of Plato and Aristotle. It is no less odious than

difficult to convince a man he is in the wrong, and that his opi

nions are absurd. Few have inclination to investigate their grounds,

and still fewer have the capacity to investigate them effectually.

Hence they prefer travelling in the known path, to the trouble of

enquiring after a new one. In matters of religion and politics, I

should not hazard any new opinion, because true or false it might

produce doubt and discord, which a good subject ought to avoid.

Peace and harmony should be the guide and principles of his actions ;

but in military affairs my errors can do no harm ; they will be

treated with contempt and vanish. I have therefore only to request

the reader to examine impartially what I shall fay on this import

ant subject, before he pronounces judgment on my labours.

We have already shewn, that the mode in which a body of

men, whether infantry or cavalry, is formed, ought to be analogous

to the species of arms they carry, and that the whole machine

should be strong, active, and universally adapted to every operation

of war. The phalanx was properly armed, and possessed the first

property,
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property, strength, in an eminent degree. The legion was like

wise well armed, and was both strong and active ; but as we ob

served before, it was defective in the arrangement of the whole :

the cavalry placed on the wings could not support, nor be sup

ported by the infantry.

We can by no means determine whether or not our troops are

properly ranged, till we have carefully examined the nature and

effects of fire-arms, which are now the only weapons made use of

by the infantry. The sword is a useless burthen to the soldier ;

and therefore it ought to be rejected.

Our fire arms are certainly superior to the missile weapons of

the antients ; and if we consider only their force, and the facility

with which they are managed, it will appear surprizing that whole

armies are not totally destroyed in a few hours : it is certain,

however, that the musket is by no means so dangerous and fatal as

the sword and pike. When the infantry was armed with these

they came necessarily to close sight ; the greater part of the van

quished, and many of the victors were of course stain or wounded,

and the victory was more decisive ; for a regular retreat was im

possible. But the use of missile weapons and fire-arms has intro

duced a new. mode of waging war, less bloody and decisive. A

considerable distance generally intervenes between the two armies

during a great part of the action, and sometimes during the

whole; for the two lines very rarely join, and engage with sword s

and bayonets. This reciprocal situation enables the whole, or any

part of an army frequently to change its position, or quit the field

entirely, as circumstances may require, without difficulty or dan

ger, and with little loss.

A musket, and every species of fire-arms, are the most delicate

instruments of war, and most uncertain in their effects. Indepen

dent of the quantity and quality of the powder, the manner of

loading
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loading the piece, the state of the atmosphere, the agitation of the

soldier, &c. cause such variations in the direction of the piece, as

renders its effect very uncertain ; insomuch, that by calculation it

appears, that not above one mot in four hundred takes place. The

distance between the two armies, and the uncertainty of the effects

of fire-arms, are the causes why our battles are never decisive ;

few are slain, and the remainder have time to retire. Wars are

not now as formerly terminated by battles, and complete victories.

An army, though much inferior in number to the enemy, and

even in point of goodness, when commanded by an able leader,

will occupy some advantageous post, stop the progress of the

mighty and victorious for years, till victor and vanquished are

almost equally exhausted and ruined, and peace is become ne-

ceflary to both parties, for want of means to prosecute the war.

Hence, in our days, no kingdoms are overturned, no nation is en

slaved. The subject alone feels the weight and calamities of war*

The monarch, ignorant of their miseries, sits down in peace, enjoys

his pleasures, regardless of the ultimate event, because it seldom

affects his throne. He makes war or peace to gratify his own ca

price, or that of a favourite.

If the natural defects of fire-arms are such, and so many, that a

good marksman, left entirely to himself, cannot once in ten times

hit an object placed at any considerable distance, what can be ex

pected from an ordinary soldier in the ranks, pressed before, behind,

and on every side, his motions continually interrupted by those of

his comrades ; agitated by the cries of the dying, and by the terror

of death floating before his eyes, himself and the object he aims*

at, if any, in perpetual motion ? Very little can be expected from

this man, as we have already shewn. When to all this you add

the motions of the horse, it will appear evident that fire-arms,

excepting a pair of pistols, when the enemy is near, are totally

incompatible with cavalry, as weJl as with all massive bodies ; be

cause
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cause neither can use them with advantage. It is difficult, and

perhaps impossible to find out a method to range the infantry, so as

to make use of fire-arms with any degree of success. If it is formed

of several ranks, three or more deep, and likewise with the ranks

and files close, as is now the mode, they cannot make use of their

arms ; and if formed in few ranks, with ranks and files open,

they cannot fire at all ; and being thus disunited, they can neither

move nor act for want of strength. On the whole, therefore, it seems

' impossible to range a body of men armed with muskets so that they

may have the properties required, viz. strength, activity,, and uni

versality. These difficulties have obliged the moderns to try several

methods to diminish them, by introducing different manners of

firing. Some have thought it was best to fire by ranks, others by

files, as platoons, divisions, &c. Count St. Germain, in a valuable

treatise published since his death, rejects both methods, and proposes

it should be done by single files, beginning at the right or left. The

firing by ranks, if you begin with the last, then the second, and

first successively, is undoubtedly the most simple mode of any, and

the least subject to difficulties and confusion. The last rank having

fired falls back three steps, the second one, and the first remaining

in their place. Then they close the ranks, and begin with their

third rank as before, advancing gradually ten or twenty paces,

and then halt to fire as before. The platoon firing, especially

if done in small divisions, does not continue two minutes, it is all

confusion, to which the noise of the officers in giving command

does not a little contribute. The method proposed by St. Ger

main is subject to the same and greater difficulties. Whence it

appears that a musket, and indeed every other species of missile

weapon, can be used with advantage only by men placed singly.

The firing by ranks in the manner proposed approaches the nearest

to it, and therefore ought to be preferred to all others. It might be

continued for several hours regularly, and without any interruption

or confusion, which cannot be done in any other method. I do not

propose
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propose this method as perfect ; I believe it is impossible to find any

that is not subject to numberless difficulties. This seems to me to

have fewer than others.

In whatever manner the troops are ranged, and in whatever

manner they fire, it is certain the effect is confined within a very

narrow compass. When the ground between you and the enemy is

very close, so that they cannot approach you without much diffi

culty, or not at all, then indeed, the use of fire-arms is indispen-

sible, and very advantageous ; the enemy must overcome the obsta

cles which they throw in his way, and which hinder him from mak

ing any great use of his arms, while yours are more or less covered,

are fired with ease, and generally with success. But when the enemy

can and will approach you, which he ought to do if he attacks, it

is evident that the use of the musket ceases, and the combat must

be finished by some other weapon, unless your troops are frightened,

and run away before the enemy approaches.

From these premises I draw two conclusions : i ft. That the musket

is not adequate to all the purposes of war : 2d. That the use of fire

arms is particularly adapted to a defensive war. In a plain aud open

country, where the enemy's cavalry or infantry can approach you,

fire-arms soon become useless ; and in a close country you can find

a thousand strong camps, which neither cavalry nor infantry can ap

proach without much difficulty : then fire-arms are of infinite use,

and the only arms which can be of any service.

But, as in war, it is necessary to attack as well as defend ; and it

was found that the musket was proper only for the latter, and that

every institution would be imperfect, unless a troop was armed with

hand weapons as well as missile ; we have attempted to unite the ad

vantages of both by adding the bayonets, but without success: for

the whole is too short and cumbersome as a hand weapon, and the

bayonet serves only to render the use of the musket more difficult,

antf its effects less certain.

CHAP.
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CHAPTER VI.

OF THE ADVANTAGES AND DEFECTS

o F

MISSILE AND HAND WEAPONS.

LET us examine and compare the advantages and defects of

missile and hand weapons : this will lead us to conclude,

that both are absolutely necessary to form the institution of a

complete body of men. Fire-arms are calculated for a defensive

war, and to keep tbe enemy at a distance, which prevents a total

overthrow ; but are of no use when he can approach you.

Hand-weapons, on the contrary, can be of no use at a distance;

but are absolutely necessary when the armies approach each other.

The former are proper for a close country, the latter for an open

one. The effects of the one are precarious and undecisive ; those

of the latter certain and complete. The musket is the resource of

prudence and weakness ; hand-weapons are the arms of valpr and

vigor.

An able general, at the head of troops armed with fire

arms, though inferior in number to the enemy, may protract a '

war many years, and finally prevail over a less able leader ; which

cannot be effected if the armies carry hand-weapons : for they must

necessarily soon come to an action, and that action must, from the

nature of the arms, be decisive: hence the art of war, among the

ancients, was simple and decisive ; and hence it is complicated and

scientific among the moderns.

C The
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The art of war of the ancients was confined to what we call

evolution, directed to the purpose of fighting only, which they

considered as the sole means of finishing a war. In short, their

whole attention was directed to discipline, to the exercise of the

troops, and to the field of battle.

But we study camps, positions, and lines: our plans of opera

tions are very extensive, and often embrace a hundred leagues,

which we cover by occupying a given position : those of the ancients

were contracted and confined within a narrow compass ; seek the

enemy, and fight him, was their favorite military maxim : they

did not seem to think it possible to protract a war by skilful man

œuvres : accordingly, their wars were of very short duration, unless

some exterior circumstances, arising from the nature of the

ground, that of the troops, and finally, from the different political

systems of the contending parties, tended to protract them ; which

we have shown to be the cafe in the Peloponnesian war, and

which, we shall hereafter fee, was the cause that made the Punic

wars so long.

The principles of an active and defensive war were little known

to the ancients. Jugurtha and Sertorius seem to have been the only

generals of antiquity who understood and practised them : but

none of these wars can be compared, for vigor and activity, with

the late war in Germany ; in which more battles were fought in

two campaigns, than in any century among the ancients.

The result was very different from the usual effect of ancient

wars. A great part of the globe changed masters during the sixth

century of the Roman republic ; whereas the empire of Germanv

remained in its former state, at the peace of Hubertsburg : this dif

ference arose, we think, entirely from that of the ancient and

modern
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modern arms, and consequently from the different mode of con

ducting a war.

We are often obliged to act a defensive part to cover and protect

an immense tract of country against a superior enemy : prudence

requires that we ihould avoid a general action ; and when we think

it adviseable to risk one, aided as we are with fire-arms, a thou

sand strong camps may be found where we may engage an enemy

with advantage.

A given position will enable a good general to harrass and check

the progress of an enemy during a whole campaign , whereas the

ancients, armed with hand-weapons, came so near each other, that

it was almost impossible to avoid a general action, which, from the

nature of their arms, was decisive.

P'abius, aided by a very close and mountainous country, with

difficulty protracted one campaign without coming to a battle, be

cause Hannibal's forces consisted chiefly in cavalry, which, in such

a country, could not act with advantage.

The result of what I have said is, that an army armed with

fire-arms only, is slow in its motions, and undecisive in its actions ;

it is characterized with science and art, and particularly adapted to

a defensive war.

Troops, armed with hand-weapons, are rapid in their motions,

and decisive in their actions ; less scientific than the former, but

singularly proper for an attack. .

It seems, therefore, that to render an army perfect, and ade

quate to every purpose of war, it mould be provided with both

kinds of weapons.

C 2 If
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If one species of arms cannot be made so as to serve the purpose

of a musket and a hand-weapon, which I believe is the case, a

body of men must be so formed as to manage both kinds of arms ;

or, finally, different bodies of men armed differently, must be

ranged in such a manner that they can aid and support each

other. We shall examine this theory hereafter. How far mo

dern armies are endowed with the perfection we aim at, will appear

in the course of our investigation. I beg the reader's pardon for hav

ing dwelt so long on this subject, and for having used so many repe

titions ; but I consider what I have been advancing as the foundation

of all tactics, which alone can offer us some certain and fixed prin

ciples to form and conduct an army : I hope, therefore, and recom

mend to all military men, that what has been said in this chapter

may be examined and weighed with the attention it deserves.

CHAPTER VII.

OF THE FORMATION

O F

BATTALIONS AND S QJJ A D R O N S.

THE moderns have adopted the musket as an universal wea

pon, and,S of course, endeavoured to range the infantry rela

tively to its form and use ; but without success : for we have already

proved, that a body of men, ranged three deep, cannot make use

of fire-arms with advantage, which the experience of every battle,

'and the millions of shot fired without effect, prove to a demonstra

tion. Besides, this mode of ranging the troops is attended with

many inconveniencies, and is subject to some capital defects.

First,
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First, A line of three ranks wants strength : it cannot with

stand the shock either of horse or foot, if the former act with vigor,,

and if the latter are formed on more solid principles, and are pro

perly armed. This extreme weakness is the cause that two or

three battalions cannot advance half a mile on a plain, on a day of

review, without floating : one part or other always projects ; and

you are forced to stop continually to rectify the line, and make it

proceed regularly.

Second, This Very thin order necessarily obliges you to extend

the front, whose motions become more difficult in proportion ;

and activity, the most essential quality an army can possess, is en

tirely lost.

A like, consisting of thirty battalions and fifty squadron's, occupies

five or six miles from one end to the other. It is easy to conceive,,

that however open the country may be, so extensive a line must

move with great stowness and difficulty ; and if the ground is

close, and intersected with hedges, ravins, &c. it can neither move

nor act at all ; and the whole is continually stopped, sometimes for

many hours, before you can advance a single mile : and when at

length you come near the enemy, your attacks are weak and par

tial, confined to some particular points, which are often not the

most favorable : whereas a general effort should be made against the

enemy's whole front, while at the fame time particular ones are

carried on against those parts which offer the greatest advantages.

The stowness of your march gives the enemy time to prepare

themselves for your reception, to change their position, or to retire

so prudently, that these mighty preparations finish in a few incon

siderable skirmishes.

It
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It matters not how numerous an army is, unless, by superior

activity and disposition, you can and do bring more men into action

against the different points you attack, than the enemy can oppose

to you.

*

It was to this advantage only that the king of Prussia owed

many of his victories in the last war ; for his army, except at the

battle of Prague, was always inferior to those of his enemies : add

to this, that such an extensive line must necessarily have many

weak parts -from unfavorable ground, of which an able general

will avail himself, and attack you there with advantage.

Finallt, your disposition being once made, it must be prose

cuted, and the line must advance on its original track ; for its ex

treme length and natural slowness do not permit any alteration to

be made near the enemy, however neceflary it might be; and if a

brigade or a regiment is thrown into confusion, the whole line

must stop ; and if some remedy is not instantly applied, drawn from

the second line, the battle is lost : for the enemy penetrates through

the interval, attacks your army, thus cut in two, on both flanks,

and beats you ; which happened exactly in this manner at the battle

of Prague, as we shall relate hereafter. Much more might be said

to prove, that the modern method of ranging the infantry three

deep, renders it totally defective in two essential properties—strength

and activity.

This method of ranging the infantry three deep is likewise so

far from rendering it universally proper for all operations of war, *

that it can march in that order only in a plain, at the risk of being

cut to pieces by a resolute cavalry, or by infantry formed on more

solid and active principles ; and it can fight only, when covered by

a strong country, by intrenchments, &c. where an enemy can ap

proach it with difficulty : so that, upon the whole, it seems defec

tive
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tive in three points, viz. strength, activity,, and universality ; ut

which we think the perfection of an army, and indeed of every

machine, doth principally consist. This we give as our opinion

only, without the least pretensions to infallibility : let the more

able examine and decide.

CHAPTER VIII.

OF THE CAVALRY-

THOUGH I have not served in the cavalry, yet, as I have

several times commanded considerable detachments of horse,

I hope it will not be thought impertinent, if I presume to give my

opinion upon this subject.

Cavalry are generally, like the Infantry, ranged three deept

and armed with muskets, pistols, and swords. The difficulty with

which the infantry manage the musket, proves that the cavalry

cannot use it at all, particularly the two last ranks.

The Hussars, and such troops as generally act singly, may be

permitted to continue the use of muskets ; but those who are

formed and ranged to act in a mass, and sword in hand, ought

not to carry them, because they are expensive, troublesome, and

totally useless.

It will be objected, that if the cavalry do not carry a musket,

a few Huflars, or other troops who do, will be able to harrass, and

perhaps
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perhaps beat double the number of the best cavalry, who can nei

ther remain quiet on the spot, nor pursue in a line ; the only me

thod they have in acting against a scattered and light enemy. The

•musket, therefore, is necessary in the cavalry.

Th1s argument appears plausible ; but in fact has, in my hum-

'ble opinion, little weight : for whether they carry muskets, or not,

they will lose their labour if ever they pretend to skirmish with the

light horse ; .their men and horses will be harrassed ; and they will

.be finally beat back to their line, from which they ought never to

.depart.

Cavalry neither can, nor ought to fight but with sword ii1

.hand ; when the ground, or the troops they contend with, do not

permit this to be done, they must be kept back, or else mixed with

strong detachments of infantry, formed in such a manner as to be

able to resist the charge of the enemy's cavalry ; of course the

musket must be laid aside.

»

The ranging of the cavalry three deep is intended, no doubt, to

enable them to resist the mock of an enemy ; but as we have said

before, they ought not at any time to wait for the shock, because

even a light and weak cavalry, on full gallop, will break through

any line of horse, however massive, if it waits the shock.

The ranks being closed, the first overthrown, necessarily falls on

the second, this on the third, and so on; and the whole runs

away: but if the ranks were kept at some distance from one another,

when the first was broken, the second might advance and attack the

enemy, already checked and in disorder, and easily put them to flight.

But being formed, ranks and files closed, there is no remedy at

all for a disaster, except from the second line or reserve, as in the

infantry :
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i infantry : and even this resource will rail of success, if the enemy

pursues his advantages with vigour. For the first line will probably

throw the second also into confusion, because there are not

sufficient openings in the second for the first to pass through, which

there ought to. be : then indeed the second line, on seeing the

first in confusion,, ought .to advance sword in hand, and might thus

probably gain an easy victory. The broken line in the mean

time .recollects itself, and forms again behind the second, which

is now become the first. • ; . .

The sword is too short, and particularly, as the soldier is taught

to sit with long stirrups ; he kills the horse by a dead weight, al

ways bearing without intermission on the fame parts : this may be

graceful for aught I know, but it is very oppressive to the horse,

and hinders the man from reaching the enemy. Pistols are ne

cessary in cafe the man loses his sword, that he may not remain

totally defenceless.

People talk very much of the shock of the cavalry. If they

mean that two horses push eack other, and strike with their breasts,

which the French, who abound in unmeaning words, call coup

de poitraix, it is an absurdity; for the head and neck being

projected in a..right line before the horse's breast, it is impossible to

strike with it ; something, however, considerable is, and may be

done, when a squadron either waits for, or encounters another.

The horses being pushed on vigorously, and finding themselves

checked by the head of those in front, endeavour to pass between

them ; and in such case, it is certain that the cavalry, which moves

with the greatest velocity, whatever may be the opposite mass, will

undoubtedly penetrate and overthrow it. Hence it is that velocity

is every thing in the cavalry ; if you are deficient in this, your

D crvalry
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Cavalry is not worth keeping. I saw once an example of this

kind during the last war near Gourlitz in Lufitatia.

Zibthen's regiment ©f hussars fell in with the Austrian ca

rabineers, and was repulsed ; but on seeing the king's army-

arrive they rallied, attacked the carabineers (who imprudently

waited quietly on the spot) broke them, drove some hundreds into

a morass, where they were killed or made prisoners in fight of the

Austrian vanguard, consisting of eight or ten thousand men, who

could not relieve them ; for the action lasted only a few minutes.

I':';- i-. : ! :'.-f- .

-CHAPTER D£." j... ' '

, .... ..i

OF THE MODERN ORDER OP BATTLE.

r
. . . , i , i ' . . ,

BY order of battle, I mean the distribution of the different

species of troops of which an army is composed, not including

those which pass under the denomination of light troops, as they

never enter the line.

Ik general, the whole is ranged in two or more linesV because,

first, the being formed only in three ranks, it would take up so much

ground, that it would be impossible to range or manage a nume

rous army. Secondly, to supply the defects and weakness of the

first line, by supporting it, and replacing the whole or any part of

it, which may be broken and thrown into disorder, by the second.

The cavalry and infantry form separate bodies ; the former are

generally placed on the flanks of the latter.

The
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The perfection of au order of battle consists, as we apprehend,

first, in placing each body of men, where they can act with most

advantage. Secondly, in bodies of different species, being so placed

as to be able to support each other that the victory may be com

plete ; otherwise it often happens, that while your cavalry are vic

torious, the infantry are beat, aud the battle lost, or ,vice versa.

Thirdly, in your armies being so ranged as to be universally ad

apted to different species of ground, so as to require no material

alteration in marching up to the enemy, or during the action.

•

First, It is evident, that if the cavalry are placed on the flanks

of the infantry, they can neither support, nor be supported by it,

which disposition I therefore conceive is a most capital defect.

Second, Both in marching, camping, and fighting, it may and

generally does happen, that the infantry and cavalry are placed on

improper ground, where, however, they must so remain ; because

it is in general impoflible to change the original disposition ; there

fore, upon the whole, it seems deficient in all the points, which

constitute a solid and active order of battle.

Moreover, as both lines are formed in a close order, if the first is

broke and vigorously pursued, it overthrows the second for want of

sufficient openings. This cannot advance with celerity, and in a firm

order to stop the enemy ; so that both generally go off together,

and die battle is lost. Whereas, if at least the second line had in

tervals to let the first pass through them, and at the fame time

advanced in good order, while the enemy is in some degree of Lou •

fusion, they would not only check them, but probably would gain

an easy victory.

The reason given for placing the cavalry on the wings is, to

protect the flanks of the infantry, which I think is the most ab-

D * surd
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surd reason that can be alledged, because this may in a moment for

tify its flanks against infantry or cavalry, by forming a square or a

column, which the cavalry cannot do; its flanks are naturally so

weak, that they offer no kind of defence.

M. st. germain, in a work published since his death, for this

very reason advises, that the cavalry should camp behind the in

fantry, because, says he, if it is attacked in the night, it is totally

defeated before it can be put in a state of defence.

Numbers, beyond a certain point, can add nothing to the force

of an army, unless they can be made to act together ; they increase

its inactivity, and render it altogether unmanageable. By thus se

parating the cavalry from the infantry, it very seldom happens that

they can be brought to act in a proper place, and in a proper mo

ment : they really, in a day of action, form two different armies,

and act separately, and very indirectly contribute, if at all, to the

support and success of each other.

If either is beat, the other must fall back and retire : whereas

if they were formed on other principles, the whole must be van

quished, or none, because they would form only one army, though

composed of different species of troops, and mutually support each

other.

Before I conclude this discourse, I must, first, beg leave to re

capitulate, briefly, what we have said, that the reader may see it

at one view, and be enabled to examine and form a clear judgment

of it. Secondly, to give a description of a battle, which will

corroborate and illustrate the opinions and arguments that I have

endeavoured to establish.

First, The general use of fire-arms, and of every kind of missile

weapons, is not adapted to all the various operations of war, but is

finguarly
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singularly proper for a defensive war, and consequently for a close

country, where the troops being covered and protected by the ol>

stacles which- such a country offers, the enemy can with difficulty

approach you.

ff-

Secondly, That the use of missile weapons has rendered the

art of war much more scientific than it was among the ancients,

when it was confined chiefly to the arrangement of the troops, the

exercise, and evolutions : what we call manœuvres, on an extensive

line, seem to have been little known to them ; and fighting was the

only method adopted by them for finishing a war, which the na

ture of their arms soon brought to a conclusion.

Thirdly, That our battles neither are nor can be decisive, and: -

may be considered rather as great Ikirmimes than general actions,

very few being slain in comparison with what happened when hand-

weapons alone were used.

Fourthly, Though our infantry were formed three deep, with

a view to the musket they carry ; yet can they make but a very

imperfect use of it, and the cavalry cannot use it at all.

Fifthly, That by forming both infantry and cavalry in three

ranks, they are too weak to march with firmness and consistencey

to attack or defend themselves against troops formed on more solid

and active principles.

Sixthly, This method of forming the troops necessarily

lengthens the line, so that it cannot march with any velocity in a

plain, much less in a close country.

Seventhly, That a line of five or six miles, does of course

meet with improper ground for the kind of troops which may hap

pen
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pen to be placed there ; yet no alteration can be made in the line,

however necessary it may be.

ErGHTHLY, That the whole front must advance together, which

renders it totally inactive, and gives the enemy time to take their

measures for fighting or retreating at their pleasure, which reduces

the battle to an inconsiderable skirmish.

Ninthly, That the general cannot possibly see and conduct all

the operations of such an extensive line, so that, by the neglect,

ignorance, or malice of the officers under his command, the action

is always very imperfectly carried on, and fails of success in more

than one point ; which may render that of the other attacks useless.

It wants, in short, unity of action and activity in the execution.

Tenthly, To prevent the line from being protracted without

end, we are obliged to form several ; so that if we consider the few

men who act together in the first, and that none at all act in the

others, unless successively, and when it is commonly too late ; we

.shall find, that not a sixth part of the army is engaged atone time,

aud of that sixth part not one, perhaps, at the most eligible point

of attack or defence.

All these defects, and many more which could be enumerated,

proceed originally from our making the musket the general instru

ment ; and from our adapting both the formation of the troops»

and order of battle to that instrument, as we have clearly proved

in the preceding chapters.

OF A B A T T LE.

•

I can no way better expose the defects of our military arrange

ments, than by relating in a few words, how this great machine,

an army, is brought into action, how a battle is fought and con-

cluded,
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eluded, and what are, in general, its consequences, which I have

Teen in the course of several campaigns.

After many marches and counter-marches, which often take

up the most favourable part of a campaign, a battle is at length

resolved on : all those who are informed of this resolution, and too

many always are, put themselves in motion to solicit some com

mand, or to carry the news of the expected victory ; in obtaining

which favour and intrigue generally prevail* to the prejudice of

the truly brave and deserving officer.

Several days are employed in examining the position of the

enemy, which might be done in five minutes ; for a general who

cannot, in one instant of time, fee and* determine the manner of

attacking any camp, is unworthy to command an army : during

such delay, the enemy prepare themselves to receive you, fortify

themselves, change their position, or retire ; so that you have fresh

and great difficulties to encounter, or perhaps you lose your labour,

and must follow the enemy to seek another opportunity, which may

not offer in a whole campaign ; especially if under an able general,

who wishes to avoid an action.

The mode of attacking is at length fixed, which, ten to one,

must be altered, because the enemy, while you lose your time in

preparing yourself, have materially altered their position. If you

are not apprized of this in time, and you march up to them, your

original disposition is lost, and you are unable to form another that

may be proper to answer the present circumstances, which may re

quire that your cavalry or infantry should change the ground, and

replace each other. Nothing of this can be executed before the

enemy, without offering your flanks, and consequently exposing

yourself to a total defeat. When any alteration in the order of

battle is required, it should be done a day or two before you quit

your
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your camp, otherwise such confusion will ensue as cannot be

remedied. ' •

The battle .of Lignrtz, in i 60, was lost, and the brave Laudhon

sacrificed to malice or ignorance, because the quarter-master general

of M. Daun's army would, the evening before the battle, change

entirely the original order of battle withou any apparent reason. The

consequence was, that the main army arrived upon the ground about

ten hours too late, when we found Laudhon had been well beat,

and the king ready to receive us; but as our original plan was frus

trated, we could not form another, though we had sufficient time,

and though with Laudhon's army we were above twenty thousand

xnen stronger than the enemy, whom we permitted to continue,

his march to the Oder unmolested : the reader will pardon this

,digression.

The different brigades of artillery generally precede the columns,

to favour their developement ; that is, to prevent the enemy from

opposing the forming of the line, and because the general and the

soldier think nothing can be done without it, though in truth it

produces more noise than any real advantage. This prodigious train

of cannon, and its concomitants, continually stop and retard the

march of the troops by some accident or other, so that seldom or

ever they arrive together, and in time, on the ground where the line

is to be formed.

This is a very critical moment, if the enemy knew how to

avail himself of it : for if he is perfectly acquainted with the ground

between his camp, and that which you have left, he will know all

the roads by which you march, and consequently by advancing to

meet you, in order of battle, he. can attack the heads of your co

lumns, and defeat them all singly, without giving them an oppor

tunity of ever forming the line, in the fame manner as one attacks

a rear
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a rear-guard : but happily for you, he confides in the strength of

his post, and suffers you to do what you please.

His army is like a set of china-ware on a chimney-piece, it must

not be touched or moved, for fear of breaking it : after three or

four hours cannonading and skirmishing your army is formed, and

advances towards the enemy preceded by the artillery, which retards

the march very much, and occasions the loss of many men, which

could be avoided by marching rapidly to the enemy.

Supposing the army consists of sixty thousand men, the first

line will occupy five or six miles ; in this extent of ground a thou

sand obstacles both by art and nature occur, which necessarily retard

your progress, because the whole line must advance together ; for

if some parts precede at any, though small distances, the others, a

vigilant enemy, by marching rapidly through the intervals, cuts

your army asunder, takes you in flank and gains the battle; which

sb happened exactly at the battle of Prague.

To avoid such an inconvenience, by keeping your army together,

and advancing in a line parallel to that of the enemy, you are some

times several hours in getting over a mile of ground, which ought

to be executed in a few minutes. If by the firmness of your troops,

and the inactivity of your enemy, you come up with him, and

succeed in one or two points of attack only, the battle is won,

though perhaps only two or three battalions have been displaced ;

and if you fail in what you suppose the principal attack, you retire

almost unpursued, and you have lost the battle.

f -

In the former case, the enemy has no resource in his first line,

which can make no movement but forwards or backwards ; so that

if you can maintain yourself on the ground you have gained, the

E enemy
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enemy retires successively, and goes off. This is a critical moment

also, if the enemy knew what to do.

If instead of endeavouring to regain the points lost, he advanced

part of his second line to prevent your going farther, and oblige

you to bring the greatest part of your forces to maintain the ground

gained, which is generally done ; and if with the rest of his army

he made some considerable effort on the rest of your line, in all

probability he would succeed, and force you by this means to relin

quish the advantages you had gained to prevent this part of your

army from being cut off, which would certainly happen, if any

other part of your line was driven back and defeated : sometimes,

indeed, such a movement is made, but generally with a view only

"to favour a retreat, and seldom or ever to gain a victory.

As your attacks are successive, so must your advantages be, and

you gain one part after another, or rather the enemy abandons them,

you can make no general effort in attacking or pursuing the enemy,

who has time to retire at his leisure.

Your army who have, perhaps, beCn twenty-four hours under

arms, are so fatigued with that situation and with the combat, that

they are unable to move, and much less to prosecute the advan

tages they have gained with any vigour.

The light troops are sent after the enemy, but with small suc

cess, for they are generally attentive only to plunder ; and more

over, a few battalions thrown into a wood or village put an end to

the pursuit ; and the enemy, who probably have lost only a few

cannon and prisoners, occupy a neighbouring hill, and your victory

is reduced to nothing more than barely the field of battle.

Such
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Such have been the victories I have seen, and such the conse

quences, which I can attribute only to the natural {lowness and

inactivity of our armies, which proceed, as we have shewn, from

the use of fire-arms, and from the consequent mode of ranging

the troops.

Sometimes, indeed, a commander of very superior abilities may,

from such an imperfect victory as I have described, draw great and

signal advantages, as it happened after the battle of Lissa, where

the Austrians, in the course of a month, lost successively the greater

part of their army, without any apparent necessity for the loss.

But when the commanders are nearly equal in abilities, a whole

war may pass in skirmishes, without their ever coming to a general

and conclusive action, which happened on the Rhine when Monte-

cuculi and Turenne were opposed to each other.

Indeed our battles, as we have seen, are commonly nothing

more than great skirmishes ; and therefore, as 1 have said before,

wars are not now, as formerly, concluded by battles, but for want

of means to protract them.

CHAPTER X.

A NEW SYSTEM.

HAVING (hewn, in the preceding chapters, that the use of

fire-arms exclusively ; the arrangement of our infantry and

cavalry in three ranks in consequence of using those arms ; aud

finally, the order of battle, are imperfect, and render an army in

adequate to almost every operation of war; it remains, that we

E 2 should
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should examine, whether and how a given number of men, horse

or foot, may be armed and formed, and the order of battle so con

trived, that it may be free from those defects to which our modern

institutions are subject ; and that it possess strength, activity, and

universality, in which we make the perfection of an army to

consist.

While we make use of fire-arms alone, as is now the case in

the infantry (for the bayonet and sword are of no use to the soldier)

it is evident, that no system can be formed which will in any de

gree diminish the imperfections of our armies : if you range the

men in two ranks, for example, that they may use the musket

with more advantage, the line will be so extensive and weak, that

it cannot be managed at all, or scarce be put in motion ; much

less will it be able to resist the shock of the enemy : and if, on

the contrary, you range the troops in four or five ranks, all the

arms they can carry will become totally useless.

It follows, therefore, that a certain number, of men should be

armed with pikes : this alone can enable us to form a number of

men in such a manner, that they shall have strength to resist the

shock of an enemy, horse or foot, and to act in every kind of

ground with equal advantage ; it must combine and unite the soli

dity of hand-weapons with the advantage of fire-arms. If this can

be accomplished, we approach very near the perfection we aim at ;

and undoubtedly render an army, formed on these principles, supe

rior to any other now existing.

The use of hand-weapons necessarily requires defensive weapons,

sufficiently strong to parry or diminish their effects ; they are so con

nected, that they ought never to be separated, particularly in the

cavalry, where the action passes sword in hand.

Armour
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Armour of any kind in the infantry, opposed to infantry, armed

as it is at present, is less necessary, though always useful : it gives

confidence to the men, and likewise diminishes, and sometimes

destroys entirely the effects of a musket-ball when fired from a cer

tain distance, or with a considerable angle, above or below the hori

zon and direct line. And as infantry may be, and very often is pp-

posed to cavalry, and closes with infantry, I think it ought to be

provided with such an armour as we shall propose hereafter.

It is well known, that a third or fourth part of an army, m

the course of a few months, by death or sickness, goes off ; of which

diminution many causes may be assigned, as bad and scanty food,,

and neglect of the sick in the hospitals. The principal cause how

ever is, I think, the dress, which does not cover the soldier against

the inclemency of the weather, and seems calculated only for pa

rade and shew, in a sunshiny day, before the ladies, like the dress

of other petit-maitres. Whereas it is evident, that both the dress,

arms, and exercise, should be made with a view only to health,

and to the purposes of war : and it being impossible for the soldier

to carry every thing which may, once in an age, be useful to him,

we must fix upon such equipments only, as he will find always

necessary and useful.

CHAPTER XL

OF THE DRESS OF THE SOLDIER.

HE must have three shirts of strong cloth, without those gew

gaws ruffles ; two pair of drawers ; two pair of breeches

made of ticking, and long enough to come almost to his ancles,

such as the Hussars, Croats, and Hungarian infantry wear ; two

pair
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pair of strong thread stockings ; and four pair of socks, to keep

his feet clean, and prevent them from galling and blistering, which

is always the case when the wool is next the skin.

He must have two waistcoats of the fame stuff with the breeches,

.and two under-warstcoats, unless the upper ones are lined, which

I would prefer.

He must, for the winter, have the fame number of woollen

stockings, a pair of breeches, waistcoat, and coat of strong and thick

woollen cloth. The coat must have a lapelle to come to the waist

band of his breeches, and to button from top to bottom. The

flaps of the coat and waistcoat must not be so open and gallant as

the present mode.

He must also have a good great coat, with sleeves, to come be

low the calf of the leg, with a small cape or collar to button

about his neck, and a hood to come over his head, under his hat.

All the winter apparel may remain with the depot of the re

giment until September, excepting the great coat : that will keep

him warm enough, though the rest of his cloaths are only of

linen or cotton.

He must have a black leather stock, quilted within, to keep

him warm, and at the fame time to keep the stock in a proper

shape.

He must, finally, have half boots, which are handsome, and

much better than shoes ; they prevent the wet in a great measure,

and the dust, sand, and gravel, which always get into the shoes,

and gall and cripple the man.

I WOULD
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I would have a button fixed on the waistband of the breeches,

and a loop to the waistcoat, to keep the former up, without tying

it too hard, which heats the loins, and hinders the free motion of.

the limbs. As part of the dress always remains at the regiment's

depot, the soldier may carry the rest, and what he really wants, with

ease. I have omitted speaking of the hat, that very useless, if not

ridiculous piece of dress, because I intend substituting in its place

another, which will both cover and protect the head, neck, and:

shoulders,

CHAPTER XII..

OF DEFENSIVE ARMS OR ARMOUR..

TH E first part naturally to be covered is the head. For this.,

purpose, I would have a hat made of strong leather prepared

in the same manner as that of which jack-boots are made, such as-

the couriers abroad use : it must be quilted within to make it sit

easy. The brim must be three inches broad to cover the face and.

carry off the rain: to this brim I would have fixed five or six.

small chains, made of strong wire, to hook to the breast-plate or

cuirass, which he must also have. Such a hat will effectually

protect the upper part of his body against the sabre, in whatever

manner it is used, either by striking as the Europeans, or pushing;

horizontally, as the Turks and Asiatics do.

I would recommend that a plate of brass be put on the hat,

signifying the number or name of the regiment, battalion, and

company, all which must be numbered. It is incredible how much

this trifling circumstance would contribute to enforce discipline and

valor.

The
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Having thus cloathed and armed our soldiers, we must now

proceed to range them, and in such a manner, that they may

make use of their arms to advantage. I would have the infantry

formed in four ranks, and the three. foremost armed as I have

directed with a musket and short lance only ; the fourth and last

rank with the long pike, sword, and a pair of pistols.

The shortest men to be placed foremost, and the others succes

sively, according to their size ; so that the fourth rank be the tall

est. This disposition will greatly facilitate the use of their arms ;

whereas the method used has a contrary effect ; it is absurd, and

calculated for mew only.

"The three foremost ranks,- protected by the pikes when they

^approach the enemy, will, if they fire by ranks and with temper, do

•it effectually, and when at a distance, before they have fixed on the

lance to their musket, can manage it with great ease, and conse-

.quently with effect.

It is needless to observe, that a body ofmen ranged in four

ranks march more steadily than in fewer, and faster. It is true the

line will be shorter by a fourth part ; but this circumstance is so

far from being a defect, that on the contrary, it renders the line

stronger and more active, which we reckon the greatest of all advan

tages. But it may be said, if your line is shorter, the enemy will

attack one if not both your flanks. This objection will fall to the

ground by the general arrangement of the whole, as will appear

hereafter.
1 .... ' "**

For the present let it suffice to prove, that a body of men formed

three deep cannot resist the shock of one that is four deep, aud

armed with lances, muskets, and pikes, and the quantity of fire

is nearly equal; for that" part of the enemy's line, which extends

beyond your flanks, is of no use while at a distance, as the men in

a line cannot be brought to fire on the right and left, so their fire is

lost;
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lost ; and when you approach the enemy, you must: march rapidly

up to him, which will soon put an end to the dispute. But this

out-flanking of you cannot happen, by the mode in which wo

propose to range our battalions.

CHAPTER XIII.

OF THE FORMATION OF BATTALIONS.

I WOULD have a battalion consist: of five companies, one of

which is to be called light infantry ; the other four heavy

infantry, all armed alike, excepting that the lance, which is to serve

instead of the bayonet, may be made a foot longer for the light

than for the heavy infantry, because they generally act singly,

and therefore can manage it with ease.

Each company of the heavy infantry is to consist of one hundred

and twenty-eight men, rank and file, not including officers and under

officers ; the company of light infantry being much oftener called

upon duty, {hould be much stronger, they might even amount to

two hundred, for they would decrease probably much faster than

the others. ,

Each company of heavy infantry will forma front of thirty-

two men, the battalion consisting of four companies, one hundred

and twenty-eight files, to whom I allow one hundred yards or

something more of ground ;. because I would not have the files

close and pressed, as that situation hinders them from using their

arms. , . • • . . .

Four companies of heavy infantry will make - $rz

One of light infantry we will suppose - -- zoo4

71a

F 2 A REGIMENT
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A regiment of two battalions will raake eight companies of

heavy infantry, and two of light, which in the whole amount to

about one thousand four hundred. It will be aiked, why so many

light infantry ? My answer is this :

Let the regiment be formed as in the annexed plate, with an

interval of one hundred yards beween each battalion, who must

have on their flanks, one three or four pounder, and one seven or

eight inch howitzer- i

The two companies of light infantry will be placed opposite the

opening "between the two battalions, and on the flanks. As these

.may extend thmselves at leisure fifty yards to the right and left or

more, and even the interval between the two battalions may be

made to extend one hundred and fifty yards without inconvenience

or danger, it is evident that the whole ground occupied by our re

giment, though formed in four ranks, greatly out-flanks the fame

number of men in three only.

The sire of our two light companies will alone produce: a

greater effect than that of the enemy, for this obvious reason, that

bur light infantry acts where and how they please, aims at their

leisure, crosses their fire along the enemy's whole front, goes upon

their flanks, &c. in short, it acts with all the advantage of real and

expert chasseurs. If to this you add the solid fire of the heavy infan

try, it will appear undoubtedly true, that upon the whole, we shall in

this be superior to the 'enemy, as we shall be in the extent, strength,

and activity of the fine. Vide PI. I. fig. 4. & 5. o"«-

I ask, what will the enemy do ? Will he advance within that

portion of circle, and come to the shock ? What chance has he

with his short, muslcet and bayonet against my xnusket and lance,

and a row of pikes, which project six feet" beyond the first rank,

. . .' * and
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and prevents him from approaching it, and much more from break

ing it ? If he waits your approaching him, he is overthrown in a

moment : when you can come up to him you must conquer.

Supposing the country is much inclosed, it is evident that here

likewise you have the advantage ; for he cannot possibly drive you

from behind a hedge, ditch, or an entrenchment ; and if you attack

him, having come so near, to be within reach of your pikes, he

must fly : and finally, if you cannot approach him with your line,

the two companies of light troops may get on his flanks, and force

him to abandon his post, however strong : therefore, in whatever

species of ground you act, you must necessarily prevail over the

enemy.

So much for infantry opposed to infantry. Let us now examine,

whether formed and armed on our principles, it may not likewise

be opposed with equal success to cavalry, in a plain and open coun

try. If this can be done, then we may declare, that our institu

tion is perfect.

* Let each company be divided into four parts, and form a column

of eight men in front, and sixteen deep ; and let the companies,

thus thrown into columns, be ranged as in the plate, with the light

infantry and cannon. Vide Plate I.

I suppose this battalion is attacked in a plain by ten squadrons.

My light infantry and cannon keep off the cavalry, probably effec

tually ; particularly, if the first and second ranks advance one after

the other, and fire like the ligh,t infantry, which they may do with

out any risle, at the distance of twenty or thirty yards ; because if

they are pressed they resume their post, and the light infantry sills

up the intervals between the companies.

I WILL
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I will let the cavalry advance full gallop, undismayed by the

fire of the columns ; and I oppose to them eight ranks, the three

first armed with the musket and lance ; the fourth and fifth with

long pikes, while the sixth, seventh, and eighth can fire at the

enemy, who is so much higher, without any inconvenience to them

selves, or danger to the preceding ranks, as is evident.

Now I would ask Seidlitz," were he alive ; I ask Wagnitz

in the Heslian service ; I ask Sir William Erskine in ours, Whe

ther they think they can, at the head of two thousand Elliots,

break this column ? They can. Well, I will join the four com

panies, and form a complete square ; can they break this ? No ;

they will not fay they can : for, exclusively of the musket,

lances, and pikes, I will venture to fay, that no body of horse,

with any degree of velocity, is able to break through a body

of infantry of sixteen ranks, because the quantity of action

produced by a horseman on full gallop (for one only shocks at a

time) is not equal to the resistance of sixteen men placed behind

each other, so near as to support in a mass the shock of the horse

man.

I conclude therefore that, armed as I propose, a battalion of

infantry will beat in the open field twice the number, or indeed

any number of horsemen formed and armed as they are at

present.

CHAP.
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CHAPTER XIV.

OF THE CAVALRY.

THE more I consider the cavalry, the less I am able to fay or

write any thing which can satisfy myself, much less those

who are better informed than I am in this branch of military

knowledge.

Whether it is ranged in three or in thirty ranks, it is always

certain that the first rank alone can act, be they armed with fire-

arms, or with swords, or with both. And if the first rank is

broken, and thrown into confusion, the whole must give way.

Secondly, That if a body of horse remains on the spot, any

troop, cavalry or infantry, armed with a musket, will beat it, and

force it to retire, or to advance sword in hand, which avails no

thing against infantry covered, or against light cavalry which skir

mishes, because it cannot approach the former, nor reach the latter,

without breaking the line : then it is inferior to them ; because

their superior velocity enables them to baffle every pursuit of heavy

cavalry. If these charge, the foremost rank alone can use their

weapons ; the others are of no use, but to supply the place of the

slain or wounded in the first ; so that a third part only of your cavalry

can act at the same time, and two-thirds remain idle spectators.

Activity is the most essential property of the horse : in the present

mode os forming it there is none.

It is an axiom, that you ought to bring as many men into action

at once as poflible ; but though the ground is quite favourable, you

can bring only a third part. How is this to be remedied ? I don't

know. In whatever mode the cavalry is ranged, it is impossible to

- • diminish
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diminish the defects above-mentioned ; and if to these you add those

which arise from the difficulty of the ground which the enemy

may chuse, so as to render your cavalry useless for a whole cam

paign, one would be tempted to abandon it almost entirely, except

ing such a number as is required to patrole, keep guard before the

camp, &c. because the expences of it are immense, and its utility

insignificant.

If the infantry, such as we propose, is superior to the cavalry

even in open ground, it seems evident that a much smaller number

of cavalry, than what is commonly used in our armies, would be

sufficient, and we shall establish the proportion between the one

and the other accordingly. But whether the cavalry be few or

many, how are they to be ranged and distributed ?

We have shewn that the present mode is bad. Must they then,

like the Turkish and Asiatic cavalry, scatter and disperse themselves

over the whole country, skirmish with the enemy's line at a dis

tance, surround it, draw it into improper ground, wait till it is in

motion and broken, and then attack it sword in hand ?

I cannot resolve this question ; but certain it is, that in such a

case, ten squadrons acting in this manner produce more real action

than fifty formed and acting like ours.

Nor do I fee how a line of horse can extricate itself from troops

who act like the Spahis, whether it remains on the spot, or advan

ces : this light cavalry will not resist the shock of our line : granted.

It will not wait for the shock, but disperse itself, harrass you, and

wait for a more favourable opportunity.

But it will be objected, when the light cavalry retires, ours may

attack the enemy's infantry, and defeat it : No ; if it is formed as

we
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we, propose : but if the enemy's infantry is broken, a few of our

squadrons will drive them off the field. Very well ; but light ca

valry will do that much more effectually ; so that which-ever way

I consider this subject, I am at a loss what to determine.

'' . ' 1 e '

I lay it down, however, as a maxim, that the cavalry mould

be ranged, and distributed so, that it may act more or less in every

kind of ground. Secondly, That whenever any part advances to

attack, each individual horseman should really act, and not the

foremost rank only, as now is the case.

1 am conscious I walk on a slippery path ; however, T think the

order of battle I mall propose will, in a great measure, procure us

the advantages we aim at.

CHAPTER XV.

OF THE FORMATION OF A SQJJADROtt.

I WOULD have a squadron consist of 160 men rank and file,

not including officers and under-officers ; because, if it is less

numerous, it will soon be reduced to nothing, either the horse or

man, or both, being ill, you will have no force to take the field.

A regiment shall consist of four such squadrons, and of one

of light cavalry, which may amount to 200 men, as these are ob

liged to greater duties than the others ; so that the whole regiment

will amount to something more than 800 men. Each squadron,

armed as we have already proposed, shall be formed into four ranks,

which make forty files ; and these shall be divided by eight : so that

G each
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piquets of both armies, and disappearing when these come to a

battle.

But according to our plan, they will perform all the dories

commonly done by light troops ; and likewise in a day of action,

fhey shall be employed in such a manner, as will enable them to

render more real service than the heavy infantry, as will appear

from the inspection of our order of battle. The same reasoning

will equally hold good for the great number of light cavalry ; and

it is therefore unnecessary to repeat it.

11 ,.!.«

My army shall consist, of sixty battalions an'4 forty' squadrons.

The former will amount in all to about 42,000, aud the latter to

above 6500 ; consequently, the whole army will be 48,500 men,

which number we think equal to every operation of a campaign.

What it may want in numbers, is amply compensated by strength

and activity ; in which properties we place the greatest advantages

an army can possess.

As we shall employ the light cavalry, and the infantry of the

lame species only to patrole and reconnoitre the enemy, and always

together, very few men will be sufficient for . that duty. A hun

dred foot and forty horse will do it more effectually than ten times

the number ; because a few may approach the enemy unnoticed,

which cannot be done by a corps consisting of thousands.

A few may know always where you are, mask your great

corps, and perform any manœuvre they please without your know

ledge ; whereas, if a thousand men are placed properly before.your

front in the most hidden and covered places, they must inevitably

be observed. They must carefully avoid being seen on the high,

roads,
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roads, but must place themselves so as to be able to observe what

ever passes there.

Great corps, like an army, are more anxious to prevent the-

enemy from observing them, than to observe him; they are afraid

of being attacked, which their whole attention is directed to pre

vent : but the small detachments which I propose cannot be at

tacked ; for when they see a superior force approach, they disperse

and retire to the right or left, or to any quarter. The enemy can

not pursue them.

I establish it as a maxim, that light troops are not to fight

whenplaced before the front of the army, but to fee what the enemy

does, and give notice in time. If this doctrine is followed, very

few of them will be necessary, and even these must be made useful

in a day of action.

The author of this work, at the head of two hundred chasseurs,

'and a hundred dragoons, did, during the whole campaign of 1760,.

keep so near the king of Prussia's army, that he never lost sight of

it for an hour, though the Austrian army, and the corps he belonged

to were generally two or three marches off : and though he was

always in sight of the enemy, and scarce a day passed without some

skirmish ; yet, in the course of the campaign, he did not lose

twenty men ; and one only was taken prisoner, who got drunk,

and staid behind.

The author does not give this military anecdote to shew his par

ticular" merit, far from it ; he considers it as a matter of course,

which any man of common sense, with activity and vigilance, can

equally perform : in fact, there is nothing more simple. Detach

thirty or forty chasseurs, who place themselves in small parties along

the road to the right and left, covered with hedges, woods, walls,

&c
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&c. then send twenty horsemen, who advance by two, or three, so

that the foremost goes far enough to view the enemy by day, and

hear his coming by night. These turn a little out of the road,

and listen; if they hear anything approach, they retire without

noise to the infantry, and wait behind : a shot or two from these

will soon stop the patrole : and, if it is not strong, let them pass,

and make them prisoners. . • . .

Moreover, you can always know the different roads by which

the enemy can march from his camp ; and likewise guess, with

certainty, what will be the direction of his march. You must have

some intelligent person placed, so as to observe instantly when he

commences his march, and whither it tends : all which may be

easily done, if you have few men only, and if they are employed

as we propose.

But if you are at the head of thousands, you move and act with

the fame difficulty as the enemy ; you cannot change the positions

of a corps, as you do those of a company of chasseurs, and a hun

dred light horse, nor place yourself covered, and in the proper

situation for reconnoitring : you must have a camp, and that camp

is instantly discovered, which makes it difficult to watch the enemy

with success..
• • '.

This camp is the center from which all detachments must be

sent, and to which they must return ; the enemy, apprized of all

this, stops them short, occupies some commanding hill, makes a

shew of attacking you, amuses you a whole day ; in the mean

while his army has performed its march unknown to you. •

I have seen a thousand examples of this. In the morning a

report comes from a corps of 10 or 12,000 : the enemy is gone,

detachments are sent after him ; in eight or tea hours, per

haps,
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haps, you have some intelligence, and perhaps not; but always too

late : whereas, if small parties were employed in the manner we

propose, the enemy could not move unperceived ; and I can with

truth aver, that I have seen such small parties accompany the enemy

during a whole campaign, and often within twenty yards of his

columns, and never out of his fight.

I beg the reader's pardon for having dwelt so long on this article;

but it serves to prove, that fifteen hundred men will perform this

kind of service much better, than so many thousands which are now

employed. 1 am so convinced of this, that I would undertake to

do it, though the enemy's army amounted to a hundred thousand

men.

Folard, and many other judicious writers, observe, that in;

proportion as the infantry is bad, and the military art declines, the

number of horse increases in our modern armies ; because, say they,

an able general at the head of a good infantry can do any thing,

and wants but a small cavalry. It is certain that when the infantry

is good, much may be done with it ; and if it is bad, you must

increase your cavalry, to keep the enemy at a distance, as you must

have a great quantity of heavy artillery for the fame purpose.

Ik a numerous, and particularly in a heavy cavalry, I find three

capital inconveniencies, viz. The prodigious expence ; the difficulty

to provide subsistence ; and, lastly, that it is not of general use.

For in a close country, such as is a great part of Europe, ten cam

paigns may pass without an opportunity for your cavalry to come

to a general action, if the enemy is able, and chuses to decline it :

whereas it is our opinion, that no species of troops or arms should

be employed, but in proportion to the general advantages which

they procure.

For
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For these reasons, I do not by any means approve of the mo

dern fashion of employing so many horse. Generally a fourth or

fifth at least of .the army must be composed of cavalry ; I think an

eighth will be sufficient, provided the infantry is good, and formed

on the principles we have proposed, and that the cavalry be ranged,

and placed where it can act ; and where it is always supported by

artillery and the infantry, which we have endeavoured to combine

in our order of battle.

CHAPTER XVII.

OF THE ORDER OF BATTiE.

LE T any given number of infantry be divided into twenty

battalions, and let each of these, formed into three ranks,

occupy one hundred fathoms : these will have a front

of — — — 2000

Let three thousand horse be formed likewise in three-

ranks : these will amount to a thousand files, each at

half a fathom, which will amount to — 500

For the small intervals generally left between the batta

lions and squadrons, I allow — — 300

The whole extent of such a line will amount to — 2800

Let the same number of foot be ranged in four ranks,

each battalion will occupy only seventy-five fathoms :

the twenty will occupy . 1500

I leave an interval equal to the front, which will be con

sequently —— —- 1500

3000

Out of which deduct seventy-five, because there are only

nineteen intervals ■ 75

2925

My
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My line oftwenty battalions, consisting of the fame number of men,

will surpass the other by one hundred and twenty-five fathoms.

The Plate N° II. represents the two orders of battle ; the one,

fig. I. according to the usual mode, the other, fig. II. according

to our principles. Let us analyse them.

In the first place, ours outflanks the other by one hundred and

twenty-five fathoms, which enables us to attack the enemy's flank,

while it is likewise attacked in front.

Secondly, Our intervals are filled by three or four thousand

light infantry, who fire at their ease, chuse their time and object ;

and if they are directed to fire obliquely along the enemy's line,

and fix the officers in particular, it is probable that the fire of these

alone will produce a more real effect than that of the enemy's

whole line. If to this you add the fire of the battalions by ranks,

as we propose, they will undoubtedly have a very great superiority

over the enemy.

Thirdly, When the two lines approach each other, and come

to hand-weapons, it is not presumed that our modern battalions,

armed with their bayonets, and three deep, can resist a moment

the impulse of four ranks armed with pikes and lances, and like

wise protected by their defensive armour, so that in the use of mis

sile and hand-weapons, ours have most certainly the advantage.

I ca'Nnot imagine any mode by which a modern line can be put

on an equality with that which we propose. If it abides by its

fire alone, it is unequal ; if it comes to a shock and the use

of hand-weapons, it is still much more so. Will it break its

H ''. line
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line' and send detachments after our light infantry ? This is in

fact adopting our plan, and confessing it cannot be beat but by one

similar.

In our case this will not avail, because should they send such a

detachment, our two companies to the right and left of our batta

lions will form a column, which will take such detachments on

both flanks, while the company of light infantry, placed as in

fig. 2. attacks them in front, and when they are thrown into

confusion, which must soon happen, a squadron or two placed

opposite the interval, as marked in the plan, will advance sword

in hand and attack them pell-mell, that is, ride through them,

which must in a few seconds exterminate them.

I saw at Silistria, in Turkey, two squadrons attack a column

or mass of above six thousand Turks, in this manner, whom they

defeated and dispersed in less than three minutes ; and had they not

covered themselves under the banks of the Danube, whither the

cavalry could not pursue them, they would have been all cut to

pieces. Colonel Carleton was present at this event. •

It may be objected, that it is not easy for the two companies to

form the columns proposed ; to which I answer, that such an ope

ration does not require twenty seconds : and moreover, supposing

it was not done at all, my company of light infantry, supported

by a squadron of horse, armed with the musket and lance, will

be more than a match for the enemy's detachment, which, in fact,

admits not of the least difficulty till a flank is formed ; for the

operation is made under the fire of the two remaining companies,

and one of light infantry.

I coNcr^Jl)E, therefore, that a modern me is in every respect

inferior to that which we propose. I may be prejudiced in favor

of
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Of my principles; I inheresore earnestly intreat experienced gentle

men of my profession, to examine this subject with attention, and if

they differ in opinion, I mall be extremely obliged to them if they

will communicate their sentiments. Truth is my object.

So much for infantry opposed to infantry. Let us now

examine that part of the line which is opposed to the

enemy's cavalry. Many people will suppose that our four

ranks, though armed with lances and pikes, are not sufficiently

strong to resist the shock of a line of horse in three ranks ; I am of

a different opinion, and fully convinced that they are ; because one

horse * alone can come to the shock at once ; and if killed,

wounded, or stopped, the other two behind cannot advance,

so that the united force of our four men is in fact opposed to that

of one horse only, and if these forces are mechanically computed,

it will be found that the latter is by much inferior to the former ;

and if to this you add the effects produced by the fire first, and then

by the lances and pikes, no doubt can remain; for the horse

has nothing but his weight and velocity, however, be this as it

may, I will a'dmit that my infantry is in fact too weak ; I will,

therefore, form a column of each company, whose front is eight

men, and flank sixteen. ,1 hope no one will think this too weak

to resist a line of horse, or rather, as we have (hewn, one rank,

which alone can act.

According to our proposed plan, seven battalions, and as many

squadrons, are opposed to twenty squadrons ; these battalions have

seven howitzers, and as many field pieces. The light infantry is

placed before the intervals, and my seven squadrons behind them.

The first and the artillery keep up a constant fire against the cavalry.

Now 1 ask, will it support this fire, and for how long ? I believe

not long, it must either advance or retire when you approach it ;

I suppose the former, which can be done only between my inter-

H 2 vals.
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vals. My light infantry and my cavalry post themselves as marked

in the plan. Only part of the enemy's cavalry can pass at once,,

and these will receive the fire of two columns in their flanks, and

when they have passed will be fired at by the light infantry in their

backs ; in that instant my seven squadrons will attack them in

flank and rear, and I think totally disperse them.

Indeed, I am so persuaded of the superiority of my infantry

ranged and armed in the manner proposed, that 1 do not think any

cavalry, however resolute, can approach, much less break it ; in

somuch, that I would venture to attack it in an open country.

If the enemy's cavalry retires, you must fend yours after them,

who pursue them, not in a line, but like our hussars.

The second plate shews our order of battle advancing to the

enemy, and whoever considers it with attention, will perceive,

that though there are intervals between our battalions, the enemy

cannot avail himself of them, for he dares not penetrate between

them without ruin, as he will be opposed by our light infantry and

cavalry. Moreover, he must break his own line, and leave an in

terval, which cannot be guarded but by the second line, which is

generally too far off. In the mean time the disposition of our line

enables it to advance without any interruption, as no inconvenience

can arise from one part's being more advanced than another, for

that part is protected by the cavalry and light infantry. Even, if

many of our companies or battalions were broken, the enemy

cannot pursue them without breaking his line, and exposing such

detachments as he may order to advance, to be attacked in front

and flank. And lastly, the march of the whole is infinitely more

rapid than ifthe line was close as usual. I therefore conclude, that our

order of battle is much superior to any other, and probably is that

which has the fewest defects of any which can be invented, and in

which
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which are combined the many advantages of missile and hand-

weapons.

The next plate shews our order of battle, when our troops ap

proach within thirty or forty yards of the enemy,, which they can

get over in as many seconds.

The meaning of this disposition is obvious. The two columns

on each flank of the battalions, when they have broken the enemy's

line, fire on the flanks, while the other two companies continue

to fire before them on those who run away, and pursue them with

out intermission, while the cavalry pursue those who fly, with

vigour. The light infantry advances very little before the in

tervals, and leaves the pursuit to the cavalry.

If our line advances in this manner with rapidity, the enemy's-

first line will be cut to pieces, and the second share the same fate,,

if it does not retire in time. The fame superiority of force and

activity will always prevail, and the victory must from the mode of

attacking be complete and decisive.

By my order of battle, all the infantry is placed in one line,,

and all the cavalry in the second : different in this as in many other

things from the modern, as appears from the inspection of the plan,

in plate N° II. My reasons for this arrangement are ;

First, That I think it sufficiently strong to overturn a modern

line formed and armed on weaker principles.

•Secondly, Because all my infantry acts at once, and my ca

valry is brought into action only when the enemy's line, infantryv

or cavalry is thrown into disorder, when mine can act with advan

ce. .;' ; ' , ' •.

Thirdly,
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Thirdly, That every species of troops, infantry, cavalry,- light

infantry, and artillery, support and assist each other : so that the total

quantity of action produced by my line is greatly superior to that of

the enemy, and consequently must conquer. As according to the

,constitution of our army, it consists of sixty battalions, and forty

squadrons, if the first are formed in one line, it will be extremely

long and difficult to manage ; we therefore propose, that forty bat

talions only should be united in one corps ; these will occupy a space

something more than forty battalions and forty squadrons of the

enemy.

The remaining twenty battalions I would have formed into

•separate corps, as marked in the plan, plate III. fig. r. to attack

the enemy in flank, while the forty attack him in front. The

advantages of such a disposition are too obvious to require an ex

planation.

If notwithstanding what we have said, our order of battle is

thought too weak, being in one line only ; then we propose that

the twenty battalions should be divided ; viz. Seven should be

placed behind the right wing, seven behind the left, and six behind

the center, as it is marked in the plan, N° III. fig. 2. with the

cavalry in the second line. This disposition will satisfy those who

are accustomed to two lines and a reserve : but I prefer the other

disposition for many reasons, which will occur to every person who

will examine the two plans with attention. I shall only observe,

that the first disposition is most proper for attacking, and the second

for defending. The first has however two great advantages. First,

That all your infantry act at the fame time, and not successively

as in the second. Secondly, That you necessarily attack the enemy

on Ijoth flanks, as appears by the plans themselves.

It seems needless to observe, that if the enemy opposes cavalry,

as probably he may, to the corps, A. B. This must be thrown

into
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into columns, as we directed, and as is marked on the first plan,

N° I. but if opposed to infantry, no alteration to this reference is

required. -

We have already shewn, that the modern mode of ranging an

army, and the use of missive weapons, renders it totally inactive,

and proper only for a defensive war, and to fight at a distance, to

receive an enemy rather than attack him. To increase this inac

tivity, the general, as well as the soldier, seem to place all their

confidence in the artillery, rather than in the valour of the soldier ;.

accordingly the cannon is become the soul of our military establish

ments.

At the battle of Prague there were above five hundred pieces

of heavy cannon, which at a moderate computation, with the.

train, cost more than forty thousand foot would have done ; and

yet they did not produce any effect proportionate to such an im

mense expence. I have three capital objections to this abuse of

artillery—the expence of it, the number of horses required to

attend it, and the great delays it always occasions in the motion

of the army.

In sieges there cannot be too much, nor in the field too little

artillery. In this last case, the use of heavy cannon is very much con

tracted, it can be carried but in few roads, cannot advance with the

line, and must be employed only to protect the heads of the columns-

while they come out from a defile, and form the line, to form a

battery against some point of attack, or to defend an intrench-

ment.

If the enemy is at all acquainted with his business, he may order

his men to lie flat on the ground till your tretops advance, and then

attack them, or wait till they come up, in which eases the artil

lery has little or no effect ; and by a quick motion he comes up to

your
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your intrenchment, and attacks it sword in hand, which will ren

der your cannon useless. When a battery is directed against a

defile, you may almost always avoid it, by turning to the right or

left.

A good van-guavd with the field pieces will protect the heads of

your columns better than all the batteries you can raise ; besides,

if the defiles you pass through are within reach of the enemy, he

may either oppose artillery to artillery, or, which is much better,

advance rapidly and attack them. The instant he approaches, the

cannon ceases to be of any use.

Upon the whole, therefore, I conclude, that when you propose

waiting for the enemy in some fortified post, as in a fortress, you

must have abundance of heavy artillery : but as we place the

greatest perfection of an army in its velocity, and our system is, we

think, particularly calculated for that, and the use of hand-

weapons, which renders missive weapons of every kind less useful,

we reject of course that prodigious quantity of artillery, and we

think thirty or forty twelve pounders more than sufficient for au

army of fifty thousand men.

In ten campaigns, you may not find an occasion where these are

necessary, and where common field pieces would not do the busi

ness equally well. As we have said already our troops have much

confidence in a numerous artillery ; merely to indulge them in

this opinion, though erroneous, I conceive that each battalion

Ihould have a field piece, and a seven inch howitzer, until they

are accustomed to the use of hand-weapons, and to face the enemy,

then they will perceive, that artillery in general is so far from being

useful, that it retards their .marches, and exposes them, during,

these delays, to much greater losses and danger, than if they left

their artillery behind them, and thus disincumbered advance rapidly

to the enemy.

GENERAL
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GENERAL REFLECTION.

WHAT we have said regards an army in the field. It remains

we should examine how such an army is to be prepared for action

during peace, and how supported while in the field.

One of the greatest difficulties which occur, is in supporting the

army in the field, I mean in furnishing recruits and cloathing. In

a campaign or two, recruits are wanted, and the troops are almost

naked.

The first are raised in the country, very often at a great distance

from these at of war ; so that many perish before they arrive ; others

are totally unfit for service, and the few remaining placed in regi

ments, are quite raw, and before these can be rendered useful, many

go to the hospital ; hence one may safely affirm, that not one

fourth part ever arrives to a state of maturity and become real and

useful soldiers. What a waste and destruction of men! Forty

years peace and a good government will not atone for the calami

ties and losses of a six years war.

During the late war in Turkey, the Ruffians raised above three

hundred thousand recruits, and yet the principal army under

M. Romanzow, at the conclusion of it, did not amount to above

thirty-six thousand ; and that in Crimea, under Prince Dolgorouki,

to about twelve thousand, and all were in want of many necessary

articles, which is always the cafe, particularly if contractors are

any way concerned.

What prevention of these evils can be found, it will be natu

rally asked ? The best I can think of is as follows :

I Let
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Let the regiments have what we call perpetual quarters ; that

is, they must always during the peace, remain in one fixed place :

and these places must form a chain on that frontier, which most

probably may hereafter be the feat of war. For each regiment

must be built a small town in separate caserns, to prevent fire from

communicating to the whole. A certain quantity of land must be

assigned to them. If the frontier is subject to sudden attacks from

small parties of the enemy, I would have a good intrenchment

drawn about the caserns or barracks, with a good ditch well pali

saded, where the peasants may remain in safety with their

cattle, &c.

The recruits must be delivered to the regiments who are to take

care to have them exercised. All the materials which serve to cloath

the troops, must likewise be delivered into this depot, and there

worked and made up by the soldiers and their wives, which would

produce a vast saving to the sovereign, and the soldier would be

better cloathed.

In time of war, a battalion remains here to train the recruits,

and provide the cloathing for the whole regiment.

All the sick and invalids, wounded, &c. officers and soldiers,

must be sent to this depot, where they can always be of service,

though unfit for military duty in the field. If a sufficient quantity

of land is assigned, it will maintain them comfortably with their

pay ; and the state is not burthened with half pay, or to turn num

berless poor creatures adrift, which is now the case.

In this system, the soldier may and ought to be permitted to

marry, that his children may supply the immense losses occasioned

by the war. The women may help to cultivate the lands, and sup

port the community, whereas they are now the pest of the army.

The
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The" attfcy will receive the fecrutts formed and healthy, and will b»

always complete and fit for action ; whereas flow half the campaign

passes in exercising them, before you dare approach the enemy :

arid itt cafe of a Considerable defeat* a battalion may be sent to the

depot, and replaced by that which was therer \

« -Bach male chfId* when he arrives at ten! years of age, riffust

have a portion of land allotted himj arid he becomes a soldier. In

short, by this method, the whole army becomes military colonies ;.

§ft# each soldier having, by this means.,- a certain, honourable and

good retreat in his old age, serves cheerfully and well, becomes a

rfiewsber of the state, and has something so lose. No greater mis

fortune can happen to him than to be turned out of his regiment,

which, in fact, is dispossessing him of his inheritance. Moreover,

,TnHm acductorirted tti ltvd in1 a.dtfstakt community, is more Upon his

gtsarc? than when he is cdritiriii'afly' strolling from one quarter" to arioi-

tkeY i m'fomUch, that at regiment seldom passes through a village

in its march, without leaving traces of insolence and disorder be*,

hind it.

What I have said of the infantry holds equally good for the

cavalry ; each regiment of which should be composed of six squa

drons ; one remains at the depot, and performs exactly the fame

duties as the battalions ; so I need not dwell any longer on the

subject.

OF CONTRA CT ORS,

THERE is nothing performed by contractors, which may not

be much better executed by intelligent officers. I object to con

tractors for the following reasons :

I % First,
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First, They make immense fortunes at the expence of the state,

which ought to be saved.

Secondly, They destroy the army, horse and foot, and even the

hospitals, by furnishing the worst of every thing.

»

Thirdly, It is always in the power of the contractors to check,

and intirely stop the progress of an army.

And, finally, Men so extremely covetous, may be easily induced

to take money from the enemy, for revealing the secret, which they

can guess at from the disposition of the depots, or for not furnish^

ing the provisions in time.

In an army, there are always men of honour and activity to be

found, who would do all the contractors do much better, save mil

lions, and serve the troops effectually. These must be employed*

and these only.

PART



PART THE SECOND.

OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF WAR.

CHAPTER L

OP THE GENERAL.

IN the preceding part, we have considered an army as a ma

chine, with which the different operations of war, are to be per

formed; and endeavoured to point out the method which

appears to us most adapted for the construction of it, so that it may

have the properties required to render it perfect. An army, how

ever, differs essentially from a pure machine : this is formed in such

a manner, that when applied, it must necessarily produce a given

effect, in proportion to its strength. It can have but one principle

of motion, whereas in an army, each individual part has, within

itself, the spring and source of action, which it may exert or not at

pleasure. It follows, therefore, that however advantageously the

parts, that is, the men are ranged, the whole will remain motion

less, if the leader, who has the direction ;©f their forces, cannot

offer such motives as will induce them to act, and. in the manner

he prescribes. He cannot create action in individuals, he cannot

force them to. act, he can only persuade and direct. His orders

are ineffectual, the instant an army, or a great part of. it, ;chuses to

disobey. Coercion can have no room against superior forces. Aur-

thority, in which alone the strength of the general consists, vanishes

the
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the instant it is not acknowledged ; he must not therefore rely upon

it intirely. In the common course of things, as our armies are con

stituted, it does very well ; but upon many, and indeed upon all extra

ordinary occasions, he will sind it deficient, unless he possesses the art

of persuading, which can be done only, by offering such motives to

the troops is riaturally" tCnif' to 'raise tnerr courage when depressed,

and check it when violent or insolent, so that he becomes intirely

master of their inclinations* • aai 4iipoiG&-.o£. their forces with un

limited authority. This is what I call the philosophy of war,

which, in my opinion, is the *P0^ di^cujt ,^nd sublime part of

this or of any other profession. It fuppbsesa "perfect knowledge of

the passions, because it is from that source, a general must draw

his arguments to persuade er dissuade, 3S. circumstances may

require.

No author has treated this subject! so far, as if regards? the. cdii-

duct of an army, though if appears ""evident froris histety, that all

the great -captain4 of antiquity practised ilj of whieh wo stiaH

give some examples in the sequel. If, as the rndf.eer te\ flew^- 1*4

shall discuss it imperfectly^ we hope the reader will excuse it?, over*

look our errors, and avail; himself of the few truths we shall pn>

pofe to his consideration.

An army, like the sea, is sometimes calm and sloths**!, at othefS,

furious andl.outrageous, wholly ungovernable ; both extremes are

to be equally avoided. It must have such a degree of motion as is

required to- perform whatever is prescribed, and no mere, that it

may be confined and directed to a certain end.

Extreme rapidity is incapable of direction* and bfteh over

whelms those who attempt to moderate it. When the whole, ot

a great part of an army is disaffected* sullen, Or breaks out into

open disobedience, it is obvious that compulsion is impracticable :

this
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this reaehes only individuals ; you must have recourse to persuasion,

which supposes uncommon abilities and personal authority in the

leader : if deficient in these points, he will find, that his orders,

will be ineffectual.

Armies are corrupted equally by good and bad success,, and

by. idleness ; from whatever causes the corruption and discontent

proceed, a general must know how to calm the fury, as well as

raise the spirits of his men : he must above all take care, that no

cause of complaint can be imputed to him, nor even the least ne

glect, for both destroy his credit with the men ; and it will be ex

tremely difficult to pacify them, if they are personally prejudiced

against him : it is no less dangerous to impute the evil complained

of to them, unless they have, by some shameful act of cowardice

or disobedience, brought it on themselves.

In that case, even the general must have great personal authority

over them, and reprimand them with much delicacy and circum

spection ; for a harsh expression will exasperate them, and aggra

vate rather than cure the evil. It is difficult to kn&w wlfat to fay

to an enraged multitude, animated perhaps against their leader, who,

notwithstanding his probity and abilities, may be suspected1 and

hated, and fall a victim to their wild and. ungovernable fury.

Cicero, in describing the character of a perfect orator, supposes

him a complete master of every science. If such extensive abilities

are required to controul and guide the passions of an unarmed and

peaceable assembly, subject to no fears? nor intimidated by the pre

sence of any immediate danger, surely much greater wisdom, for

titude, and abilities are necessary to allay the fury of an armed mul

titude, to inspire the depressed and unfortunate with fresh courage,

bring him unreluctantly, and even with confidence, to face and

engage the victorious enemy, affront the greatest danger 'with

L ':: alatrity;
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alacrity, court the toils and perils of war with the fame assiduity

others do their pleasure.

To induce men to act a dangerous part, is much more difficult

than to persuade them to adopt an opinion, which, for the most

part, does not engage in any hazardous enterprize.

In the senate, the orator is prepared, and his auditors more or less

disposed to hear him, his mind free and undisturbed ; whereas a

general is surrounded with difficulties and dangers. The soldier is

a rude, ignorant, untractable being ; and when many are united,

an expression misunderstood puts them in a flame ; argument, and

a long chain of reasoning, have no influence over them. No fault,

words, or actions escape their notice and censure ; whence, if Qnce

disaffected, misfortunes, which proceed from the cowardice of the

soldier, neglect or ignorance of the officers, even those caused by

accident, a torrent, breaking of a bridge, &c. are all imputed to

the general. His reputation and his authority over the soldiers

depend entirely on success, which, notwithstanding the most ex

tensive abilities, wisdom, and heroism, does not always answer our

expectations ; because the concurrence of a great number of persons

is required ; and if one or two only of the principal officers, from

malice or ignorance, fail in executing the part assigned to them,

the whole project miscarries. What penetration in the choice of

his principal officers, what dignity and popularity to conciliate their

esteem and affection, as well as those of the army in general !

It is not enough that they know, and can perform what is pre

scribed to them, they must be defirous and anxious to second your

intentions at the risle of their lives ; they must be determined to

succeed or perish in the attempt.

To infuse such sentiments into all ranks of men under your

command, from the general to the soldier, demands uncommon

qualities,
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qualities, some of which we shall endeavour to trace, and give au

imperfect idea of what we think the leader of an army should be.

I take it for granted he is perfectly master of the mode in

which men ought to be armed, and ranged to the greatest advantage ;

and that he knows how to direct and execute every operation of

war without exception. The object we have here in view, is to

shew, how he must acquire that degree of personal authority, as

will enable him to gain the respect, confidence, and affection of those

under his command ; and render him so entirely master of their

inclinations, that his will is the only rule of their actions.

His conduct must be irreproachable, and free from all kind of

vice, and even of any remarkable weakness either of body or mind.

If he is given to women, gaming, or debauchery, his example

will be followed, and a general dissipation will ensue, which will

spread, infect, and corrupt the whole army. These vices are not

only pernicious and shameful in themselves, but very often lead

men into crimes in order to procure the means to pursue them.

They weaken the mind and corrupt the heart, render him unable

to perform the duties of his employment, lay him open to the

wicked designs of bad men, expose him in a fond or jovial hour to

betray the secret of his projects, by which they miscarry ; and

above, all destroy his credit, reputation, and influence on the troops,

whose good opinion, however, is the only solid foundation of, suc

cess and glory. These are not only vices, but fatal iiAheir conse

quences, when a commander is infected by them : avarice and rapa-

ciousness are crimes of the deepest die, at least are the source of

them. They cannot be satisfied but at the expence of somebody,

and probably of such as are least able to support the fraud ; and

when gratified at the expence of the poor soldiers little pittance, or

conniving at the abuses and frauds of the contractors, to partake

of the plunder, there is no punishment adequate to it. The person

K guilty
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guilty of it ought to be banished from the fight of men. It would

seem incredible, if daily examples did not prove it, that a general

should be so absurd as to prefer such unlawful gain, which he cannot

want but for his vices, to the satisfaction and advantage of being

respected and beloved by his army, whose affections he most cer

tainly forfeits, if once suspected on this head.

Pride is an affectation of superiority over others, which always

offends, and makes men enemies : they will obey no farther than

they must, to avoid censure or punishment ; and so far from exert

ing themselves to obtain the victory, will secretly rejoice at your

defeat, and perhaps contribute to it, when they can do it without

danger. It is inconceivable, that any man in his fenses should act

in a manner which, upon the least reflection, he must know will

give offence to those very people, on whose good-will success de

pends : however elevated his rank and station may be, he can offend

no man with impunity, particularly in an army, where the affec

tion of all is more or less neceflary. Pride arises from immoderate

self-conceit, and an opinion of our superior abilities. Be it so, you

are what you imagine yourself to be. Avail yourself, however, of

what talents your inferiors possess, encourage them, they will im

prove by your instructions and example, and gratefully acknow

ledge the superiority of a modest and humane commander. Osten

tation ami pride are no proof of merit ; actions alone shew it. No-

man is sufficiently impartial to judge of himself ; he must abide

by the sentence of the army, which, I believe, is always just ; it

is madness to. pretend to force men to respect and love you,, if your

conduct is weak, irregular, and insolent. Benevolence and affection

create similar sentiments ; pride is sullen and disdainful ; vanity is

open, and loquacious to intemperance ; both proceed from the fame

origin ; a high opinion of one's self, and contempt of others, both

are equally pernicious, hateful, and equally to be avoided in every

station
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station of life, and most so in a person placed at the head of

others.

Envy and jealousy are inherent to low minds, and to men of

moderate abilities, who aspire to great commands, incapable of

doing any thing that is praise-worthy, which can intitle them to

the esteem of mankind, they are continually plotting against men

of merit. When princes, and persons invested with great power,

are infected with these passions, they degenerate into open cruelty.

In persons of lower rank,' calumny and intrigue are the weapons

they use to destroy those they hate, for no other reason than be

cause they have merit, and deserve their esteem and friendship.

These passions are more common than one would imagine, inso

much, that few are exempt from them. There is something ab

surd in this passion, that a general officer should be jealous, and

consequently endeavour to crush and destroy those men who are

most capable of promoting his designs, appears to me the excess of

folly : yet so it is, few men have magnanimity enough to suffer,

much less acknowledge, equal or superior merit in others. This

vice makes a man unhappy in himself, obnoxious to others, and for

the most part leads him to injustice, which finally becomes fatal to

him. It throws him intirely into the hands of artful, base, and

low people, who can be of no service to hjm, and alienates the af

fections of all good and sensible men, and in time those of the

whole army, in which chiefly we lay the foundation of success.

A sullen, sulky, and morose temper is totally unfit for any

command, it will soon produce an universal hatred, as levity, affec

tation of wisdom expressed by the nods of the head, or other such

grimaces, expose him to contempt and derision. Above all things,

a general must avoid warm, harsh, and intemperate expressions, or

any word or motion which savour of insolence or contempt, which

generally give greater offence than the most severe treatment.

K 2 Such
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Such is human nature, particularly in men of sentiment and edu

cation, nothing hurts more than the idea of being despised : it is

an insult never to be forgiven, and waits only for an opportunity to

revenge itself. A warm temper blinds a man of his judgment,

and exposes him to fay and do a thousand ram and inconside

rate things, which will involve him in dangers and inextricable

difficulties.

Thus far we have only shewn what a general mould not be, if

he pretends to deserve that name ; it is not sufficient he mould be

free from the vices and crimes above-mentioned ; every man mould

be so for his own fake ; he should be possessed of eminent and use

ful virtues, great qualities, by which alone he can acquire true dig

nity, that personal authority and supreme ascendancy over the minds,

of men, which the scepter cannot give.

Honours and riches may be conferred on any man, though un

deserving of them ; but reputation and glory can proceed only from

ourselves. High birth, and other accidental circumstances, if pro

perly applied, contribute much to acquire and establish personal

consequence, because they place a man in a situation where he can

give scope to his genius ; whereas another, though possessed of the

most extensive abilities, if deprived of these advantages, is conti

nually checked and kept under by the superior influence, jealousy,

and malice of the great, who think they have a right to every

thing, without being at the trouble to acquire the knowledge and

science necessary to fulfil the duties of the employments they aspire

to. Hence it is that obscure merit, particularly in monarchies,

seldom or ever raises a man to any very eminent post, unless the

extreme distresses of the state call him to the helm, which he is

permitted to guide only while the storm and danger last ; when

these subside, tranquillity and vigour restored to the slate, he must

give
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give way to some intriguing courtier, retire and sink into oblivion,

of which we have too many examples, antient and modern.

When a general has acquired personal authority, is esteemed and

beloved by his army ; when they have confidence in his wisdom

and abilities, experienced his valour, and seen his conduct crowned

with success, there is no enterprize, however difficult, above his

reach ; whereas, destitute of these advantages, though otherwise a

man of merit, he can undertake nothing of consequence without

trembling for the event.

But how is this personal authority, this ascendency over the sol

diers to be acquired ? I answer, first, by being free from vice :

secondly, by shewing, by his words and actions, he is as much

superior in merit as in rank, and in every respect worthy their con

fidence and affection ; brave without ostentation, as a thing of course ;

unmoved by the presence of the most imminent danger ; calm, se

rene, a chearful and open countenance at all times, chiefly in a day

of battle—This inspires the soldiers with courage and confidence*

and insures a victory.

In any very great danger, the soldier looks up to his officer, and

if he perceives the least sign of timidity, anxiety, or doubt, he

concludes all is lost, and generally consults- his safety by flight.

The general must share the toils and dangers of war with his men

as circumstances may require, and they ought to share the advan

tages of the victory with him : but, alas ! they have nothing to

expect ; above all things, he must be just in the distribution of

those favours which pass through his hands ; if merit alone is at

tended to, he conciliates the affections of all good men, and even

the bad will endeavour to deserve his protection ; a general emu

lation will ensue : whereas, if he suffers himself to be influenced

by any authority whatever, or seduced by the intrigue of courtiers,

his
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his followers, and sycophants, a general discontent will follow ;

he is deserted, abandoned, and hated by every one ; the ordinary

duties of the army are performed with reluctancy ; murmurs

and mutiny are not seldom the consequences of the injustice of a

general.

Favoritism is always, sooner or later, fatal to every man who

gives himself up to any individual, because, independent of the

weak or wicked counsels, a favorite may give his superior, it makes

him odious, and deprives him of the support of good men. If he

consults the opinion of his army, he will seldom be deceived in

the choice of his friends and advisers ; they never love or esteem

any man that is not in some degree deserving of it : but a general,

like a sovereign, is surrounded by a class of men, whose interest and

influence depend on keeping him in the dark, and preventing the

least ray of light from penetrating into his recesses ; he employs

this or that man, not from any personal knowledge he has of his

abilities, but from the recommendation of some artful and ignorant

favorite. If, in spite of fate, and the malevolence of these people,

an officer's endeavours are crowned with success, all is in an uproar;

his victories are depreciated, his conduct criticized and calumniated,

until he falls a victim to their jealousy.

Many things must be connived at and dissembled, others are

remedied by private reprimand, if few are concerned, and publickly

if many. None but great and capital crimes must be punished

rigorously ; and in that case I would have it done publickly in the

Roman manner, in the presence of the whole army, or at least, irj

that of the corps to which the delinquents belong, and not by an

obscure court-martial, where a brave man is often sacrificed to the

envy and jealousy of some great person, and many a villain escapes.

Rewards should go rather beyond, and punishments below the mark.

No man is infallible, and errors must be forgiven.

Every
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Every man under your command must partake of your kind

ness and generosity, when he is in want and needs it, particularly

the poor soldier, and poorer subalterns, who often have nothing,

but their pay to subsist upon, to whom the loss of a horse is a capi

tal misfortune ; the general should have a particular list of these,

and should omit no opportunity to relieve them ; he must pay the

most scrupulous attention to the management of hospitals, where

some general officer of humanity should preside ; must not shut

himself up like a sultan, and appear only in state and pomp to dis

play his greatness : on the contrary, he must not fail to appear be

fore the liue every day, if possible, with one or two adjutants only ;

stop at each regiment, enquire into, and fee the state of it (I do

not mean that they are well curled) ; but whether they have their

allowance of bread, provisions, &c. and that these are of the best

kind which can be procured ; and if he finds there is the least pre

varication on this head, punish the authors, contractors, and colo

nels with the utmost rigour, and force them ta refund their cri

minal gain, hang or dismiss them for ever. It is a certain-

truth, benevolence creates affection. The poor soldier is beyond

all men grateful, and repays a thousand fold the kindness shewn

him by his superiors. It is the duty and interest of the general to

be just, humane, and kind to those he commands, and particularly

to those of the lower class.

I hope the reader will excuse the length of this discourse, which

gives some, though very inadequate idea of the qualities which a

general should possess ; these applied properly will enable him to

perform great things, and on many occasions, supply the want of

military skill, and repair errors to which all men are subject:

whereas the most extensive knowledge of the art of war will mis

carry in its projects, if the army does not heartily concur in the

execution fc
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In the preceding chapter we have endeavoured to point out some

of the moral qualities which a chief should posiefs : we proceed

now to shew what men are, and from what sources he must draw

such arguments and motives, as may induce them to exert their

faculties to the utmost of their power ; it is not enough they know

how to perform this or that operation ; they must be willing and

desirous to do it ; success will be the consequence.

OF THE PASSIONS.

IT is needless to discuss minutely and metaphysically the num

ber and variety of the passions. Suffice it to trace their source and

origin, and indicate those motives which appear best adapted to

raise and excite, soothe and calm them, as circumstances may re

quire ; so that an able commander, by applying them properly, be

always master of the actions of the troops committed to his care.

From sensibility arise agreeable or disagreeable feelings, and

from these pleasure and pain ; such as are indifferent to us produce

only a transitory, or no impression at all, and consequently leave

man, or other animal, in the same state he was before : whereas

agreeable or disagreeable feelings necessarily put him in motion, or

at least inspire him with a desire to act. Fear of, and an aversion

to pain, and the defire of pleasure, are the spring and cause of all

actions both in men and other species of animals. They have two

origins, interior and exterior. The first is inherent to all animals

without exception, because it proceeds from sensibility. The se

cond is peculiar to man, and proceeds from his position in society

with his fellow creatures ; were he alone in a desart, he might

perhaps differ from other animals, perhaps in sagacity, and perhaps

not.

Pain
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Pain and pleasure, arising from Interior and mechanical causes,

and the gratifications of these wants, I call sensual or animal ; and

those which proceed from the position of a man in society, I caljl

social. The first are few and limited, and may without much dif

ficulty be gratified, which reduces animals of all kinds to a state of

sloth and indolence, until their wants are renewed, and pain forces

them to action.

In proportion as society is imperfect and uncivilized, man will

be found to resemble the most common animal ; a savage and a

(lave differ very little from animals, being moved to act by their

sensual wants alone : however, as man is always placed in some kind of

society, natural or civil, where his animal wants are satisfied, there

is in him a principle of action, not to be found in other animals,

which characterizes and distinguishes him from all others ; this

principle of social action is, I think, general, and to be found in

every man, more or less : it is the defire of pre-eminence and supe

riority ; though the means, by which it is obtained, may and do

vary according to the different situations in which men are placed ,

yet is pre-eminence the ultimate object of social action, and ope?

rates upon him when his animal wants are gratified ; whether it is

coveted as a means to satisfy sensual pleasures, as Helvetius sup

poses, or, as I think, more probable, to secure our independence,

which cannot be done otherwise, than by a real superiority, or both,

is not material ; it is certain we affect and defire to hold a superi

ority over men much more than over women, though the former

cannot contribute to gratify sensual pleasure.

Glory, acquired by great actions, study, mathematics, elo

quence, &c. do not tend to gratify the senses, yet are more anxi

ously sought after, than those objects which do ; this proves, that

intellectual pleasures and pains affect the human heart more than

those which proceed from the senses alone* The desire of pre-

L eminent*
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eminence increases, as man rises in society : in whatever position

a man is placed, if above want, he aims at some advancement in

that class, of which he is a member ; when arrived at the top, he

wishes to enter into a superior class, and so on to the end of his

career.

t . ' . . . . . t

When a man is placed low in society, and intirely taken up in

procuring food and raiment, he is precluded from the hopes of

obtaining social advantages, and approaches to the condition of

animals : also a rich and powerful man at the head of society,

enabled to gratify his wants without labour; his defires, activity, and"

principles of action are stifled in their birth; his attention is di

rected to vary his pleasure of sense, or some trivial amusements, as

gaming, hunting, drinking, &c. In the midst of plenty and

superfluities, he is unhappy, and is surprized at it ; whereas he

should consider that pleasure derives from some degree of pain,

which creates, in us some want or defire, and therefore the imme

diate gratifications of them, whether they proceed from animal

or social origin, necessarily destroys the pleasures of enjoyment;

and consequently that activity by which they must be obtained ;

for this can be exerted only during the interval, which intervenes

between the time we wish for such a thing, and the enjoyment of

it : hence it is, that the greatest degree of social activity is always

in the intermediate classes, between the extremes of poverty and

of riches.

By social activity, I mean that which tends to advance our rank

in society : by animal activity, that which tends to gratify those

wants on which our preservation, or that ofthe species depends : it is

vain to preach ambition, glory, honours, &c. to a man oppressed

with misery ; heroism, valour, courage, are incompatible with

extreme poverty, consequently these and other such affections of

the mind can be found only in men pla«ed above want, on whom

alone
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alone the desire of pre-eminence operates ; the mode of acquiring

it, and the object vary, according to the different positions of men ;

in order to increase their activity, you must propose means apd ob

jects, analogous to their different situations: the ambition of a

merchant is different in its objects from that of the soldier,, clergy

man, philosopher, &c. whence the several classes, in which so-;

ciety is divided, have their peculiar characteristics. ' '

CHAPTER II.

OF ANIMAL FEAR.

ANIMAL fear arises from the apprehension of some danger,

which man and other animals feel inimical to their preserva

tion, and therefore avoid it with the utmost care and caution : the

natural effect of fear is flight, unless restrained by superior fear. No

animal can be induced to encounter danger without compulsion ;

when the danger is great, and the hopes of escaping it entirely

lost, then despair inspires courage, which produces the utmost ex

ertion of our forces, and generally is crowned with success.

Animal wants always produce action in some degree or other.

Extreme fear and pain, arising from want, produce extreme exer

tion ; it is dangerous to contend with man or other animal ani

mated by such powerful motives.

When the soldier really is, or thinks himself, placed in a dan

gerous situation, without a possibility of escaping, erfiry thing may

be expected from him ; placed between death and victory, he be

comes a hero ; but if you expose him for a long time to great dan

ger, and there remains a possibility of avoiding it by flight, he will

L 2 fly;
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ffy ; because the idea of present danger will prevail over the fear of

a more remote punishment) which he may hope to elude. More

over a considerable body of troops are not susceptible of the fea» of

punishment, because they cannot be all punished, and individuals

suppose each in particular is, that they are not to be sacrificed :

hence it appears, that fear is not a powerful nor effectual principle

of exertion, unless extreme and desperate % whereas the desire os

gratifying our wants is ; I am therefore surprized to see generals

act upon the contrary system ; they suppose fear the only principle

of action in the soldier, as if he were an animal of a different species ;

for, surely, they will not acknowledge it as the motive of their

own actions.

In our armies, the soldier is in fact reduced to the condition of

an animal, and like them moved to action by bodily fear and ani

mal wants, being totally excluded from the advantages of society :

I ask, is it necessary it should be so ? No, every man is by nature

susceptible of passion, his position in society may increase or dimi

nish the ardour with which he pursues a given object ; but all

men, when free from danger, and their animal wants gratified, are

perpetually in search of something, from whence they expect to

derive pleasure ; no class of men is exempt from the general influ

ence of ambition, consequently all by some motive or other, ana

logous to their situation, may be excited to perform great actions,

if the class to whom a man belongs is susceptible of it, and in

proportion as it is elevated above others.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER III.

OF HONOUR AND SHAME..
«

HONOUR proceeds from a defire to gain the public esteem ;

shame from the fear of losing it. The particular qualities

esteemed honourable are peculiar to each class ; valour and con

tempt of danger in a soldier ; wisdom in a statesman ; piety and

learning in ecclesiastics, &c. because these in each class are most

useful to the community at large.

When the principle of honour and a sense of shame are firmly

established in the human heart, they operate more forcibly than

the fear of death, and are the source of all great and heroic ac

tions : the more elevated the class to which a man belongs, and

his position in it, the greater will be his exertions to gain the es

teem os the public. A man buried in obscurity is little affected

by honour or shame ; the defire of pleasing ceases, and he degene

rates into a savage, and approaches to the state of animals : hence

it is that gentlemen are in general more anxious and delicate in

what they suppose concerns their honour, than members of other

classes ; instead of depressing that class of men called soldiers, as

we do at present, every method possible should be used to raise and

exalt it : as the difference of classes produces more or less activity

in the pursuit of those objects which are peculiar to them, so does

that of government, which stamps on the whole nation a certain

character different from that of others ; some tend to promote ho

nour and virtue, others to depress them.

In despotic governments, there is but one class of men, viz.

that of the soldier, the rest are an aggregate of individuals, whose

con
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condition is nearly on a level with that of animals, and like them

is totally occupied in procuring the necessaries of life.

The ambition of the soldier, confined to his class in time of

peace, having no motive or opportunity of exerting itself, sinks

into sloth and indolence ; hence that lethargy and inaction which

prevail in this kind of government, where a man cannot, by any

exertions, obtain the public esteem ; where it is dangerous to attempt

it, fear will be the only ruling principle which tends to inaction ;

honour and fense of shame are utterly unknown.

In monarchies the subjects are divided into several classes, more

or less distinguished ; all may, however, partake of the public

esteem in some degree. A man is excited to exert himself by the

emoluments peculiar to his class and situations, and by those which

lie may reap from society in general, and consequently many and

powerful motives concur to promote honour, virtue, and activity,

when the sovereign is a man of genius; but if weak and indolent,

the activity of the subject will be directed to parade, and extrava

gancy, art, and intrigue will supplant virtue ; the talent of pleasing

will be deemed the most important ; that which is agreeable pre

vails pver what is useful.

Great .exertions are seldom found in monarchies, because they

are not always the most lure means to obtain the esteem of the

prince ; that of the public, which is the most powerful incentive

to great actions, is unknown : the prince is every thing, the rest

are nothing ; the esteem of the former is the only object of atten

tion, and may often be obtained by very inconsiderable exertions,

and by means inconsistent with honour and virtue.

The class of soldiers being considered as the. most honourable,

those of the higher rank in it are restrained from committing any

unworthy
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unworthy actions by the fense of shame ; but as the great emolu

ments and rewards are peculiar to the nobility, they expect them

from their connections, the favour of the prince and his ministers.

or favourites, rather than from any exertions of their own ~r hence

it is, that the certainty of obtaining them in the nobility, and the

equal certainty of not obtaining them in the other classes, dimi

nishes, or rather extinguishes the principles of heroism in all.

In republics, where all are equal, pre-eminence can be acquired

only by personal and superior merit ; public esteem is the reward

of great and useful actions : hence it is that republics, antient and

modern, have produced more great men than all the monarchies

put together-

In these, favour procures- every thing ;• in those, nothing. In

republics the utility of the whole is considered as worthy of re

wards. In monarchies the pleasure of the prince and of his favou

rites is the path which leads to pre-eminence. From the different

modes of obtaining pre-eminence arises the prodigious difference we

observe in the characters, manners, and exertions of men, as they

are influenced by the different species of governments..

We have seen that motives arising from bodily fear, and the

necessity of gratifying our animal wants, unless extreme, do not

produce any great effects, and that they are not either constant or

general ; and therefore cannot be always applied with, advantage.

Those which arise from the position of a man in society, are indeed

numberless and permanent, but not applicable to all ; pre-emU

nence, and the means by which it is obtained, are within the

reach of few persons and classes only ; those of inferior rank are

excluded entirely ; so that like animals, it is by fear and want

they can be compelled to act;, we must therefore seek for a more

general motive which operates on every class of men, and on every,

individual..

CHAP.
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CHAPTER TV.

0 F i lCHE S.

HEN a people is corrupted by luxury, vice, and folly,

VV the influence of riches is superior to that of every other pasr

lion, because they are an universal medium, by which they may all

be gratified. Whoever possesses great riches, is the master of others

in proportion as he can and will satisfy their wants, according to

the expression of Virgil, ^'NamDeus, mihi semper erit, .qui," &c.

The rich and powerful are treated and adored like a divinity by his

worthless votaries : as the influence of riches increases., that of

"honour and virtue declines.; insomuch, that not the least traces

of them are to be found. However, as we cannot form men to

our wHhes, and must take them as they are, it is necessary to

apply that motive which is analogous to their ideas of good and

evil, that we may secure their submission, and induce them to

exert themselves in over-coming difficulties and dangers to which

the soldier is particularly exposed. As in our system he is ex

cluded from the advantages of society, viz. honours, rank, &c.

we must apply that only medium left us, which can excite him to

perform great actions, pecuniary rewards ; they must however be

transitory, and the recompence of victory and some extraordinary

act of valour; they must not be excessive, and such as put the sol

dier above want. .Lands mould never be granted to a soldier, but

when he retires from the service ; when by successive victories an

army is become rich, loaded with spoils, baggage, &c. it is soon

corrupted and ungovernable. 1 approve of the example of Alexan

der ; Burn them all, dismiss the old soldier, and send him home

rich. The toils and dangers of a soldier are great, his rewards and

enjoy
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enjoyments must also be great and intense, but of short duration ;

his hopes must for ever be kept alive, and his wants sometimes

gratified, even to excess.

The Greek and Roman soldier, was animated to encounter dan

gers, by the hopes of plunder, and the prospect of obtaining all the

honours of the state, to which military virtue most certainly led

him ; the Mahometans by plunder and enthusiasm ; the Tartars

and free-booters, in the American seas, by plunder alone ; all have

performed such actions of valour and heroism, as appear incredible

to us.

When we compare the motives which inspired the different

nations, with those applied by us, we cannot be surprized at the

prodigious difference we find in the effects : the cane may make a

tolerable stave, but can never form a hero ; besides these motives of

exertion, drawn from fear of bodily pain, from the advantages of

society, as honours and pecuniary rewards, there are others less

general, but more powerful in their effects, viz. Liberty and

Religion.

CHAPTER

OF LIBERTY.

THE love of liberty and independence is inherent to all

animals without exception; their existence depends upon

it ; they must all enjoy it in some degree ; they must seek their

food, and be able to preserve themselves by resistance or flight.

Man has subdued a great part of the animal species to his domi

nion i the greatest, or rather all the human species, is also brought

M . to
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to submit to the yoke of the few whom nature had made equals :

habituated to his situation, man submits with patience, because he

knows not the advantage of liberty. In the animal creation those

individuals, who are not subdued by man, enjoy absolute liberty ;

but the human species, constituted in natural or civil society, can

not enjoy that degree of liberty, nor yet be reduced to absolute

slavery ; he must like other animals have some degree of liberty to

preserve his life, but he can never attain to absolute independence ;

born and bred in society, he is necessarily connected with many

persons by the reciprocal wants and succours, which each in par

ticular stands in need of : .no man, however low or exalted his.

station may be, can. live absolutely independent ; their wants, both

natural and social, chain them together, and this is the cause and.

origin of society* of which man alone is susceptible ; other animals

aggregate, but are independent of each other r man associates be .

cause his wants cannot be gratified by his own industry alone : otfr

wants and our dependence increase together, and produce a volun

tary submission to the will of him or them, who are enabled to

gratify them j he obeys unreiuctantly, because it is a medium by

which alone he obtains what he wishes for ; but when he expects

no advantage from his compliance, every command is considered as

an oppression, in proportion as it tends to deprive him of liberty,

property, honour, &c. he will hate the authors, and embrace the

first opportunity of shaking off the yoke, and resume his natural

liberty. There is in the nature of man a certain degree of suffer

ance only, beyond which power cannot be exerted with impunity

it produces despair, which, if supported by any, the most trifsing

means, and, conducted with wisdom* is invincible: tremble, ye

mighty monarch?* and beware, the effects of despair are terrible.

A people reduced to the necessity of taking up arms against

their sovereign, is obliged to exert itself by the fear of a' re

vengeful
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vengeful master, death and slavery, and bv the hopes of indepen

dency, and all the advantages which attend it; such powerful

motives generally render their efforts successful.

The first cause and object of a revolt is to repel injuries, real or

supposed ; the second is to provide for future security, which can

never be effectually done than by destroying the sovereign autho

rity : it is during this contest that the greatest efforts are made,

because there is no alternative ; freedom or slavery is the result of

it. In proportion as the revolters succeed in their attempts, and

their danger diminishes, their exertions will also decline, and if

left to themselves, will probably go no farther ; but if you per

severe in attacking them, and treat them with cruelty and con

tempt, they will not be satisfied with any conditions you may

grant them, but, "moved by revenge, which is a very active prin

ciple, pursue their oppressors to destruction.

Had Tarquin, had the Spaniards given the revolters time, and

dissembled their resentments, a more favourable opportunity of

regaining their lost power would have offered, and perhaps the

Roman and Dutch republics would never have existed. It was the

fense of danger, with which they were threatened, which ren

dered them invincible, and finally crowned their endeavours with

success.

From all we have said, it follows, that the sovereign in con

ducting such a war should, by a mpderate conduct, diminish the

idea of danger, and leave room to a solid and hearty reconciliation ;

and that the leaders of a . revolt, on the contrary, mould mew, that

no confidence or reliance can be had in the promises of an irritated

master, which are only snares to divide, and then punish and en-

stave those whom he cannot conquer. Men truly animated with

the enthusiastic fire of liberty, if properly conducted, are always

M 2 superior
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superior to those who fight for the power and emoluments of a

master ; the difficulties are all in the beginning of the contest.

When on one side is an army disciplined, and abundantly provided

with every thing which may render its operation successful and

victorious ; on the other, nothing but courage and despair, which.

arise from a sense of injuries.

CHAPTER

OF RELIGION.

ALL religions are not equally calculated to prdduce a spirit

of enthusiasm, some lead to an active, others to a speculative

life ; the Mahometan is among the first, and. the Christian among

the latter. No religion, I kno\§£»of, offers more powerful motives,

to action than the Mahometan* none less than the Christian. The

former promises rewards analogous to the nature and inclination of

men in general, and particularly adapted to the manners and mode,

of living of the oriental nations..

Victory is rewarded with the spoils of the enemy ; death in.

the combat expiates all crimes, and, moreover, leads to pleasures,.

which in this world, are considered the greatest man can enjoy, and

in the next, are believed to be infinite in mtensity,. variety, and

duration, embellished with every beauty which a heated imagina

tion can bestow on them. Inspired with such powerful motives, it

is no wonder the Arabs performed such wonderful achievements.

The rewards proposed by the Christian religion, are vague, in-

determined, and incomprehensible, no way analogous to. the wants

and situation of a human being : the general tenor of it is peace and

submission,.
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submission, and therefore extremely well; adapted to promote the

designs of tyranny and despotism in whomsoever power is lodged.

"r *

The Christians take not arms, like the Mahometans, to propa

gate their dogma which prohibits it.

The ambition of the clergy has, however, covered the earth,

with blood and slaughter j violated rights, oppression real or sup

posed, wei*e the pretext, but generally ambition was. the true

cause. Whenever religion is made a motive of war, the effects

are more vigorous' and decisive, than when it proceeds from other

causes.

Eternal pains and pleasures are, motives which act more

forcibly than any' other derived from human and transitory origin..

These wars are generally cruel, and every means to destroy the

enemy are esteemed lawful ; hence treachery, assassinations, breach

of faith, &c. are common in such wars. They fight for the ho

nour of the Divinity ; to murder his enemies is a grateful sacri

ficed against men animated by religious enthusiasm, much caution

is required, particularly against the attempts of individuals ; avoid

the first impulse, victors or vanquished, trust them not.v

Ignorance, the only foundation of clerical power and influ

ence, is greatly diminissied in Europe, and a spirit of toleration

prevails. If the people are suffered to enjoy their opinions in

peace, they will no longer be made the tools of the ambitious

and intriguing clergy, to disturb and subvert the state. The

clerical order, in most religions, is very dangerous, and must be

watched with a vigilant eye ; unless he is totally subordinate to

the civil power, he will disturb and usurp it if he can ; he, must

be strictly confined to the exercise of his pastoral functions, and

never suffered to interfere in public affairs.

G H. A R\
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CHAPTER VII.

OF WOMEN,

AND THEIR

INFLUENCE ON THE HUMAN HEART.

THE origin and foundation of that attachment, which the two

sexes feel for each other, is without doubt in our animal

wants, aud if confined to this alone, would upon gratification, as

in other animals, be immediately dissolved ; but our social wants

cement that union by habit, and in proportion as they can, will

aid and support each other. It is observable, that this reciprocal

attachment aud friendstiip are much stronger in the lower and mid

dling classes of society, than in the more elevated. The first by

their situation are, in a great measure, precluded from the pleasures

and amusements derived from general society, being chiefly em

ployed in procuring the necessaries of life ; confined within a

domestic circle, it is there alone they must find content and hap

piness. They stand in need of each other continually for the sup

port and pleasure of life ; habit confirms the union, friendship,

calm and peaceable friendship, succeeds that tumultuous and tran

sitory passion called love.

People of high rank, a*re much less attached to each other, be

cause they stand less in need of each other ; so that when their sen

sual wants are gratified, they do not feel that mutual dependence,

which is the only chain by which man and woman, as well as

society in general, are tied and linked together ; hence it follows,

that they recur to foreign aid (if I may so call it) for pleasure ; the

domestic
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domestic chain is broke, a general dissipation and reciprocal cool

ness ensue, and nothing but the appearance os an union between man

and wife subsists. The great have such a facility in obtaining the

objects of their wishes, that they anticipate pleasure, and by that

means debilitate, and finally destroy the powers of enjoyment,

which reduces them to a state of apathy and insensibility ; hence*

that ennui and melancholy is the cause and origin of suicide.

There are two periods in a man's life, in which the influence

of women is great and almost irresistible; youth and old age: in

the former our sensual wants, and the passion arising from them,

make the gratification of them a physical necessity, which, like

other passions, increase in proportion to the obstacles we meet with,,

so that it may produce rage, fury, and madness.

The passion of love, that is, the defire of enjoying a particular-

woman, arises fiom the difficulty of obtaining her; would slie in

stantly comply and gratify our wishes, our attachment would cease,

unless by her art in managing our other passions, she can substitute

social wants, which never die, to those extinguished by a too

easy gratification.

Men advanced in years are thrust out of general society,

which obliges them to live within the compass of a narrow cir

cle of acquaintance, much at home, man is in continual want

of support to prop him up like an old tree. In these circum

stances, his wife, or some other favourite, has a powerful influ--

ence over him, and directs all his measures. The result of all

this is, that if women lived more retired, their influence would1

increase in proportion, as they keep men at a distance, as we

fee in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Turkey, &c. Our manners

in Europe are incompatible with the power which, women

might
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might enjoy in the state ; could they be made the recompense of

honourable actions, we should see great exertions to deserve their

esteem and favour.

CHAPTER VIII.

OF MUSIC.

TH E power of music, over the heart, is very great and might

therefore be made use of to raise or calm the passions. It

were to be wished some able musician and philosopher would make

experiments, by executing different pieces, to a promiscuous audience

of men and women of different ages, soldiers in particular ; the

result would shew what species of harmony was most adapted to

raise courage in the troops. I would recommend this to Mr.

Harris of Salisbury, whose abilities and penetration are known and

esteemed by all : a treatise, the philosophy of music, would be a

new and important work worthy his pen*

PART



PART THE THIRD.

, OF THE

CONNECTION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT

SPECIES OF GOVERNMENTS

AND

MILITARY OPERATIONS.

CHAPTER I.

AS our armies are armed and disciplined in the same manner*

it is natural to conclude, that the final success of a war

depends intirely on the goodness of the troops, and the

abilities of the commanders. Though this may be true in general,

there are, I think, other causes which must concur with those

above-mentioned ; for, in the history of various wars, I find that

some very extensive and apparently powerful empires have been

easily subddued ; whereas other inconsiderable states have made an

incredible, and often successful resistance.

When I consider the wars carried on by the Persians in Greece,

with those of Alexander the Great in Asia, between the Romans

sind Carthaginians, those of the Tartars in China and other parts

of Asia, those of the Mahometans in Asia and Europe, 1 perceive

a prodigious difference in the duration and final success of them ;

N from
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from whence I infer, that the difference of government contributed

as much towards it, as the goodness of the troops, or the genius of

the commanders.

We must investigate the reason, why in such circumstances,

and against such an enemy, a victory or two have been followed

by the conquest of an empire, whereas twenty obtained against a

much weaker in appearance, have produced no decisive advantage.

For want of examining this subject, we consider all enemies as

perfectly alike, we have but one mode of acting, though surely

there is an essential difference, both in theory and practice, between

despotic, monarchic, and republican governments, which operates

continually on every branch of administration, civil and military ;

it will therefore be highly necessary to mew, that this difference

ought to be considered as a principal circumstance in forming a plan

of war, because on weighing it maturely, we shall find it to be the

main spring of military operations, and that, as this is strong or

weak, active and rapid, slow or languid, so will finally be the. re

sults of them.

CHAPTER II.

OF DESPOTIC GOVERNMENT S.

IT is by no means easy to define the meaning of words, and

without exact definitions, our reasonings will be vague and

unconclusive. Montesquieu defines this species of government,

" a government by caprice," as if the edict of a monarch, a ple-

bisite, or an act of parliament might not equally be the effect of

caprice, as an order of the sultan. This definition, like many

ethers of the fame author, signifies nothing.

v The
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The sovereign power, whether placed in one or more persons,

is by its nature arbitrary and absolute ; the mode in which it is ex

ercised varies, which gives a peculiar character to each government.

This difference in the mode of administering the sovereign power

arises, first, from the different manner by which it was acquired,

and must be analogous to it, varied more or less, according to the

physical and political mode of existence of the subjects.

Dominion is acquired sometimes by dispossessing the sovereign

only ; the conqueror assumes his place, the people submit, and the

conquest is complete. This always happens in despotic govern

ments, where the whole power of the state, or rather, I may fay,

the state itself, is centered in the person of the sovereign : when he

is destroyed, the war is finished ; for there is in the power of no

other man, or body of men, a right, or a sufficient power to col

lect new forces capable of making the least resistance. Submission

is the common lot of all. In such circumstances there can be but

two classes of men, the one staves, and the other armed, composed

of the conquerors, comparatively less numerous.

The country can be no otherwise kept in subjection, than by

distributing the troops in the different provinces, whose first object

is to destroy whatever may give suspicion of a revolt, the next is

to raise tributes. The manner of putting these instructions in prac

tice, must necessarily be arbitrary, and depend totally upon the will

of the Pacha, in whom, like the Roman proconsuls, in conquered

provinces, all power, civil and military, is vested. The people pos

sessing nothing by any species of right, there is no room for laws,

or any tribunals to interpret them ; the will of the governor is the •

law, from whose decision there is no appeaJ, for this supposes

rights, laws, tribunals, &c.

N 2 The

mm
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The different provinces, are not in Asia, as in European govern

ments, united to the throne by the ties of general laws and mutual

obligation, which form a common center, to which all tends, and

a general system of union and intercourse between the different

parts ensues, which makes what is called a nation. It is not a

society political or civil, but a simple aggregation of individuals, like

a flock of sheep, whose existence depends on the will of the Pacha

or governor. Hence it is, that the despot does not himself, and by

general laws, govern his dominions, nor do the different provinces

form one political empire, but so many tributary provinces, whose

chiefs, under different characters, govern them with an absolute

sway, on condition of keeping them in subjection, and paying.

yearly a certain tribute.

The situation of the Pacha being precarious, he has no interest

in the welfare of the subject, his administration tends only to enrich

himself, that he may secure an interest at court, which often pro

duces a contrary effect ;. he is sacrificed to appease those whom he

has plundered ; his treasures are his real crime.

From conquests arose every where a kind of fœdal system :

hence the nabobs in India, the timariots in Turkey, and barons,

counts, &c. in Europe, among whom the conquered lands were

distributed on different conditions ; at first at the pleasure of the

prince only, as now in Turkey, but in other parts, as in Germany,/

and the rest of Europe, they became hereditary ; we make acquir

fitions, but no conquests.

In making, as well as in securing conquests, it is evident that

the whole force of the state is placed in the military, which, in

deed, is the only class of men, united by some general rule?,

whose object can be no other than military discipline and subor

dination.

In
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In time of war the soldiery is kept in order by the fear of the

enemy, and the hopes of plunder, induced to obey, and execute the

commands of his superiors unreluctantly ; but when the conquest

is made, and the country totally subdued, no longer awed by the

presence of an enemy, nor kept together by any sense of danger,

he feels himself the master, both of the enslaved people, and of his

sovereign, grows slothful, insolent, and formidable to both. An

attempt to insorce order and discipline is followed by a mutiny ;

the commander's head must be taken off to appease it. That once

formidable and victorious army is now degenerated into a tumultu

ous rabble. The sultan is indeed perfectly secure against the sub

jects, but exposed to much greater danger, which continually

threatens him from his own troops-

The governors of the distant provinces, cannot by force, be kept

in due subordination, and from fear of punishment, which they

know they deserve, are often tempted tto revolt. In this case, the

sultan is obliged to dissemble, and recur to affaffination, or oppose

a successor ; he dares not march in person at the head of his guards-

to quell a revolt, being equally afraid of an armed force, wherever

assembled, and by whomsoever it is commanded.

To preserve the tranquillity of the state, and keep danger far

from the seraglio, is in this government a maxim of state ; for this

purpose, the troops are dispersed in small bodies over the empire ;

so that there is no where any considerable force, excepting in the

capital, who, feeling themselves the masters, are dangerous to the

prince and his ministers, and intirely corrupted by iloth and in

dolence-

An army cannot acquire strength, discipline, and subordination,,

unless the troops are kept together in time of peace, continually

exercised.
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exercised in the garrisons and in the field, and often engaged in

-actual war ; all which is incompatible with the principles of a

despotic government. All armies degenerate by a long peace, and

chiefly those of a despot. Dispersed, as they are, over an im

mense country, it is with great difficulty they are collected toge

ther and brought into the field, which is always very late, aud

never until the corn is grown, to feed their numerous cavalry. For

the same reason they cannot continue long in any given spot, and

the campaign lasts only a few months ; they must retire for want

of provisions.

The greatest part of the Turkish army, like our ancient militia,

serve only for a certain time, when this is elapsed, they go home,

and abandon the posts confided to them, whether they are relieved

by other troops or not, which happened at Gcorgowa and Ibrai-

low, on the Danube, a few days after they had repulsed the Rus

sians with very considerable loss. Unaccustomed to the discipline

and subordination of a regular army, they do not act on a constant

and regular plan ; they march, camp, and sight in a loose and dis

orderly manner, insomuch, that if attacked briskly, they can never

form, so as to make any tolerable resistance.

Chance, the caprice of a Pacha, or of a few men who ad

vance to skirmish, very often bring on a general engagement, or

rather a multiplicity of partial actions, without any unity of object

or design. In their attacks, from ignorance and the irregularity

with which they are made, totally unconnected with each other,

they are the more violent and impetuous, and extremely dan

gerous, if not opposed with vigour and firmness. The defeat of

this or that body does not, as with us, prevent the others from

advancing and breaking your line if they can ; and if they succeed

in one or two points, the great number of horse, who act singly,

gives
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gives them a prodigious activity. They over-run and spread

themselves over the whole country ; no ground is impervious to

them ; so that an army, once broke, can scarcely avoid a general

destruction, unless favoured in its retreat by some particular cir

cumstances, and an uncommon firmness and conduct of the ge

neral. For these reasons such troops are formidable and dangerous

in their assaults ; but weak, when attacked, and easily thrown into

confusion, broke, and totally dissipated if pursued with vigour,

but with great order and caution ; for sometimes strong parties-

will stop short, and if they perceive you are in disorder, will attack

you with impetuosity, and often with success..

The Asiatic troops generally carry into the field all they

possess, which greatly embarrasses them, and in case of a defeat,.,

makes their loss irretrievable ; for not being able to make any kind

of disposition for a retreat, camp, artillery, equipage, &c. is aban

doned to the victors, and all without exception seek their safety in

flight ; a great part goes home and returns no more. At present,

that enthusiasm, which rendered them for the most part victorious,

is totally extinguished ; plunder is now the only motive which

spurs them to action ; if successful, they are extremely formida

ble ; if otherwise, they despond, and can with difficulty,, and ge

nerally not at all, be brought a second time to face the enemy.

A defeat, for the most part, is followed by the disgrace and banish

ment or death of the Vizir, to appease the troops who cannot be"

punished, and must not be supposed guilty. A new general, a

new army, much worse than the former, is collected with diffi

culty, and brought into the field very late in the season. This,

intimidated by the defeat of the former, scarce can be induced to

approach the enemy, and far from attacking, or opposing him with,

vigour, retires, or rather flies as he advances, abandoning one post

after another, and finally the whole province ; so that you have

nothing
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nothing to do but march to the capital, which you will certainly

find deserted.

The Sultan, corrupted by ignorance, flattery, and a false opi

nion of bis greatness and power, is terrified at your approach, inti

midated by the clamours of the rabble and a mutinous army, has

no other resource for his personal safety, but in a precipitate flight.

The instant the despot disappears, resistance is at an end; as the

whole force of the state is placed in the army. This being de

feated, if pursued with vigour, the conquest of the empire is rapid

and complete, which nothing can retard but want of provisions ;

these being secured, proceed with confidence and be assured of

success.

In general, despotic empires are very extensive, from whence

arise two bad consequences : first, their frontiers must be weak, in

proportion to its extent. Secondly, That their armies come late

into the field, and being loaded with equipages, and moreover ac

companied by a crowd of followers under different denominations,

subject to no order or discipline. The country is soon exhausted,

so that they cannot keep the field above three months ; if you can

check their operations in the beginning, they retire and leave you

at liberty to prosecute your plan without any opposition.

From ignorance, or rather from design, they have no strong

places ; so that nothing can retard your operations but their army,

or want of subsistence, and that being defeated, and this sub

sistence provided, you meet with no other obstacles but such as

arise from the nature of the country. As these armies are very

numerous, particularly their cavalry, it is dangerous to act against

them by detachments, unless they are intimidated by a previous

defeat, then indeed it may be done with less danger, but never

with
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with success, and you are prevented from acting vigorously in any

part if you pretend to act in many at the fame time.

Romanzow followed another plan, and lost many detachments,

and if the Turks had known any thing of war, his whole army

would have been destroyed separately. By this preposterous mode

of making war, it was protracted till the Russian empire was in-

tirely exhausted, insomuch, that the whole force, which could be

collected against the Turks in 1774, did not exceed 50,000 men,

though above 300,000 recruits had been raised during the

course of the war. When the peace was concluded, there was

subsistence only for sijc weeks. Poland was totally ruined.

In the winter previous to the last campaign, the author of this

work, then a general officer in the Ruffian service, had the honour

to present a plan for the ensuing campaign, to the empress, shew

ing the neceffity of passing the Danube, as the only means of ob

taining an honourable peace, which a battle or two at most would

procure.

The plan was adopted, and had the most complete success.

Two vigorous actions, the one conducted by lieutenant-general

Kamenskoi, and his subsequent operations, and the other by the

author of this history, forced the Vizir to conclude a peace within

a month from the opening of the campaign ; had not some political

reasons, and the interior disturbances raised by Pugacheff interfered,

the Russian army might in a few weeks have been in possession

of Constantinople.

The conclusion of what we have said is, that a defensive war

cannot be made with success against this species of troops, and con

sequently you must always attack them with all your forces, guided

O by
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by prudence and caution, and supplied with provisions, success and

conquest will be your reward. In despotic governments resistance

diminishes as you approach the capital, where it vanishes intirely.

CHAPTER III.

OF MONARCHICAL GOVERNMENTS.

THOUGH in this species of government, as well as in those

called despotic, the whole power of the state, legiQative and"

executive, are united in one and the same person ; yet they differ

totally in the mode of exercising the sovereign authority. This-

difference arises from many causes.

First, From the different state of the conquered people; if

these are civilized, enjoy fixed and hereditary property, and of

course are governed by known and permanent laws, the civil go

vernment will be in a great measure preserved, as in China, India,

and England, in the conquest of which countries the sovereign was

displaced rather than the nations conquered ; for in all of them pro

perty was fixed in somebody, and the civil government more or

less preserved. If the subjects of a conquered country were slaves,

they continue in that state because the victors are more intent on

securing their conquests, than in forming a code of laws..

Secondly, From the different condition of the conquerors, if

these were slaves and mercenaries, the new government will be

military and arbitrary ; the chief will be considered as sole and uni

versal proprietor of the country and the people subdued ; but if

the victors were a free people, a certain degree of freedom will

prevail in the government of the conquered country.

The

.
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The northern people, who subdued the southern parts of

Europe, were an aggregate of free tribes, or small nations, each

conducted by its particular chief, subject in the field to one elective

general. When the conquest was made, the lands were divided

among these chiefs, and sub-divided by them among their fol

lowers ; the vanquished were made slaves. The victors preserved

their ancient rights ahd liberties, exercised every species ofjurisdic

tion within their respective domains.

The king had scarce any authority over the lords, nor could

any public measure be adopted without the consent of parliament.

The king, like them, lived on the revenues of his private patrimony ;

for it seems there was not then, as now, a constant and public reve

nue ; wherever the property is fixed and hereditary, civil liberty must

subsist, and be an insurmountable barrier to despotism, and, vice

versa, a military government will necessarily ensue, when property

is fluctuating, uncertain, and dependent on the will of any one per

son. This is the true and only characteristic by which these dif

ferent species of governments are distinguished. In the first cafe,

the sovereign authority is administered by known and general laws.

In the other there can be none ; and every operation of government

is particularly isolated, and adapted to a given circumstance, with

out antecedent, or consequent, in the same manner as in the conduct

of an army in the field.

The clergy, by their great possessions, and their influence over

the people, became very powerful and formidable, when their reli

gion was embraced by the conquerors. As they alone possessed

the little learning then known, they were placed every where at

the head of affairs.

The Roman law was introduced into all courts of justice, and

it may be truly said, that the popes were the universal legislators

O 2 Of
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of the christian world. Having acquired fiefs, the heads of the

clergy ofcourse had feats in the national assemblies, like the temporal

lords, and exercised the fame jurisdictions within their domains.

As all the landed property was in the lords and their followers,

it is evident that the government was an aristocracy, like that of

Poland, where the king is nothing, and the people in general are

staves ; so far from encroaching on the rights of others, the king

could not preserve his own, but by opposing parties to parties, and

fomenting the quarrels then very frequent among the great, because

the executive power was too weak to controul them.

It is easy to perceive, that the military art was then at a very

low ebb : in this anarchy Europe remained for some centuries ; at

length industry produced a new order of men ; the people became

free, acquired riches, privileges, and power ; towns were incorpo

rated, and shared in the legislative power ; a system of rights was

established ; the influence of the crown increased with that of the

people, while that of the lords was diminished and reduced within

proper bounds ; violence and disorder vanished, a certain degree of

vigour in the administration of affairs prevailed, which of course

produced peace and tranquillity in the state.

Such a distribution of the sovereign power in king, lords, and

commons, seems the most perfect of any which human wisdom

can invent, provided they are kept separate and independent of each

other ; whereas nothing could be more absurd and inconsistent with

the happiness of mankind, than the fœdal system, which supposes

the slavery of the greatest part, and where the violence and oppres

sion of the few could not be checked, punished, or controlled.

The happy system of government above-mentioned continued

for some centuries throughout all Europe ; a just distribution of

power
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power secured political and civil liberty to all in some degree. At

length, however, the king, in whom the executive power was

lodged, by time and perseverance, destroyed in most states the

fcedal and hereditary jurisdictions ; by keeping standing armies, in

troducing pomp, parade, and expence, he reduced the nobility to

want and a total dependence on the crown ; what would never

have been executed by force, was imperceptibly and peaceably done

by luxury alone ; neither nobles nor burghers participated any longer

of the legiflative power, they retained their civil rights and some

personal privileges, ad honorem only ; so that the whole power of the

state, legislative and executive, was made hereditary in one family,,'

and of course political liberty vanished-

Thus a free government, the most perfect of any that ever sub-

fisted, was destroyed, and that of one man substituted in its room,

which must generally happen, " because the executive power acts

constantly and systematically against the legislative, and being

4t in possession of the forces and revenues of the state,, will, by force

** or seduction, reduce it to dependence and servitude, which is

** proved by the history of all republics,'*

Though the monarch possesses all the powers of the state, like

the sultan, yet he cannot exercise them in the same manner ; for in.

monarchies the subjects enjoy the fame civil rights, privileges, and

immunities, which they possessed' while the government was free,.

excepting those by which they partook of the sovereign power :

hence it is, that the different mode of acquiring the sovereign;

power, and the different situation of the people in Europe and Asia,

necessarily oblige the monarch to exercise his powers by general

laws ; whereas the despot must act occasionally as circumstances

require, that is,, in a military manner-

While
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While the fœdal system prevailed, and even for some time

-after, the third state, or the burghers, participated of the legisla

tive power. The militia was connected with the state, but raised

and armed only at certain times when thought necessary. The

revenue of the crown was not sufficient to maintain an army con

stantly, nor did the nature of that kind of government admit it.

The crown or executive power, which in every government is ini

mical to liberty, pretended to find that the militia was ineffectual

to defend the state ; every method was used to abolish it, and sub

stitute a standing army in its room, which should depend intirely

on the will of the king.

This scheme succeeded, and from that moment political liberty

vanished, and civil liberty became often precarious. The army as

such, is no longer a class in the state, but a mere instrument of

power in the hands of the crown, and the more dangerous when

composed of men without birth or fortune, because they depend

more intirely on the will of their leader. It is now formed of two

species of men, the highest and lowest in the state.

The nobility deprived of that consequence, which they enjoyed

by the fcadal system, very naturally resumed the profession of their

forefathers and took to arms ; they retained many of their ancient

privileges, and by attaching themselves to the sovereign, acquired

new honours, employments, and riches ; he alone was therefore

considered as the fountain of all advantages which could be acquired

in the state.

The manners of a court naturally produce great expences,

which render those connected with it totally subservient to the

will of the prince.

The
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The nobility and gentry form the first class in this species of

government, and are immediately connected with the monarch.

The class of the law derives its importance from the laws, and

is therefore attached to their due execution in opposition to govern

ment, who always considers them as an obstacle to arbitrary admi

nistration : whenever this class of men are reduced to few, easily in

timidated or corrupted, a civil tyranny (the most barbarous of all

tyrannies) will ensue, as in Rome during the government of the

Caesars.

t .

The other classes of the state look up to this as the only pro

tector of their rights and liberties j individuals may be seduced, but

this whole body cannot be so for any considerable time ; it is against

ks interest, because it would be destroying the source of their exist

ence and importance..

Though in monarchies the armies are mere mercenaries, yet.

will they concur to enforce arbitrary power only to a certain length,,

because the greatest part of the officers, chosen from the nobility

and gentry, enjoys privileges which give them consequence inde

pendent of the prince, and unite them in some degree to the state

these are perpetual and hereditary, whereas the advantages they

derive from the prince are temporary and, personal,, and when put

in opposition to each other, they first prevail, particularly if any

attack is made, which affects the body of the nobility and gentry.

These circumstances, we conceive, prevent a monarchy armed

with a numerous band of mercenaries from degenerating into a mir

litary and despotic government, which always happens in those

states, where the soldier is unconnected with the state, and intirely

dependent on the monarch..

In
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In the preceding chapter, we have shewn, that a mercenary

army is equally fatal to the nation and to the sovereign ; it is there

fore surprizing princes mould be so defirous to establish an arbitrary

and military government.

When we consider, that all power is centered in the monarch

alone, one would conclude, that he should act with more vigour

than is usually seen.

The administration of all civilized governments, where the

people are divided into various classes, and enjoy certain privileges,

will be found intirely republican, being divided into many separate

departments, and the mode of administering the provinces various,

there cannot be that unity and energy as in despotic governments,

the wheels of this complicated machine are necessarily clogged, and

with difficulty can be brought to act together uniformly and vigo

rously. The different departments have not an equal share of acti

vity ; interest, ignorance, and intrigue interfere, so that the whole

moves more slowly than could naturally be expected from this kind

of government ; for which reason, military operations, whose es

sence is celerity and vigour, are not attended with the fame success

as in despotic governments, unless the sovereign is an able man,

and leads his armies in person. In this case, they are nearly equal

in vigour, and much more consistent than in any other species of

government.

The sovereign and his officers are, however, chained to the em

pire ; they have a home, where they expect the reward of their

actions and enjoyment of life. Hence it is, that after a few

months campaign, they continually look back, and with impatience

wait the happy moment to retire ; there is nothing so arduous but

the troops will execute, provided it leads to a conclusion. The

want

.
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want of success and long Wars disgust them intirely, a general ill-

will, murmurs, and want of subordinations ensue.

Such armies, therefore, are not calculated for extensive con-

_ quests, they grow tired and want perseverance. In this, however,

they resemble those of despotic governments, they are very violent

and rapid in their motions at the beginning of a war, and therefore

must be opposed with much caution ; they grow languid more and

more in the prosecution of it, wear out, and are easily subdued by a .

more firm and patient adversary. In other respects they are like

republican armies, much resistance is to be expected, as you ad

vance into the country, because there is no man, or any class of

men, who does not feel that the preservation of the state is closely

connected with his own.

To men accustomed to a particular mode of government to one

family, a similarity of religion, manners, &c. and enjoying civil

liberties, the idea of being subdued, and dependent on the arbitrary

will of a conqueror is terrible, and generally excites them to per

form extraordinary exertions. However, it is generally true, that

in monarchies the nobility and great men fill the court with in

trigues, where men of merit and probity have seldom the advan

tage, which greatly weakens the operations of monarch s.

There is as little unity here as in democracies ; a great fense of

danger only can calm the storm, which agitates the state, and make

room for the able pilot ; but no sooner does the tempest subside,

than he is removed and replaced by some insignificant favourite ;

so that this government, which should be possessed of great vigour

from its principle of unity, is in fact weak and fluctuating, as the

characters of the favourites, which rapidly succeed to each other,

P differ.
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differ. Their wars, when carried into distant countries, are with

out plan or vigour ; parry only the first impetuosity, their efforts

will successively diminish, and at length vanish intirely.

CHAPTER IV.

CT REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT.

FROM what we have said of the military state, it appears that

republican governments are not in general analogous to it, par

ticular circumstances may however give them the activity required

to operate with vigour abroad and at home ; if pressed they seldom

want it.

In democracy there can be no standing army, nor mercenaries,

such power lodged in the hands of one man, which we think essen-

tial for the command of troops, is incompatible with the safety of

the state ; the military force must be formed out of a militia of ci

tizens, who from their situations cannot act far from their country,

" nor for any considerable time. An offensive war is, therefore, con-

- trary to the principle of existence of a democracy ; even a defensive

war, unless the dominions are extensive, would soon exhaust the

state, because the taking great numbers from their daily labours

would soon reduce them for want of subsistence.

.

The wars of such a people are generally of Ihort duration, and

confined to an excursion of a month or two, which may be repeated

for many years, as in the Peloponnesian war, a great battle, which

seldom occurs, puts an end to the contest, if the dominions are

much contracted, which was the cafe in Greece and in Italy ; during

the
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the first five hundred years of Rome, we read often of a war be

ing finished in a very few days.

From what we have said, it appears, that a republican govern

ment is by no means calculated for long and distant wars ; the main

spring is too complicated to produce that vigour, unity, and per

severance required to conduct military operations ; accordingly we

find that such enterprizes have been generally fatal. But as every

citizen considers himself as closely united to the state, they concur

heartily in its defence, and always exert themselves in proportion

as they are pressed, aud dispute the last inch of ground with more

vigour than the preceding. The idea and advantage of liberty re

cur in their full force, and very often excite an ardour and enthu

siasm not to be overcome, which is verified by a thousand exam

ples ; a democracy, therefore, is of all others the best calculated for

a defensive and the least for an offensive war. Particular circum

stances, and for the most part local, determine and stamp a charac

ter on each republic, according to its mode of existence.

Carthage, situated on a barren more, confined on the land side

by various and powerful nations, was necessarily forced, like th«

Dutch in our own times, to turn their thoughts to industry, com

merce, and navigation, which led them by degrees to explore, .and

then to conquer, or acquire settlements in Spain, Portugal, Sar

dinia, Minorca, &c. which often involved that republic in wars,

which could not be carried on at such a distance without standing

armies, the people almost wholly employed in arts and trade could

not compose those armies, which in time became a checkered

multitude of mercenaries and allies, of various nations, which,

wanted unity, on which chiefly the force of armies depends : they

were, however, sufficient against the different people they contended

with, particularly when their operations were confined to the

P 2 islands
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islands and the coast, because their fleets could co-operate witft

success, and had they carried their views no farther, they might

probably have existed many ages longer; but long and distant wars„

supported only by money and mercenaries, brought on neceflarily

their distress, and final' destruction..

The power of a republican government being very complicated-,

loses its force in proportion as it is extended, like the spring of a

watch, and acquires vigour as it is compressed ; moreover, distant

and military commands require and assume greater powers than are

compatible with the safety of the state : hence those eternal jealou

sies and intrigues against their commanders, which always weaken

his operations, and' often render his victories useless, because in.,

fact they might become dangerous..

It is easy to fee, that confederate republics being more com*

psicated, are still less proper for war, either offensive or defensive ;

their total" want of unity, or rather- total separation of views and

interests, render their resolutions slow, and their operations languid ;;

insomuch, that if any member of the confederacy is pressed or sub

dued, he seeks his safety in submission, rather than expect the sup

port of his confederates..

Switzerland, aided by the nature of the country, and by a

good militia, formed in the arts of war at the expence of European

princes, is an exception to this rule, and, I am persuaded, would

make successful efforts against any invader,-

Such being the mode ofexistence of a confederate republic, I;

am surprized. Rousseau should think it possible to give it a foree

and energy equal to that of the most powerful state. If many, or

all, are placed' in a country accessible at all, by occupying any post,

you
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you will Cut off the communication between them, and prevent

them from ever uniting their forces, and by pressing one member

alone soon break the confederacy, which is proved by the examples,

of the several Grecian, confederacies..

The resistance and final success of Lewis the Fourteenth arose

from the nature of his enemies,, the defection, of a principal ally

rendered ten successful campaigns fruitless, in the war 1 740. The

languor and fear of the Dutch, the nature of a confederate army,

opposed to a monarchical one, independent of the difference of abi

lity in the commanders, gave that war the issue it had. .

The superior talents of a chief mtiy give force and unity to anc

army composed of troops of various nations, as Hannibal did ; but

nothing- can for a considerable time, particularly if unsuccessful,,

give it to a confederate army, when the numbers of the confede

racy are nearly upon an equality.

The views of the different parties seldom coincide in the various .

points, which occur in a long and extensive war ; when opposed to

siich an army, temporize, use insinuations and seductions; some

one or other of the parties will grow tired and fall under the temp

tation, or attack vigorously the dominions of one of the members ;

this will create a powerful diversion, and probably bring on his .

defection, which will soon break the confederacy.

It is. dangerous to oppose such an army in front the first cam

paign ; emulation and hopes of success give them vigour ; it were

expedient to anticipate their union by occupying some capital post, ,

and prevent them from joining at all, which .is easily done, as the

motions of such troops are generally very stow, and recruits, stores, ,

&c, .brought from different places, and often from a great distance.
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Rome in its infancy, surrounded by many different people, was

placed in that critical situation, where it was necessary to perish or

conquer. It happened, as it generally does with men thus situated,

they conquered successively all their adversaries ; they acquired by

the sword, and must preserve their acquisitions by the sword.

This celebrated people, if placed at the mouth of the Tiber>

thirty miles from the spot they occupied, would have become fish

ermen at first, and perhaps a small commercial republic, and dis

appeared ; but placed where it was, their existence depended on

the sword alone.

After the expulsion of their kings it became a democracy, and

every citizen was bred and trained a soldier ; it was the only trade ;

the time not employed in war was given to agriculture ; the chief

occupation was war, which continued without intermission for near

five hundred years, attacking or attacked ; scarce a year passed

without some military operation.

Necessity first made that republic purely military, their par

ticular form of government rendered it so afterwards ; the right

was in the people, but the power really in the senate ; the continual

abuse of it occasioned those disputes and contentions which disturbed

the tranquillity of the state, and more than once brought it on the

brink of destruction.

The senate, far from desisting from encroaching on the people,

became daily more wanton in their oppressions ; to secure their. usur

pations the most proper method was, to engage the people in conti

nual wars, and thus keep numbers of them at a distance.

.

Thi»
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This was a temporary remedy, but in the end proved fatal to

the republic ; for the force of the people was great, and wanted

only a head to direct it, which, sooner or later, must be found.

Marius and Cæsar, or any leader with superior talents and ambition^

must, aided by such forces, easily overcome the senate, whose power

was founded in opinion, art, and cunning only.

A people thus constituted, trained in the practice of war during

the space of six hundred years, must acquire a degree of art and

address infinitely superior to that of other nations, who made war

only occasionally. The necessity of a vigorous discipline and sub

ordination must appear evident ; from being always in the presence

of the enemy, it became a habit, and continual exercise made every

operation of war familiar and easy. To their superior knowledge

were added superior motives *to exert their talents. Victory was a

means which led to pecuniary advantages, to a .pre-eminence and

advancement in the state.

The virtue and prowess of the soldier exalted the condition os

the citizen, no human reward was refused to great military merit..

With that knowledge the fruit of ages, and with every motive

which can excite a man to a vigorous exertion of his forces such

a people must necessarily become finally superior to every other

people placed in different circumstances..

This difference alone rendered Rome a military republic supe

rior to Carthage, a commercial one. The first species of repub

lics must probably fall by the hands of a citizen, the last by those

of a foreigner.

CHAPTER



CHAPTER V.

OF AN ARISTOCRACY.

THIS species of republics, whose authority is supported by

opinion, rather than force, is obliged to adopt many of the

maxims of despotism, particularly if confined within narrow limits.

Jealous and suspicious, private executions are employed oftener than

public. They fear each other, the people if numerous, and like

wise their neighbours.

The command cannot with safety be committed to the care of

an eminent citizen, nor even to a stranger of superior abilities ; he

must be watched and environed with spies as well in peace as in

war.

The necessary powers to conduct an army with vigour, and en

force discipline and subordination, cannot be granted him, both him

self and the troops must be kept low in the opinion of the public.

Hence it is that such troops do not deserve the name of soldiers,

being calculated only for show and parade, are totally incapable of

action. However, if the people have been governed with modera

tion and wisdom, they may be induced to exert themselves strenu

ously in the cause of their masters, and more than once have shewn

uncommon vigour, when the republic has been threatened with

.great and imminent danger.

Wars in general, and particularly those carried on at a distance,

conquests, &c. are incompatible with an aristocratical republic. In

this fort of government the people must be caressed, protected, and

treated
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treated with humanity and an equal distribution of justice, the no

bles awed by fear, and the neighbouring powers kept friendly by

policy : to these maxims the ancient and most illustrious republic

of Venice owes its glory and duration.

Mixed and limited monarchies are in fact republics, must be

governed on the fame principles ; as the executive power is here

much more uniform, simple, and strong, so the state has more vi

gour abroad and less convulsions at home. Sooner or later the

equilibrium is lost, and the balance intirely on the side of the exe

cutive power, which, contrary to the opinion of Montesquieu,

ought for ever to be separated from, and dependent on the legisla-

tive power, and in no case whatever be made a part of it ; that is

to fay, the fame person or persons entrusted with the executive

power must not be likewise a part of the legislative, otherwise it

will finally become an absolute monarchy.

All general assemblies centre finally in few, and perhaps in one

person. The army is commonly mercenary, and totally dependent

on the chief magistrate, yet the complicated principles of the go

vernment puts the executive power often in opposition to the legis

lative ; so that the measures of the former, however wise and just,

are thwarted, and the operations clogged with so many restrictions,

that it wants the necessary vigour to prosecute a war with success,

\ particularly in the beginning. A common and pressing danger,

however, gives them unity and consistency, so that, contrary to

what happens in despotic and military governments, more vigour

appears in the prosecution of a war than in its beginning. When

by great successes it draws towards a conclusion, new intrigues,

factions, and disputes arise, the principle of action subsides, every

body grows tired, and peace at any rate, even a bad one, must be

had.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER VI,

OF CIVIL WARS.

WHILE the fœdal system prevailed in Europe, it was almost

a continual scene of civil wars, discord, and contention ; the

great lords were too powerful, and the crown too weak to preserve

the peace or restore it when disturbed. Within these two centu

ries industry has raised a new order of subjects ; the crown has con

tinually increased in strength.

The fœdal system and a national militia have disappeared, and a

regular army substituted in its room. The nobility, formerly the

tyrant of the vassal, and a terror to the prince, is now become the

most abject tool of unlimited prerogative, which can be checked

and controled by no one. The whole force of the state being cen

tered in the prince alone ; his authority, thus supported, knows no

limits but his own discretion ; it is therefore almost impossible there

should be any civil wars in Europe, (

On the least appearance of an insurrection, troops may be in

stantly dispatched to disperse and dislipate the few who have had

the temerity to assemble. The nobility having no longer any in

fluence over the people, and by excessive luxury reduced to a blind

obedience to the court, neither can nor will disturb or oppose its

operations, and the people in general dispersed, and without a

chief, caanot be united or brought to act oil any regular plan of op-

position.

Some
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Some transitory efforts and discontent may arise in great cities,

but on the appearance of a regular army must vanish. The rabble

acts for a moment only, there is no possible means of keeping them

together, or to direct them on a given plan : those who possess any

thing recur to the protection of the state, and are happy, if per

mitted to enjoy what they have in peace.

Various circumstances may occasion a revolt, and render it

dangerous, when the motives are permanent and of great impor

tance to the whole community. Such as religion and liberty, men

will unite in the defence of both, and exert themselves in propor

tion to the danger with which they are threatened. It is not a

partial or transitory evil, but a general one, and the greatest of all

calamities they fear, and, therefore, while the least probability of

a successful resistance appear.", they will to the last moment defend

themselves, and the more so, as a war carried on upon these prin

ciples leaves no room for a reconciliation.

There is no medium between eternal happiness and damna

tion, a total submission or a total independence ; the one or the '.

other of the parties must be intirely conquered. Notwithstanding-

such powerful motives, it would be very difficult they should pro

duce unanimity and come to a head, if in the beginning govern

ment acts with vigour : on one side there are strength, authority,

opinion, armies ready collected and prepared for action ; On the

other a total want of all these. It would therefore seem impossible

that in such circumstances any rebellion should be formed at all,

much less become dangerous, unless neglected at first, particularly

if the province is contiguous and within reach of government, but

when they are placed at a very great distance, intercepted by the

seas, or any very difficult mountains, the people numerous, and

animated by the motives above-mentioned, they will have time to

Q^2 conser
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confer together, unite, form some plan of government, and act

upon some certain line. They are prepared in some measure to

oppose in any attack to be made on them ; the more extensive the

country, the more easily defended, because those who attack must

act on one line only, whereas they who defend themselves may

oppose you on many.

There is scarce a point in the whole country, from whence

supplies of some kind may not be drawn, whereas the assailant can

draw it from one alone. These advantages are so very considerable,

that in the end, those possessed of them must finally prevail, if they

confine their views to a defensive war ; unless you contract your

line of operation by a great and decisive victory (which gives you

a sufficient tract of country to subsist upon, that you may proceed

gradually to subdue the whole) no solid operations can be exe

cuted. They will be confined merely to fruitless excursions, and

at the end of every campaign you will find yourself less able to

prosecute the war, which grows languid, is neglected, and finally

abandoned for want of means to continue it, and the people are

separated from you for ever.

Such has been, and generally must be, the issue of wars prosecuted

at a great distance, unless the first campaign gives you a decisive

superiority ; it follows of course, that the success of such enter

prises depends intirely on the vigour of your operations : if in the

beginning they are not decisive, they never will be so hereafter.

Victory, terror, and a general pardon may force the people

to submission, re-establish union and the public tranquillity. If

the people in general have not from personal motives revolted, but

have been excited by the ambition and authority of a few conside

rable men, means may be found to sow dissension among them ;

a pardon may then incline them to disperse,

From
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From whatever motives the revolt proceeds, the authority of

the sovereign must be supported sword in hand. There can be no

negociation between the sovereign and the subject ; the first must

never speak in vain, nor the last resist with impunity, otherwise

government is at an end. With what caution then should the

sovereign avoid every measure which may possibly bring his autho

rity in question, when the contest must finish in the ruin of his

subjects or himself. It is a ground sown with difficulties and pre

cipices, destruction is unavoidable ; all other wars leave some open

ing to a reconciliation and peace; this none, it is inexpiable.

PART
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CHAPTER L

-

OF THE CAMP. // .

TO judge of a Camp, you must draw a line from one wing

to another, extending it a mile beyond them which will

mark the front of it, and shew you all its advantages arid

imperfections at one view, and the points which command : any

one of those being carried, forces the enemy to retire, and insures

the victory.

Secondly, You must draw three more lines, perpendicular to

the camp line above, toward both wings and the center, which

gives you the profile of the ground before the camp. The con

sideration of these four lines will shew you what points you ought

to attack, and how, and with what species of troops, as in

fig. 4.

Sometimes an army is not encamped on a right line, but forms

an irregular one, as in fig. 5. It is evident that the parts of it

which project must be attacked, because you can invelope them,

whereas if you leave them behind you, and advance against the

inward parts, the enemy invelopes you, and attacks one or both

your flanks. This rule is equally true, whether the line be natu

ral
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ral or artificial, as those of a fortress. The bastion must be at

tacked before the curtain : the first being taken, the other parts

cannot resist. The fame thing will happen in every species of irre

gular lines.-

If on examining the four lines, which give the front and pro

file of the enemy's camp, you find it too strong, and you cannot

force him by any direct attack to abandon it, you must leave him

there, and place yourself on the one or the other of his flanks,., as

in fig. 6. and extend your line, so that it may act on hTs line of

communication, which will soon force him to change his positron,

and fall back. The least delay or neglect on his part will enable

you to attack him with advantage, and, ifyou act with vigour, to

defeat him intirely, particularly if his other flank is posted on- a

river, a morass, a precipice, &c. which is generally the case, to. '

secure, as they fay, the flanks. A very dangerous method, be

cause,, if an enemy post himself on the other wing, you cannot

avoid a total overthrow, if he attack you with vigour ; where-

Fore, contrary to the general opinion, 1 advise that your flanks

may be secured by the natural strength and disposition of them,,

which may be easily effected rather than by such adventitious and:

tlangerous methods.

If instead of acting on the enemy's flanks and line of operation,

you advance in front against him, it is plain, that though you are

much superior to him, yet if the country is close and favourable

to him, you may not in a whole campaign have an opportunity to.

attack him with advantage ; and thus no action can in such circum

stances be either general or decisive, which must ever be the main

object of a general who acts on the offensive, as that of him on the

defensive must be to avoid it. No solid and important operation

can be executed while the enemy can keep the field ;. you must

therefore by a decisive victory, or by good manœuvres, force him

to retire, and give you room to act uncontrolled.

e h a p.
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CHAPTER II.

OF THE MARCH OF AN ARMY;

AND

OF THE FRONT OF THE MARCH.

THERE is quackery in every thing. A quarter-master gene

ral is very proud, if he can put in the Gazette that the army

has marched in a great number of columns, as if that was the re

sult of his wisdom. The number of columns on which an army

marches, depends intirely on the number of practicable roads.

In a populous and cultivated country there are many roads, be

cause there must necessarily be communications between the vil

lages, towns, &c. whereas in a close country, intersected by narrow

passes, mountains, ravins, valleys, torrents, rivers, woods, &c.

there are few practicable roads, and those not very good, which of

course oblige an army to march in few columns.

If in such a country you pretend to march in many, the army

cannot easily be formed in order of battle in front, or on the flanks.

A vigilant enemy may oppose it in front, and prevent the forming,

while at the same time he attacks the columns on the flanks, retards

your march, and perhaps defeats your army intirely, which has

frequently happened. Much caution is required in making war

in a close country. In an open country you march in several co

lumns, fee the enemy at a distance, and therefore have time to

form your line, and prepare for his reception.

In marching, as well as in every other operation, it is an

axiom, that you must perform them in the least time possible.

The
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The purpose and direction of your march must determine the

mode and manner of executing it.

Supposing you are opposite the enemy, in a parallel line, as in

% 7-

It is evident, that the direction of your march must be either

towards him, from him, on one or other of your flanks, or in an

oblique direction, to place yourself on one or other of his flanks.

The mode in which your army is encamped, will facilitate the

execution of your march : I therefore recommend that represented

in fig. 6. which is that in which I would have you fight, for the

reasons assigned in the preceding chapter. Your march must be

always analogous to the mode in which you encamp and fight, and

be regulated by them.

The facility and celerity of the march depend on the mode of

forming the columns.

•

First, The line is divided into so many columns as there are

roads ; then by a demi-tour to the right or left, each column

marches by the road assigned to it.

The line being formed in three ranks, it follows, that the front

of each column has only three men in front, which renders the

march slow and difficult, in proportion to the length of the co

lumns. A column of horse will, according to this method, occupy

in marching more than double the ground it does in order of battle,

because the length of a horse is more than double his breadth or

thickness ; for which reasons, an army should never march in this

manner, excepting in two cases only ; that is, when you propose

placing yourself on the enemy's flank, as in fig. 7, or that both

R enemies
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enemies march in parallel directions ; because in whatever point

of the march the enemy approaches you, your army is in order of

battle in a moment, by making the front to the right or left, as

the enemy stands. Your march in this, as in every other cafe,

must be covered by your light troops, placed between you and the

enemy, particularly towards that flank of the enemy where you

intend going, and the rear of your march, that he may not attack

•either the head or rear of your columns, both which are very weak,

having no more than three men each in front, and being as near as

may be to each other. They are all easily enveloped, even by a

small body, and defeated. You can never form a line in the front

or rear of your march, capable of making the ieaft resistance.

Sfcondly, The second method of forming a column is, by

dividing the battalions into several parts, each consisting of eight

or ten men in front, more or less, as the roads permit. Then

each division wheels to the right or left, as in fig. 8. and marches

off to the roads assigned them, leaving an interval between each

division.

This method is generally made use of by the Prussian; though

improper for all marches in whatever direction they are made. In

a review they do very well, because you can thereby discover the

position and march of the ranks.

A column formed in this manner with intervals, occupies the

time ground as in order of battle, so that nothing is got by it.

After a march of a few miles, the distances are lost ; some will be

found greater, others lesser, than they ought to be; therefore it is

impossible to .restore the order of battle, if the enemy approaches

either flank ; and if you intend to form the front, perpendicular

to your line of march, it is evident that operation requires equal

ttime, whatever may be the front of your several divisions, because

the
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the distance from the van to the rear will be the same, whether

their fronts be of three or thirty men, as the intervals between

them are equal to the front they occupy, when ranged in order of

battle, in three ranks. From whence it follows, that this method

has no one advantage, and is attended with many difficulties, both

in marching and in forming the line, and therefore must be entirely

exploded.

Thirdly, The third method of forming the column of march

is the fame as the second, viz. by divisions, wheeling to the right

or left, with this difference, that the several divisions close and

leave no interval between them, excepting very small ones, to dis

tinguish the battalions and regiments, as in fig. 9.

By this method it is plain, that if the front of each division is

nine or twelve men, the length of your column will be only the

third or the fourth part of what it will be if formed in the first or

second manner above-mentioned, though composed of an equal

number of men, and consequently requires only a third or fourth part

of the time to be restored and formed in order of battle ; therefore

I prefer it to all others, excepting in the two cases above-mentioned,

viz. when you march on the enemy's flank, or when both armies

march on parallel lines, and so near, that an attack on either side

may be intended, or possible, because in such circumstances it is

necessary that an army should in an instant be in order of battle.

Various methods may be adopted to form columns of march,

that is, supposing a battalion is divided in five or more parts, it is

plain that either of them may be made the van of it, fig. 10, 11,12.

M. Guibert, whose writings do him and his country honour, if

I remember well, proposes the divisions on the right and left should

R 2 march
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march by the diagonals, as marked in fig. 10. those of the right

before that of the center, and those of the left behind it ; because

he supposes this the shortest and most expeditious method of doing

it, which is true only in part ; that is, it is shorter than if the

right or left division was made the head of the column, as in this

cafe the other divisions must march double the ground.

This method is subject to one very great inconvenience, both

in forming the column and in opening it. The division which

forms the head, marches before the front to take its place, covers

it so Intirely, that no part of it can act if the enemy, advances,

which is a capital fault, because every motion made near the enemy

must be supported by some corps in order of battle. Moreover,

those different motions, some forward and others backward, will

easily produce confusion.

The best methods I know is, either to order the division of the

center to advance briskly, and the other divisions to the right and

left, as in fig. 1 1 • to march behind it alternately, or rather from

the right or left, which is the best of all.

When the columns come to the ground, where they are to per

form the line, the head marches slowly, and the other divisions

march to the right and left alternately, or to the left in the second

case, as in fig. 1 2. to take up their ground, which is done with sim

plicity and quickness.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER III.

OF THE LINE OF OPERATIONS.

WHEN, like the Tartars, you enter an enemy's country,

with an intention only to ravage and plunder it, you must,

like them, be mounted on light cavalry, enter at one part, sweep

all before you, and retire with your booty by another as fast as you

can.

If this cruel and inhuman method of making war was adopted,

hundred thousand horsemen, so equipped, would in a short time lay

all Europe waste, and cover it with desolation, in spite of your fine

armies, artillery, heavy squadrons, &c. because activity is every thing

in war, in which our armies are totally deficient, being chained to

some fortress where their depots are lodged, they cannot advance a

hundred miles, and are continually turning about in a narrow circle,

of which the magazines are the center.

The Tartars neither have, nor want depots; by the rapidity of

their motions they must and do find every thing on the spot. But

when we penetrate, with our great and very heavy armies, into an

enemy's country, it is with a view to conquer some provinces,

fortresses, &c. and finding nothing upon the road to subsist upon*

we have fixed and determined points to lodge our stores and provi

sions, from whence they are transported to the army, which must

proceed from those. given points to other fixed and determined

points in the enemy's country, if you carry on an offensive war ; or

from
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from a given point in your own, towards another on the frontiers,

if you are on the defensive.

The line which unites these points, on which every army must

act, is called The Line of Operation ; and, of all those we have men

tioned, is the most important. For on the good or bad choice of

this line the final event of the war chiefly depends. If it is ill

chosen all your successes, however brilliant, will, in the end, be

found useless.

Let us illustrate this doctrine by an example ; we will suppose

an army of forty thousand foot, and ten thousand horse, besides

those required for the train of artillery, bread waggons, officers

horses, &c. which will amount to as many more. This army is

at Exeter, and proposes to advance to London, and has its maga

zines all at Exeter. I have only thirty thousand men : I encamp

as near Exeter as I can, and by occupying advantageous posts, I

will force him to employ a fortnight in marching to Dorchester or

Blandford ; till then I oppose the enemy in front with small parties

only in his flanks, but when he is arrived thirty or forty miles

from Exeter, from which place alone he draws his subsistence, in

stead of opposing him in front with all my forces, I place ten thou

sand on his line of march, ten on his left flank, and the remaining

ten along his line of operation, which goes from his camp to his

depots at Exeter. The last will be distributed in four or five corps

along that line, and form a chain from one end to the other, so that

a single waggon cannot pass unobserved, and consequently will be

taken or attacked by some one or other of these parties. A hun

dred men will destroy as many waggons by dispersing the drivers,

taking away or killing the horses, breaking the carriages, &c. The

enemy must, therefore, fend a strong body of troops, ten thousand

men for example, to escort a great convoy. I then make a mo

tion
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tion to the right with my whole army ; fb that my left comes across

his left, my center and right go many miles beyond it. In whatever

manner the eseort is distributed, as part in the front, part in the

center, and part in the rear of the convoy ; I fay, that neither

ten nor even twenty thousand can preserve it ; because these are

chained to their convoy, and cannot quit it, nor the station they

occupy ; whereas my troops can engage and attack, how, when,

and where they please : they can attack and amuse the escorts in

a pass or a wood, which of course obliges the whole to stop, while

two or three thousand men, dispersed in small parties, attack the

chain of waggons from one end to the other. If they succeed in

some places only, the whole will be soon dispersed.

It would be adviseable to attack that part, which proceeds at the

head of the convoy, with the greatest part of your forces, if it goes

ten or twelve miles from the camp ; because you may then cut i^

off intirely, and the whole convoy and the remaining part of the

escort, unless* the enemy falls back immediately to assist them,

which is no easy matter, as you have the center and left of your

army on his flank and rear in his retreat ; and most certainly he

will arrive too late to prevent the ruin of his convoy, which is ous

object.

If instead of being only thirty or forty miles from Exeter, as

we suppose, he is a hundred, at Salisbury, for example; I always

suppose that all his provisions, without exception, come from

thence, or from any where else, a hundred miles off. I fay, that

such an enemy as we suppose, cannot remain a fortnight in that

camp, though the convoys meet with no other difficulty, but such

as arise from the length of the road, bad weather, accident, &c. &c.

It
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It is impossible to collect and maintain a sufficient number of

horses, carnages, &c. to supply an army of fifty or sixty thousand

men, including those who follow the camp, with provisions, stores,

forage, &c. and to supply the convoy, drivers, &c. in their jour

ney to and from the camp : two hundred miles, we suppose,

which cannot be performed in less than twenty days. I am so

convinced myself of this, that if you place twenty thousand foot,

and five thousand horse, on any spot, so that they subsist only upon

what is brought from one given point, a hundred miles off*, they

must in a week go and meet their convoy, disperse, or perish.

Now, if to these natural and insurmountable difficulties, you

add those which an able leader can create by acting on the principles

we have established above, it will appear evident, beyond contra

diction, that no army, great or small, can act in a line of operation

cf a hundred miles, provided you can keep the field ; of course you

must avoid a general action.

The more the country is inclosed and intersected by woods,

mountains, rivers, passes, &c. the more difficulties the enemy will

meet with : the more cross roads, the more advantageous for you ;

because they enable you to act continually on his line of operation.

In such a country, you may in almost every spot lay snares

for his parties, even for his whole army, with success. Who

ever weighs what we have said, will be convinced that the ideas

and fears of an invasion were vain and absurd.

This reasoning, which from experience we are persuaded is

just, will shew why our efforts in America have not been crowned

with success ; and why, though in every respect infinitely superior

to the Rebels, we have never been able to penetrate fifty miles into

the country, nor keep any one given point, though but twenty or

thirty
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thirty miles within land. From all which we deduce the following

conclusions.

First, That in the choice ofyour line of operation, when the

nature of the frontier you intend to attack, and the position of your

'depots, leave you any choice, you must chuse the shortest and the

least difficult.

Secondly, That the direction he such that the enemy cannot

act on your flanks, and of course on your said line, which must

happen if the provinces .on the right or left of your march at e in his

foffession. The longer you proceed on such a series, the more cer

tain is your destruction-; for in a little time you will have no line at-

all; you will be intirely surrounded, and you are lost.

Thirdly, That it leads you to some decisive object, otherwise

ten campaigns, however fortunate, will give you nothing worth

having.

If the difficulties are always in proportion to the length of your

line of operation, it follows, that when other circumstances are

nearly equal to that army which acts on the shortest lines, must from

that circumstance alone prevail ; even though much inferior, pro

vided it is conducted with prudence and activity.

From these conclusions we deduce the principles of an offensive

war.

S CHAPTER
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CHAPTER IV.

OF AN OFFENSIVE WAR.

WHEN you enter an enemy's country, it is with a view to

raise contributions, destroy his magazines, &c. or make a

diversion to favour and facilitate the operations of an army which

acts in another line ; or finally to conquer some province.

The mode of acting, in these three different cafes, will be diffe

rent of course, and must be regulated by the different objects you

have in view. In the two first cases, prudence, and above all, ce

lerity : in the last, prudence, activity, and solidity must be em

ployed.

In order to explain what I have to say on the subject we are dis

cussing, I must propose the following questions.

First, Is the province you propose to conquer fortified or not?

Secondly, Is it separated from the other provinces of your

enemy, by some considerable river which never freezes, or by some

very high and difficult mountains, which have few roads and nar

row, as is usually the case I

Thirdly, or finally, Has it no fortress, river, or mountains, but

is like the provinces contiguous to it, open more or less ?

All provinces whatever come under one or other of these deno

minations, and therefore your mode of carrying war into them,

and the result of your operations, will be analagous to them.

In
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In the first case you must take the fortress, because that alone

can enable you to separate your army, and take your quarters

there during, the winter.

If the place is considerable, and your enemy has a good army in

the field, it will be a very difficult enterprize, and require much

vigour and sagacity to execute it with success, particularly if the

country is close and favourable for a defensive war; and your line

of operation is long and intersected by rivers, mountains, pastes, &c.

To facilitate your undertaking, I advise you to march up to the

enemy, and force him to a battle ; or by skillful manœuvres drive

him so far beyond the fortress, that he cannot trouble you in the

siege.

This supposes you are much superior to the enemy, and that

you can keep him at a distance with one part of your forces, while

with the remainder you prosecute the siege, escort the convoy, &c.

If you are superior to him only by a third' part, and he is an

able man, ten to one you will miscarry, and be obliged to raise the

siege with shame and loss.

If the place is situated close on the frontier, then by marching

eight or ten miles into the country, you put it behind you, and

carry on your siege, without any great obstacle on his part, because

your line of operation is short and easily guarded. He cannot force

you to abandon your enterprize, but by a victory.

But if the place is situated thirty or forty miles within the

country, by avoiding axgeneral action, and acting with the greatest

part of his forces on your line, he will probably take your convoys,

S 2 and
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and cut off your communication with your depots, and by that

means oblige you to abandon the enterprize ; aad your retreat will

be attended with great difficulties, because soar artay will or «iagr

be attacked in front, flank, and rear.

From this I draw one conclusion ; if your situation «s /fad*, that

in general you mean to attack your enemy on a given fnoactier,

your fortresses can never be too near them, because y«ur tine of

operation will be the shorter.

But if such places are intended to cover the country, they must:

be placed thirty or forty miles from the frontier, unless some par

ticular circumstances intervene, as a great river, a pase, dec.

If you attack a place forty miles within the enemy's country, I

would advise forming a camp in the Roman manner, about half

way, with some redoubts before your entrenchments, to prevent

the enemy from approaching them, and throwing (hells and com

bustibles into your camp, and burn your stores, while you are

employed in keeping the enemy at a distance and foraging the

country. All your stores, provisions, artillery, &c. are placed in

this camp, and from thence brought to that you occupy about the

place without danger or difficulty, which could not be done if they

were brought forty miles off, because a line of that length cannot

be guarded.

Ik order to force your enemy to a battle, or to abandon the

country, you must naturally employ all your forces united. De

tachments, excursions, &c. must of course be avoided, because they

weaken your army, are exposed to be cut off, and ruin the coun

try, whkJh youtiiust preserve, tf you mean to stay there.

Instead
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Instead of attempting to -ruin his small depots, scattered about

the villages, which are the only your detachments can attack, pre

serve your own, and secure all that lays behind you in some place

as you advance. You can act only on one line, which must be

determined by the position of the enemy, until you have drove

him beyond the place you propose besieging. From that moment'

you act in the defensive, and your line is then determined from the

camp you occupy to your depots : your whole attention must be

directed to carry on the siege, protect your convoys, &c. It is then

that the enemy changes his system from a defensive to an offensive

war : you are chained to your line, whereas he is perfectly at liberty,

and will employ that liberty to act' against you day and night, how,

when, and whew he pleases.

It is probable the enemy may have several lines of operation

drawn from his camp, wherever it is, to the different fortresses and

depots which he may have behind him. In this cafe he will play

with you a whole campaign, shifting from one line to another,

without a possibility of bringing him to a battle,- or of driving him

out of the country. Your army will be soon exhausted and wore

out wkh marching and counter-marching, continually changing

your line to follow him, till your provisions fail, and oblige you to

retire without attempting any thing with au army now half ruined.

This is exactly the ease in America.

In such circumstances nothing remains for you to do, but to

march against the place you intend besieging, which of course will

force the enemy to follow you ; end if you can secure your line of

operation, he must risk a battle, or suffer you to take the place,

which is the object you have in view.

If
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If the enemy has several lines behind him, you must endeavour

to force him to act in one only, which must be done, if it can be

done at all, by acting on one or other of his flanks, which will force

him to leave his camp and take another. Supposing the enemy has

three lines behind him, and that he is encamped on the middle ;

while he is on that line he laughs at you, and consequently you

must force him to take that on the right or left. If that on the

fight appears more advantageous to your views, of course you en

camp athwart his left flank, and act in his rear, as is marked in

Plate IV. fig. 6.

This will force htm to quit his camp, and retire on his right

flank : by repeating this operation, you will drive him where you

please. The success, however, depends on superior velocity, which

you cannot have, if the line you act upon is longer than his, and

he is in any degree an able man ; so that unless you are much supe

rior to the enemy in numbers, goodness, and your army so con

stituted, as to be also superior in velocity, he will undoubtedly

baffle all your attempts, and oblige you to return home.

If the country has no fortress, but is separated from the other

provinces by a great river or mountains, as we have supposed, is

not very extensive and open, and you are superior in cavalry, you

may, by skillful manœuvres, force him to pass the river or moun

tains, and by placing your troops properly, keep possession of it,

otherwise not; ofcourse, ifthe country has neither fortress nor rivers,

&c. you may, like Barbarians, ravage and plunder the country, and

like them abandon it in haste, but you can never make war on a

solid foundation.

These are, in my opinion, the principles of an offensive war,

deduced from reason and experience. Whenever generals have

been
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been regulated by them, for the most part they have been crowned

with success ; and on the contrary, have generally been unfortunate,

when they have deviated from them, which is confirmed by his

tory. It remains with the general to know how to supply them

as circumstances require.

CHAPTER V.

OF A DEFENSIVE WAR.

IF the principles of an offensive war are such as we have indica

ted in the preceding chapter, it follows, that those of a defen

sive war are exactly the reverse. If he who attacks you must im

mediately bring you to a general action, that he may be enabled to

besiege some place of importance, form new depots, and advance

further into the country, until he forces you to abandon the whole,,

or make peace on the terms he prescribes, it is your part to avoid

a general action ; for while you have an army in the field, and know

how to manage it with advantage,, he may, though much superior,,

be forced to abandon his project, and retire with a ruined army..

Were you in a condition to venture an engagement with probable

hopes of success, you must not do it, because if you are beat, the

consequence may be fatal, and by conquering you only force him

to retire, which you may do without any risk, if you adhere to

what I shall say on the subject. The enemy has chose his line of

operation, which of course determines yours ; you advance as for as-

you can to meet him : if you can anticipate his- motions, pass your

frontier, destroy his small depots, carry off the horses and cattle, and

the com if threshed ; when he advances, you retire gradually from

one
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owe strong camp to another, flcirmifh often, btrt never fight a battle.

"If there is a river in your country, or in his beyond the frontier,

place yourself behind it, and encamp with three-fifths of your army

in the center, and the two-fifths to your right and left, so that the

whole of it consists of 40,000 men, will occupy at least fifteen miles,

within which distance he must pass : for if you place yourself across

his line of operation, he.cannot deviate from it twenty miles to look

for a passage. This disposition being made, and patroles sent from

the extremity of your wings, he cannot throw a bridge, and pass

unobserved. If the ground is at all favourable to you, the eight

thousand men we suppose on your right or left, will be strong

.enough to prevent his pasting, by attacking vigorously such as have

passed, or check him till you advance with your center. If he has 1

passed, and ,is entrenched on your side, then encamp on some

neighbouring hill, in three.corps as usual, in a circular form. For

tify your right and left, and place your heavy artillery on them. I

say, he dare not leave .his entrenchments and attack you, and must

therefore repass the river, as it happened to Prince Eugene on the

Adige, which we have already mentioned.

The only method the enemy has to pass a river thus guarded,

will be to fend a strong detachment thirty miles off to throw a

bridge and fortify it. This is a very long operation, and will give

.you time to oppose it. When finally the enemy has passed, which

I think impossible, if you act as we prescribe, you retire of course

to another strong camp.

If the country has many passes in it, you may oppose his pro

gress with success on almost every spot, and force him to send a

corps on your flanks and rear, which by acting on your line ofope

ration, will force you to abandon a thousand camps successively,

unless you attack and beat this corps, which you may easily do, if

the
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the country is mountainous, for you may probably cut off his com

munication with the main army, and destroy it totally, which I

have seen done- In short, one way or other, you must get rid of

this corps, because no man, or body of men, can long withstand

an attack in front, and another in flank at the same time, or re

main in any given post, if a powerful corps is placed so as to be able

to act on its line of operation.

An enemy may be situated with regard to you, in three different

manners ; i st, in front ; 2dly, in front and flank ; 3dly, in front

and rear. In the first case, you may find numberless strong camps,

where you can stop him, though much superior, and where you

may risk a battle, because as our armies are constituted, a defeat is

dangerous only to a certain degree, whereas in the second and third

cases they must be fatal ; if you remain on the spot until the enemy

approaches and attacks you. No army conquers merely by resist

ing ; you may repel an enemy, but victory is the result of action.

We have said already that when an enemy advances against you

in front and flank, you must beat that body which comes on your

flank, preferable to the other in front, because you can always op

pose this with success, but not the other: if you drive the army

back a march or two, and leave the corps on your flank or behind

you, so far from reaping any advantage from your success, it may

be fatal to you, because the corps in your flank may occupy some

pass behind you, and cut off your army intirely, insomuch, that

the enemy ought to fall back and draw you after him, that his

corps may act in the manner we hinted at.

-

If you are inclosed by two armies, you must march by the light

or left, and slip away if you can, if not, you must sight. Ancient

history furnishes us with two events of this nature, from whence

T we
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we shall draw a general rule for the conduct of a general who may

happen to find himself in such an unhappy situation.

The Gauls had invaded Italy, and having plundered it,, were a%

usual returning homewards loaded with spoils.. A consular army

followed them, in hopes of some favourable opportunity to attack

them- and retake the plunder. Being arrived in Tuscany, they

were alarmed by the approach of another army coming accidentally

to meet them. Thus on the point of being attacked in front and.

rear, they formed their army, so that it presented a double fronts

and waited the event. They were attacked, and all cut to pieces.

The other is in the history of the Jews ; Jonathan and his bro

ther, I think (no matter who) commanded the Jewish army,

which was in the fame situation as that of the Gauls. . Jonathan

divided his army in two parts,' formed a line of chariots, waggons,

&c. behind which he placed the weakest part under his brother to

oppose one army ; with the other, and best part, he advanced against

the other army of the enemy, which he attacked with that vigour

and fury, which such a situation inspires, and of course defeated the

enemy totally; that part opposed to his brother, on seeing this

event, gave over attacking the chariots, and ran away. There is

not a finer manœuvre recorded in. history :. imitate this noble ex

ample.

When two armies march against you, in the manner just men

tioned, and come from a considerable distance ; if your country is

strong, and has some good fortress in it, where your depots lay,

occupy a strong camp and be quiet ;. such, numerous armies in.

such a situation cannot remain a fortnight ; they must separate for

want of provisions. In this manner the king of Prussia baffled tlie

attempts of the Austrians and Russians for four campaigns.

Ik
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If your country has no such fortress to cover you, of course you

•must either beat one of the armies which marches against you, or by

placing yourself on the outward flank of one of them ; force them

to unite, and act upon one line : avoid a battle, which you may

then do as long as you please. They must separate and retire, be

cause two such armies cannot subsist on the stores provided for one

only.

If finally two armies act in different lines, and attack distant provin

ces, you must of course oppose an army to each of them. Ifyou cannot

do it, abandon that which is far off, collect your forces, and attack

that which is nearest to you, and most dangerous. When your

forces do not permit you to oppose your enemies at once in every

point, you must act in part on the defensive, and in the other offen

sively. Ifyou are too weak to act in many points at once, you must

abandon some ofthem, that you may act with more vigour in others.

Having pointed out all the different situations in which an enemy,

with one or more armies, can be with regard to yours, and shewn

what you are to do in such different circumstances, we now return to

our subject ; and we will also shew, how you may check the progress

of the most powerful adversary.

When he has penetrated thirty or forty miles into your country,

and you cannot or will not oppose him in front ; when you cannot

defend your own line, you must either retire as he advances, till he

has drove you out of the country, or attack his. The method of

doing this with success, we fay, is, to leave on your line, to oppose

the enemy in front, a fifth of your army, chiefly cavalry ; three-

fifths on the flank of his march ; the remaining fifth, all of light

troops, horse and foot, must be placed along his line of operation in

small bodies of one or two thousand men, who occupy the most

T 2 advan-
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advantageous spots,, as woods, passes, &c. where they remain con

cealed. Parties must be sent from one to the other of about a

hundred men, so that there is not a single point of the enemy's line

which you cannot attack with success in an instant. Half his army

cannot protect his convoys on a line of thirty miles. If he fends

two or three strong detachments to escort a capital convoy, perhaps

of three thousand waggons, because you have taken or dispersed

his small ones, such a convoy will occupy near thirty miles : I sup

pose the escort to consist of twenty thousand men ; these will be

posted in several corps, in front, rear, and along the flanks of the

march ; you are informed of his disposition^ you may reinforce that

part which we suppose already placed on his line, whether you do

or not. I fay, that the ten or twelve thousand light troops may

unite in a short time, and be superior to the enemy's escort in any

given point, and beat it ; stop the front of the convoy, while your

small parties break the carriages, take away the horses or kill them.

If a hundred only of the carriages are destroyed, all those which are

behind must stop. The escort is chained to the convoy, even to

particular points of it. If you cannot beat it, amuse it by skirmislv-

ing j your parties m the mean time do the business.

By acting exactly in this manner,. the Austrians took or destroyed

a great convoy going from Neils to Olmutz, which obliged the

king to raise the siege of that place next morning, , and to abandon

Bohemia in a few days.

If in the conduct of a defensive war you adhere to the principles

we have laid down, and the enemy's line of operation is only thirty

or forty miles longt much more if it is a hundred, you will triumph

in the end, and enjoy the fruits of your prudence and activity,

which is every thing in war, particularly in a defensive one, where

they must supply the want of force.

From
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From the nature of a defensive war arises the utility and neces

sity of light troops, of which we shall treat in the following

chapter.

CHAPTER VI.

OF LIGHT TROOPS.

DURING the wars which we describe, the Austrians had;

I believe, near thirty thousand of this kind of troops distri

buted in the different armies and corps. The only use I ever saw

made of them was to observe the enemy placed, as they generally

were, before the front of our armies, they could do no more, and

even this they did very imperfectly, because they were too nume

rous, encamped in such considerable bodies, that they were totally

deficient in activity, and preserved nothing but the names of light

troops. Observed by the enemy, he masked them whenever he

chose to march by his flanks, or to retire, sb effectually, that for

the most part we had no intelligence of his motions, till it was too

late to avail ourselves of any favourable circumstance which might

offer, insomuch, that I do not remember we ever attacked his

rear guard with success, though great bodies of light troops, and

very often the main army, were near enough to do it with advan

tage.

When the enemy advanced towards us, after skirmishing a little,

these light troops dispersed and retired where they pleased ; and ifa

battle ensued, they disappeared, and were lost for several days.

Many of these corps observed so ill, that very often they were sur

prized, made prisoners, or totally dispersed. From whence I con

clude, that a regiment of Hussars, and a few hundred Croats, will

observe
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observe an enemy much better than so many thousands, for this plain

reason, they are or ought to be invisible, and so posted near the

high roads, before the enemy's front, and on his flanks, that he

cannot move without their knowledge. It is therefore absurd to

employ ten thousand to do that which a thousand can do much

better.

The number and use of light troops depend on the nature of the

war chiefly. In an offensive war, whose principles is to seek and

fight the enemy, you must concenter your forces, and by no means

disperse them, and lose time in fruitless and laborious excursions :

your enemy is before you, advance in front : your army must have

strength and consistency, of course it must have a heavy cavalry,

infantry, and artillery, so that your real and physical force is supe

rior to that of the enemy.

In such circumstances, you can want no more light troops than are

necessary to explore the front and flank of your march : but if you

are on the defensive, you must avoid a battle, because you are too

weak, and must act on his flanks in the manner we have prescribed,

which can be done only with light troops, as is evident from the

nature of this service ; you cannot therefore have too many of them.

An army of forty thousand men, half of which being light troops,

if ably conducted, in a close country, when the enemy's line is of

.any considerable length, will most certainly force him to abandon

his projects and retire.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER VII.

OF THE FRONTIER LINE.

SUPPOSING this line to be like that marked iu Plate V.

x. x. x. &c. which as most lines of any considerable extent

projects in many parts : 1 say, that however extensive such a line

may be, the points on which it can be attacked are determined by

the number and quality of the roads which lead to it, and by the

position and distance of the respective capitals, and other strong

places within a hundred miles of it, beyond which no army can

act with advantage; that is, no army constituted as ours are, can

act, if its depots are distant above a hundred miles, unless there is

water-carriage.

If there are no such places of arms at all, or on the one side of

the frontier line only, it is evident, that no solid operation can be

executed, and that they can tend only to ravage the country and

retire, or to facilitate the operations of some other army, acting on

another line, which was the case with the Russians, during this

whole war we are describing.. They could not, and the Austrians

would not avail themselves of the victories the former had gained

at Palrig and Franckfurt on the Oder ; so that the Russians, unable

to fix themselves on or near that river, were always obliged to re

tire after a short campaign, because their line of operations was too

long.

We suppose the frontier before us to be three hundred miles in

length ; yet the enemy can act against it from three points only,

where his depots are lodged, as in F. G. H. and even from these

he
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he can attack the two points C. E. on our frontier alone ; when he

has taken either of them, he must proceed next to B. or D. and

from thence to the capital A. and not before. I have already

shewn, in treating of a defensive war, how you must counteract

and check his progress, so shall conclude the subject.

We can no way better explain our principles, than by applying

them to the different frontiers of Europe and America, accordingly,

in the following part, we shall give a military analysis of them, viz.

of that of France, Austria, the Prussian dominions, Turkey, Russia,

Poland, England, and North America.

PART
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O F THE

FRONTIERS OF THE DIFFERENT SOVEREIGNS OF EUROPE,

CHAPTER L .

* Ot THE FRONTIER OF FRANCE.

IN describing this and other frontiers, we do not pretend W

point out the different positions and camps which may be

taken on either side, because it would require a more perfect

knowledge of the countries than we are masters of; and moreover,

Would Jje useless, because these must be determined by the motions

oftht enemy, and many other occasional circumstances, by which

a general must regulate his operations : what we (hall fay will,

however, enable the sovereigns, ministers, and generals, to form

their plans of war, offensive and defensive ; these last must know

how to conduct them.

We have already said, that the absolute force of a frontier con

sists in natural obstacles, which an enemy would find in approach

ing and attacking it. These arise from numberless causes, as

U mountains,
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mountains, rivers, woods, defiles, the greater or lesser fertility of:"

the foil, the direction of it, &c &c.

The relative force of a frontier line depends on the distance of-

the capitals and fortresses, where the depots are lodged, of those

who attack or defend it, from whence their different lines of ope

rations must proceed; as these are long or short, the operations .

will be more or less difficult ; insomuch, that it may, I think, be

jestablished as an axiom, that when the respective forces and abili

ties of the commanders are nearly equal,, those who act on the

shortest line, must from that circumstance alone prevail in the end,,

because being nearer their depots, they can open the campaign

sooner, act with more vigour and activity, and for a longer time

than those whose line of operation is at a greater distance.

The frontier, of France, towards Germany, begins at Basil, in.

Switzerland,, and runs in various directions from thence, to Dunkirk,,

in French Flanders. I shall divide this long line into three parts,

and consider each of them separately. The first part goes from

Basil to Landau, and covers Alsatia ; it is near 130 miles in length.

The second part goes from Landau to Sedan, on the Moselle,

covers Lorrain on the side of the electorate of Treves, the dutchies

of Deux-Ponts, Luxemburg, and Limburg ; it is 190 miles in

length. From Sedan down the Meuse to Charlemont in French

Flanders, and thence to Dunkirk, goes the third part, and is about

150 miles ; so that this whole frontier is about 4.70 miles.

The first part of this line is covered by the Rhine, on which:

are placed Hu^ninghen, New Brisac, Strasburg, and Landau, all.

which are very strong. Strasburg has a bridge over the Rhine ; on

the back part of Alsace runs a chain of mountains, which separates.

it from Franche Comte and Lorrain ; the distance between these

mountains
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mountains is from ten to fifteen miles. An army encamped near

Strasburg, covered by the Rhine and the fortresses above-men

tioned, could with ease prevent an enemy from passing that river,

or at least from besieging any of them, and without taking them

all, he could not possibly separate his army and take his winter

quarters in Alsace, while the French have any considerable force

encamped or cantoned in the mountains above-mentioned. I am

therefore surprized the Austrians ever made any attempt on that side,

and much more so, that the French were so very much alarmed

at it. For my part, I am confident, that an able general, at the

head of thirty or forty thousand men, so far from being terrified

at the approach of an enemy, or opposing his passing the Rhine,

would wish to fee him shut up between the mountains, the river,

and the fortrefles ; because he would see the facility of preventing

his repassing it at all, and of cutting him off intirejy. Look at

the map and judge.

The second part of the French frontier, viz. the line which goes

from Landau to Sedan, is very strong both by nature and art, hav- '

ing several strong places on it ; and the country before it is no less

difficult, being very mountainous, and consequently full of narrow

passes. The direction of this line is concave towards that part of

Germany ; so that an enemy who advances on that side must have

his depots on the Rhine, at Mentz, or Coblentz, or at Maestricht

and Namur on the Meuse; in both cases the army, which I suppose

encamped at Landau, can hinder him from advancing from the

Rhine, by acting on his line of operation on that side, while ano

ther of forty thousand men, placed on the Meuse near Sedan, will

prevent any army from advancing into Lorrain or Champaign on

that side, as is evident from the inspection of the map.

Whether
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Whether we consider the strength of this line, the direction'

of it, or finally, the obstacles which the country before it offers,

it will appear that no enemy can approach it, much less attack it

with any prospect of success : a small corps posted at Luxemburg,,

might indeed advance from thence, and ravage a few villages ja

haste, but no solid enterprize can, we think, ever be executed on.

that side.

The third and last part of the French frontier runs from Sedarr

down the Meuse to Charlemont, and from thence to Dunkirk, and

is 150 miles in length. It has been the scene of successive wars fojr

near two centuries, the most expensive, bloody, and durable of any

recorded in the annals of mankind, of which the author propofes-

giving the history on the fame plan this work is wrote.

This line is stronger by art than nature, having., a prodigious

number of strong fortresses and posts upon it ; moreover, it projects

in many places, so that an enemy can enter it no where, without

having some of them in front and on his flanks, his depots must be

at Namur, Mons, and Tournay. An army of forty thousand men

placed on the Sambre, and another of equal force about Conde, will

so bridle his operations, that he cannot advance a step without im

minent danger ; for that, which we suppose on the Sambre, by

masking Namur, penetrates into the country to Brussels, &c. which

will force the enemy to retire and abandon his own frontier. In

the present slate of Austrian Flanders, and the adjacent parts of Hol

land, nothing could prevent the two armies from over-running the

above-mentioned countries in one campaign.

In the war for the succession of Spain, at the beginning of thi$

century, ten successful campaigns brought the Allies no farther than

Landrecy, not thirty miles from the Austrian frontiers, a very in

considerable
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considerable defeat at Denain obliged prince Eugene to raise the siege

of that place, and in a short time abandon his conquests, . the fruits

of many victories*

I know most people suppose, that this was owing to the defec

tion of the English : had this never taken place, perhaps the Allies

might in time have advanced to the Marne, and sent parties to the

Seyne : but will any officer suppose, that any army marching that line

from Mons, Tournay, &c. could separate and take winter quarters

on the above-mentioned rivers, while the French were in possession

ofPicardy, Normandy, and Champaign? No, it is impossible :

the great fault of the French generals, when on the defensive, was

to oppose the enemy in front, whereas they should have operated :

against their flanks.

The final event of this long and bloody war shews the strength

of this frontier, and the prodigious resources of the house of Bour

bon. From the description we have of the French frontier, to

wards Germany and Flanders, though very incomplete, it appears,

that an enemy, though his dominions were on the Upper Rhine,

opposite to Alsace, would find it extremely difficult, or rather im

possible, to conquer that province, from whence alone he could pe

netrate into Lorrain, &c.

That the second part of the French frontier^ from Landau to

the Meuse, caimot be attached b,y; any German power marching up <

the Moselle, between- ^h^ Rhjnftand. the Meuse, the event, of the

different wars,, waged in Flanders, prove the superiority of the

French, L mean the superior, advantages they possess in acting on:

tb^ajt .frontier, which are indeed so very great, that no forces can.

be collected and supported in Flanders by the house of Austria,,

the English, Dutch, and the German princes, which can preserve

that
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that country against the efforts of the French; most -certainly the

Austrians alone cannot do it. . '..;•...»..

...... i • . .

So much for the absolute force of the French frontier : let us

now examine its relative force. This, we have said, depends on

the length of the enemy's line of operation, direction of it, good

ness and number of the roads, situation of his depots, &c.

Of all the powers in Germany, the house of Austria alone is

in any degree able to contend with France ; we shall therefore con-

fineour observations to a war, which the first might undertake against

the latter. Vienna is the point, from whence the Austrians must

part, the distance between that place and the nearest part of the

French frontier, viz. Alsace on the Rhine, is above 300 miles,

which alone gives the French a decisive superiority. In acting on

the Rhine they have their depots on the spot ; in a whole campaign

their army need not march twenty miles, insomuch, that the ex-

pences of maintaining it in the field would be very little more than

in time of peace, because it would require no train, equipage, &c.

which retard the operations of an army, and are so very expensive to

the state : whereas an army acting on a line of 300 miles, requires

such a prodigious train of equipages as would exhaust the most power

ful state. The difficulty and expence of forming depots, as you

advance, for such a number of horses as are necessary for a great

army, would retard its motions, and finally put a stop to them alto

gether. Moreover, such an army could not be brought to the scene

of action till very late in the season, and if by a decisive victory it

does not acquire a sufficient tract ofcountry in and near the enemy's

frontier to take up its winter quarters, it must soon retire ; while the

caemy, abundantly supplied with provisions and stores on the spot,
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ean pursue you in the retreat, and render your future attempts still

more difficult.

What we have said, regards the Austrian's line of operation only,

as to its length and the obstacles which arise from thence alone ; we

shall now consider those that proceed from the nature of the coun

try, through that the different lines,, on which it can march to act

on the Rhine.

Parallel to this river, on the German side, at the distance of

ten or fifteen miles, runs a chain of very high mountains, called

the Black Forest, from Switzerland to Heidelberg on the Neckar,

and from thence to the Main. Through the first of these moun

tains there goes from the Rhine to the Danube only one capital

road ; it pastes over the Neckar, goes by Stutgard, the capital ofj

the dutchy of Wirtemberg, along the Neckar to Ulm : it is one

continual pass or defile, between fifty and sixty miles in length, and

of course offers numberless positions, where a small army can stop

the most numerous.

: . . . .. '• ^ « '. . • • . ' " j' .* :

The country between the Rhine and the said mountains belongs

to the Elector Palatine, several lesier princes, and free cities. The-

mountains themselves comprehend the dutchy of Wirtemberg,.

some other principalities and free cities. On the east side of these

mountains lies Bavaria, which now likewise belongs to the Elector

Palatine, and some free cities. This prince, by the acquisition of

Bavaria, is now so very powerful, that in conjunction with the duke

of Wirtemberg, or even alone, he can hold the balance of Germany

between the Austrians and the French, and hinder them from ap

proaching each other.

The-
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The second road goes from Francfort on the Main to Wurtzburg,

Nuremberg, and Ratisbon on the Danube, and is no less difficult

than the former. The Austrians can approach the Rhine only by

the one or the other ; if they advance by the first, the French may

pass the Rhine, and by occupying some posts in the dutchy of

Wirtemberg, stop their progress and force them back into Bavaria ;

and if they go on the other road, by occupying the heights on the

left of the Rhine, between Mentz and Offenburg, prevent their

pasting that river, and force them down towards Coblentz and Co

logne, or by pasting the Rhine, and marching to Wurtzburg, pre

vent their approaching the Rhine at all; or finally, let them advance

towards Coblentz and the Lower Rhine, and then pass to the Main,

and cut off all communication between the Low Countries and the

Austrian dominions in Germany and Italy, which would prevent

them from making any considerable efforts in Flanders.

We have already shewn, that France has great advantages in

attacking Flanders, from the proximity of its depots, which are

. greatly increased, by the Austrian's line of operation, from Vienna

to Brussels, which makes it impossible for them to preserve that

country. It was, no doubt, owing to this circumstance chiefly, if

not intirely, that the house of Austria could not preserve Alsace,

Franche Comte, and Lorrain, Which finally will bring on the lose

of Flanders.

The French would find nearly the fame difficulties in pasting

from the Rhine to the frontiers of Austria and Bohemia, and in all

probability would lose their army, as they have always done, when

ever they went as far as the Danube. The French have however

• some very considerable advantages over the Austrians.: they can in

vade and over-run Flanders, before it is possible for the Austrians

to collect any forces there, capable of opposing their progress; and,

moreover,
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moreover, can form such alliances in Germany, as would greatly

embarrass the Austrians ; whereas these can form none that could

in anydegree affect the safety of the French monarchy.

It would therefore seem adviseable, and perhaps necessary, that

the house of Austria should exchange all its possessions from Luxem

burg to Flanders for Bavaria, the present possessor of which might

find it very eligible, as he might draw a line from Manheim to

Deux Ponts, Luxemburg, and Namur, and establish an easy com

munication between the whole : the Austrians no longer engaged in

such distant provinces, might turn their thoughts elsewhere with

more advantage.

The French frontiers towards Switzerland, Savoy, and Spain,

are too strong to be invaded by those powers : the idea of passing the

Var, and conquering Provence, is too ridiculous to deserve a serious

discussion. We shall consider the coast of France on the British

channel and the ocean on another occasion.

CHAPTER It.

OF THE AUSTRIAN FRONTIERS.

THE frontiers of the house of Austria are of prodigious extents

having many separate provinces, as those in Flanders and

Italy. Here I shall consider only that frontier line, which begins

in the Tirol, goes along the bishopric of Brixen, Carinthia, Stiria,

Austria, round Bohemia, Moravia, the new acquisitions in Poland,

Transilvania, and passing the Danube near Belgrade, goes up the

Save, along Sclavonia and Croatia, which separates those provinces

from Bosnia in Turkey.

X For
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For greater accuracy, we shall divide this immense line in seve

ral parts, relative to the different points, on which it may be at

tacked by the neighbouring powers.

The first part is that which goes from the county of Tirol to

Passau on the Danube, and from thence to Egra in Bohemia. All

this line, as far as the Danube, runs along and through the Alps,

and is therefore impervious to any army, even light troops could

not act against it with success. The remaining part, from the

Danube to Egra, is nearly as strong, being covered by very high

mountains almost inaccessible. Over this line go three great roads*

one from Infpruck into Bavaria, towards Augstmrg ; another from

Vienna up the Danube, to Passau and Straubing, &c. The third

from Egra into the Upper Palatinate, towards Nuremberg in Fran-

conia ;, from each of which there runs a few cross roads that

lead into the adjacent countries. It is, however, on these three

only that an army can act ; though an enemy cannot pretend to

enter the first road, nor could any operation on that side be of use

to him ; yet the Austrians might assemble a very considerable force

at Infpruck, and behind the Inn, and from thence penetrate into

Bavaria as far as the Danube.

The second road, which goes along that river, is extremely dif

ficult ; a small corps, posted on the left of the Inn, near Passau,

would stop an army, while the light troops would pass that river

higher up, and act on the enemy's flank and rear. All this coun

try is most particularly adapted to light troops ; moreover, the road

runs close to the Danube in many places, and as this river is there

very narrow, and contracted by high mountains, a few troops on

the opposite more stops the march of an [army as well as the navi

gation, so that while the Austrians have any force at all, and par

ticularly light troops on the above-mentioned line, no enemy can,

however
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however numerous, attack it with success, ; nor could he march

down the left side of the Danube, leaving Egra and that part of Bo

hemia behind him, and on his flank : moreover the direction of this

frontier line being concave towards the enemy, is extremely favour

able to the Austrians, for independent of the prodigious strength of

the country, which alone enables them to oppose him in front with

success, he cannot advance against any given point of this circle

without exposing one or both his flanks, he would soon lose his

communication with his depots, must retire and change his line of

operation.

From what we have said, it appears that Egra is the only point

of this line which can be attacked ; this place neither is nor can be

made strong. It were adviseable to build a capital fortress on that

frontier so placed, that an army posted near it might advance and

take a central position between the source of the Maine and Ratisbon

on the Danube, so as to be on either river immediately, as circum

stances might require. Whatever enemy approaches this frontier,

can have no other line of operation than one drawn from Nurem

berg, Ratisbon, or some other place on the Danube to Egra.

An army covered by such a fortress, as we propose, would un

doubtedly render every attempt on that side fruitless, particularly

if a body of fifteen or twenty thousand men oflight troops and Hus

sars would enter Bavaria from the Inn.

At the death of Charles the Sixth, the French and Bavarians

entered Bohemia by Egra, which confirms our observation on this

frontier ; had there been such a fortress as we propose, it is proba

ble they could not have taken it, nor could they have left it behind

them.

X z Tut
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The relative force of this line consists in this : the Austrians cart

in a very little time collect such forces as are able to defend it ;

whereas the Bavarians and French (for the first alone cannot con

tend with the Austrians) cannot be on that frontier*in a year ; these

last can draw nothing from France at such a great distance ; the

Bavarians cannot supply them with subsistence and stores for any

considerable time, they must separate and will be beat in detail i the

French will lose their army, and Bavaria will be ravaged and

ruined.

The history of the war of the succession,, and of that begun in?

1^41, carried on in this country, mews, that any future attempts

•gainst the house of Austria on this side will be equally unsuccessful.

From Egra to the Elbe there Is but one line of operation, viz.

that which goes from Dresden to Prague, from the Elbe to the

Queiss, which separates Bohemia from Lusatia, no line can be

drawn from the one to the other. From Fsiediand to the road,.

Which goes from Olmuts in Moravia towards Neiss, there are two

lines of operations, one from Schweidnitz to Prague, the other from

Neiss to Olmuts : Glatz is a post rather than a fortress,, from

whence a line of Operation might "be drawn into Bohemia. How

ever, if a considerable body of troops were placed in the county of

Glatz, they would greatly facilitate the operations from Schweid-

nitz to Prague, and those from Neiss to Olmuts ; and on the con

trary, very much retard and check those which the Austrians might

carry on those lines into Silesia. This advantage arises from the

situation of this province, which projects into Bohemia, and is the

vertex of a triangle formed by lines dratfn from Glatz to Neiss and

Schweidnitz, and another tetween these two last places;.

In
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In the preceding part of this volume, which was printed-in 1766,

I gave a military description of this frontier, pointed out the three

lines of operation above-mentioned, and indicated the camps which

the Austrians might occupy to frustrate the attempts of the Prus

sians : I there said, by occupying the passes on the road, between

Lowositz and Dresden, no army coming from thence could enter

Bohemia. Secondly, that by camping behind the Elbe, between

Konigsgratz and KonigshofF, the Prussians coming from Schweid-

nitz would be stopped there : and thirdly, that an enemy coming

from Lusatia by Rumburg and Gabel into Bohemia, would also be

stopped by an army posted behind the Iser.

The king of Prussia, in alliance with Saxony, resolved to enter

Bohemia, from Scvveidnitz with one army, and from Dresden with.

another. The first, very numerous, he commanded in person ; the

second, composed of Prussians and Saxons, was zio less so.

The Austrian forces were likewise divided into two armiesr

something inferior to the Prussians ; the emperor commanded that

opposed to the king, and marshal Laudon .that destined to act against. .

prince Henry. The result of all these dispositions was, that the

king entered Bohemia, and advanced to the Elbe, where he fopnd!

the emperor encamped behind that river, exactly as we -proposed,.

in such a manner, that the king could neither bring him to au

action, nor by any.manoeuvre force him to quit his position.. prince

Henry advanced towards the pastes above-mentioned, but the dis

positions of marshal Laudon were se just, that he could. not attempt

forcing them. Thus these two mighty armies, .conducted by .such-

able generals, as the king of Prussia and prince .Henry, weje step

ped short in their careers unable to advance a step.

The
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The king naturally impatient, grew tired and ashamed of his

situation ; the only probable means to extricate himself, and proceed

in the execution of his plan, was to order prince Henry to leave

Saxony, and enter Bohemia from Lusatia by the passes of Rumburg

and Gabel, which would bring him on the emperor's flanks, and

of course force him to abandon his strong camp, retire, and so leave

the king an opening to advance and pursue his plan. Accordingly

prince Henry entered Bohemia by the passes above-mentioned : in

the mean time marshal Laudon, informed of the prince's motion,

likewise quitted his camp, passed the Elbe at Leitmeritz, and ad

vanced to the Iser, behind which he encamped, with his right ex

tended towards Turnau, by which means he stopped once more

prince Henry, and effectually covered the Emperor's left flank.

T*he king was again disappointed, but did not despair ; he formed

another project, which he hoped would displace the emperor, the

object of all his manœuvres : higher up the Iser, in the mountains,

is a place called Arnau, which the emperor had occupied, because

it covered his left ; this the king proposed attacking ; accordingly

he ordered his army to march on his right, while that of prince

Henry marched on its left. I

The emperor reinforced this post, and the Prussians were re

pulsed. The season was far advanced, and every attempt of the

Prussians baffled, the king resolved to put an end to the campaign ;

accordingly his army retired in several columns, that on his left, or

rather on the right in his retreat, was isolated. The emperor availed

himself ofthis circumstance, and ordered general Wurmser to ^attack

it, which he did with such success, that he defeated, killed, aiid

made prisoners above 2000 men.

It
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It was natural to suppose, that prince Henry should have re

treated into Lusatia by the same roads he came ; but to the astonish

ment of every officer, a little acquainted with his profession, he

chose another route, long, difficult, and extremely dangerous ; he

marched by marshal Laudon's left flank, advanced to the Elbe,

pasted that river at Leitmeritz, and from thence through the passes

into Saxony, and executed his retreat with success, because nobody

offered to molest him : why such a general as Laudon, at the head

of a numerous army, did not cut him ofFintirely at the passage of

the Elbe, is a mystery which cannot be explained, and the more

so, as prince Charles of Lichtenstein commanded a corps at MelnickY

which could have opposed this passage in front, while marshal Lau

don with his whole army attacked his rear.

Thus ended this campaign and the war, as glorious to the em

peror as it was shameful to the Prussians. Barren of events, it

offers only one observation, which is this j in Bohemia, and I be

lieve in most other countries, there are certain points, which being

occupied, will baffle the attempts of much superior forces.. It is

surprizing that in the several great wars carried on in Bohemia,.,

these points should have escaped the eyes of so many able generals.

The Austrians, by their acquisitions in Poland, have formed a

new frontier on that side ; it runs from Tefchen in Silesia, close by

Cracow on the Vistula, and from thence almost in a right line to-

the Niester, within a few miles of Chotzim in Moldavia, on the

fame river ; its length is about four hundred miles, its breadth

various.

This country, like all Poland, is plain and open, has no fortress,,

nor any enemy, which for the present can render it necessary : how

ever, as Poland may probably hereafter become the field of battle be

tween
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tween those great powers, who divided a great part of it among

them. The Austrians, like the Prussians, who are building a capital

place on the Vistula, mould likewise build one on their new frontiers.

This country is no otherwise useful to the Austrians, than by its

productions ; we must examine, however, whether it may not fur

nish means- to carry on any future war against the Prussians with

more advantage than heretofore.

The wars between these two powers have been chiefly carried

on on the frontier which separates Bohemia from Silesia ; and as

things then stood, could not be prosecuted on any other lines than

those before-mentioned. That frontier is more advantageous to

the Prussians than the Austrians, for the reasons we assigned in the

description of that country, to which we refer : the back part of Si

lesia towards Poland, from the Oder to the Warta, as far as Custrin,

is intirely open, having no one place of strength on it, excepting

Gros-Glogaw on the Oder and Custrin : this line is near 300 miles

in length. It is well known that the king of Prussia draws infinite

advantages from Poland—horses, cattle, recruits, corn, &c. without

which he could not maintain his armies in Silesia, nor form such

depots there as enable him to wage war in Bohemia.

This being premised, it seems clear, that if the Austrians built

a place of arms on the line, between Teschen and Cracow, a little

further back, and opened a communication from thence to Hun

gary, through the passes of Tablunka, and some other roads through

the mountains, which separate that country from Poland, a power

ful army might be assembled near the fortress, we suppose, to act

on the back part of Silesia along the Oder to Francfort, a very in

teresting point to the Prussians.

It
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It is needless to point out all the advantages which the Austrians

would reap from the operations of such an army ; I will therefore

only say, that unless they find out a new line of operation, their

attempts on Silesia will be fruitless ; and I fee not how it is possible

for them to establish any other, but that which we propose.

The next part of the Austrian frontier runs from the Niester to

the Danube, and separates Transilvania and the Bannat of Temes-

waer, from Moldavia and Walachia : it is a chain of prodigious high

mountains almost impenetrable, insomuch, that there is but one

pass, through which wheel carriages can go ; it leads to the Pruth.

The Austrians have acquired here a tract of land, and have built a

bridge over that river, a few miles behind Chotzim, and of course

will open a good communication into Moldavia. They should open

twe more roads through these mountains, the one from Herman-

stadt, the capital of Transilvania, close by the river Alut, which

runs into Walachia ; and a third from' the Bannat of Temeswaer,

through the pass of Meadia into Walachia, close to the Danube,

opposite Widin.

This being done, nothing can hinder the Austrians from con

quering Moldavia and Walachia in one campaign. The Turks

have in those countries only Giurgewa and Ibrailowon the Danube,

Chotzim and Bender on the Niester, neither of which can resist a

fortnight's regular siege. As things now are, Austria holds the

balance between the Turks and Russians ; for neither can pass the

Niester without her consent.

The last part of the Austrian frontier runs from the Danube up

the Save, and separates Sclavonia from Bosnia. The country on

both sides of this river, particularly Bosnia, is extremely moun

tainous, insomuch, that a regular army cannot move without great

Y difficulty.

1
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difficulty. The direction ofthis line is very favourable to the Turks-

It is, I think, impossible to advance beyond Belgrade towards Con

stantinople, while they are masters of Bosnia : whereas they may-

pass into Sclavonia, and by forcing a passage over the Drave, open

a communication into Lower Hungary, the Bennat of Temefwaer

and Tranfilvania ; with such fruitful countries behind them, they

might proceed into Upper Hungary and Austria, as formerly.

In the present slate of the two empires, nothing of this can hap

pen ; on the contrary, the Austrians are in every thing infinitely-

superior to the Turks : the line of operations of the first goes from

Vienna down the Danube to Peterwaradin, where, and at Temes.

waer, depots may be formed without trouble, and with very little

expence, because they would require scarce any horses, carnages, &c.

whereas the Turkish line must come from Constantinople, is 450

miles long, in many places very difficult ; so tha? this distance

may make an essential difference in the operations of the two

armies.

In case such a war mould happen, I would propose placing one

army on the Save, with the left towards the Danube, and a strong

body of cavalry on the other side of that river; another, consisting

of 30,000 men, chiefly light troops, two regiments of Hussars,

some howitzers and field-pieces, mould assemble in Croatia, and

enter Bosnia on that side : this would oblige the Turks to abandon

the Save, and fall back towards Servia, which will give the army,

we suppose placed on the other side the Save, room to pass it ; and

by thus acting in front and flank of the enemy, you will force him

to abandon every province successively, or fight you on your own

terms.

In
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In a war with the Turks, I beg leave to recommend the use of

the pikes, the order of battle proposed in the preceding part of this

work, with a numerous artillery and howitzers. The Turks always

act in front with all their forces, and often with such impetuosity,

that it is no easy matter to resist their attacks ; and if they succeed, it

is no less difficult to avoid a total overthrow, which makes the order

of battle we propose absolutely necessary as well as the mode of acting

on their flanks ; more especially at the time they are occupied in

front : in this manner a column of near eight thousand Turks, while

engaged in attacking a redoubt, where there were seven hundred men,

were totally dispersed in five minutes time by three hundred horse,

who attacked them in flank in a loose manner a la debandade.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE TURKISH FRONTIER.

WE have already described that part of this line towards the

Austrian dominions, it remains we now examine, that which

confines, on Poland and Russia. If the Poles, like their ancestors,

the Tartars, made war with 100,000 horsemen, far from being a

prey to their ambitious neighbours, they would make them trem

ble : all Poland, and the countries adjacent, from the Oder to the

Dwina and Niester, on the frontier of Russia, and even beyond the

latter to theWolga, are intirely open and defenceless, and abundantly

provided with corn, horses, cattle, &c. 100,000 horse, divided into

smaller bodies, would over-run this immense space in a few months,

and leave not a living creature behind them to cultivate the ground,

which would become a defart, and these mighty monarch s shut up

with a few subjects in and about their fortresses. What would you

Y 2 d:>
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do with your immense armies of infantry, heavy squadrons, and

your thousand cannons against such an enemy ? Nothing: their

superior velocity gives them every thing, and leaves you nothing

but the ground on which you encamp, which you must soon aban

don, if you can, or perish.

Remember Peter the Great on the Pruth ! By following this

method, the Tartars under Gensis Chan and his successors made

greater conquests than any people in the world ; but all this is a

vision, the Poles are nothing : a bad government destroys the re

sources of the most powerful kingdoms ; we shall therefore consider

the Turkish frontier so far as it relates to a war with Russia.

This frontier runs from Chotzim on the Niester to the Black

Sea, and from thence to Oczakow on the Nieper, along the Crimea

towards the Don. It is true, that the Tartars, who inhabit the

country from the Niester to the Don, along the Black Sea, are not

subject to the Grand Seignior, but they are so far dependent on

him, that they have always acted with him, and always will. On

this frontier the Turks possess Chotzim, Bender, Oczakow, and

Precop on the Isthmus, which separates the Crim from Little Tar-

tary ; in all which he can form his magazines with ease from Asia

and Europe.

The Russian frontier runs, on this side, from Kiow on the right of

the Nieper as far as Kinsburn, opposite Oczakow, on the mouth of

that river. On this frontier the Russians have only one fortress,

Pultawa, where Charles the Twelfth found the term of his victo

ries and glory. This line is above five hundred miles in length.

The Turkish and Russian's principalTine of operation must go

from Chotzim to Kiow, which is two hundred and fifty miles : if

either
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cither did not occupy Poland, and draw their subsistence from

thence, it would be impossible for either to act on this line, and of

course their wars would be confined to Little Tartary and the Crim,

in which the Russians have the advantage, as well from the position

and direction of their frontier, which enables them to attack that

country in different parts, as from the proximity of their resources,

the course of the rivers, &c. &c.

But as Poland has, and ever will be the property of those who

occupy it, both powers will act on the principal line from the

Niester to Kiow. From the direction of the Turkish frontier, . it is.

evident, that the Russians cannot approach the Niester, if the

Turks order thirty or forty thousand Tartars to advance into Po

land, between the Bog and the Nieper, and between this river and

the Don, even the Tartars of Cuban might be made to act between

the Don and the Wolga. If such a disposition was made and exe

cuted, the Russians, far from advancing into Moldavia, would find

it difficult to preserve their own country, which is plain and open,

and therefore cannot be defended by any armies whatever, consti

tuted as ours are, against the incursions of a hundred thousand

horsemen. We saw lately a miserable vagabond, at the head of a

few thousand rabble, over-run a great part' of the Russian empire:

our armies, I repeat it, are formed to act only on a very contracted

line, and in a close country they never can perform great things, or.

make extensive conquests.

CH A P T E R
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CHAPTER IV.

OF THE RUSSIAN FRONTIER TOWARDS EUROPE.

THIS line begins at a small river called Kymen in Finland, and

is the limit between the Russians and the Swedes ; it runs

along the gulph of Finland, and part of the Baltic as far as the

mouth of the Dwina, on which is Riga, a very strong place, and

considerable for its trade : from hence it goes up the above said river

to its springs, and then to Smolensko on those of the Nieper, from

whence finally it follows the course of that river to the Black Sea,

opposite Oczakow; the Russians have appropriated some provinces

on the right of it. We shall divide this line into three parts. First,

that in Finland opposite the Swedes. Secondly, that from the mouth

of the Dwina to Smolensko. And thirdly, that from the last place

to the Black Sea.

Russian Finland is quite a savage country, having nothing

in it but forests, marshes, lakes, rocks, and mountains, is extremely

poor, and does not furnish wherewith to feed the inhabitants, though

few in number, and do not exceed a hundred thousand persons. This

country is so very strong, that three or four regiments, which ge

nerally are quartered here, are sufficient to defend it against four

times that number; and the more so, as the Russians can from

Cronstadt fend any number they think proper over the gulph, and

land them behind the Swedish army, that would advance towards

the Kymen : in whatever position the Swedes place themselves, the

Russians may act against them in front and on either flank, and force

them into the sea, as in the last war in this country, or to abandon

it
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it and retire up the gulph of Bothnia towards Torneo, where they

must perish for want of subsistence.

The Russian's line of operations goes from Petersburg through

Wyburg ; the capital of Finland to David's Stadt, a new fortress,

and thence to Fredericksham near the Kymen ; all which places are

well fortified : the Swedish line goes from the fame Kymen to

Abo, and from thence over the gulph of Bothnia to Stockholm on

the Baltic : the first line is about 1 50 miles in length, and the

second near 400. The first is a good road by which the army

may be supplied, as also by water from Cronstadt, Nerva, Revel, &c.

whereas the Swedes must bring every thing from Stockholm and

other places beyond the gulph of Bothnia.

Whoever considers these circumstances, the great difference

there is in the length of the respective lines of operations, and finally,

the superiority of the Ruffian forces, will conclude that the Swedes,

so far from being able to attack the former with advantage, cannot

preserve their possessions on this frontier a month, if they are at

tacked : it would therefore seem prudent to give them up rather

than keep them on such precarious conditions ; such a measure

wo.uk! greatly increase the power of the Swedes, who would

have the Danes only to contend with, to whom in every respect

they are much superior. It was to the circumstances above-men

tioned only, we can attribute the loss of the Swedish provinces, on

that side of the Baltic, by Charles the Twelfth : how could that

prince suppose it was possible, with any forces Sweden could raise

and maintain, to preserve them at such a distance, over a very dif

ficult sea, frozen for six months in the year, against, the superior

forces of the Russians, who were limitrophes, and able to act con

tinually, almost during the whole year ? The event of that, and I

believe
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believe of most wars, carried on on such an extensive line, confirms the

doctrine we have established ; that is, they miscarry and ruin those

who undertake them.

From Petersburg to Riga, on the Dwina, there are Narva and

Revel, which are stations for the Ruffian squadrons ; the coast is

high, and by no means safe for great ships, which dare not shut

themselves in the upper part of the Gulph of Finland, where a

westerly wind would keep them longer than they would wish ; so

that the Russians have nothing to fear on that side, and the less so

as they have from Finland along the coast to Riga, at least fifty

thousand men always in quarters.

The country on the Ruffian side of the Dwina, from Riga, is

something better than Finland, though like it, for the most part

covered with lakes, forests, marshes, &c. and of course is very

thinly inhabited. On all this frontier an enemy can only advance

towards Riga, and from thence to Petersburg, or towards Pleskow,

which is the key into Novogorod and Moscow ; the loss of Pleskow,

on the lakePeipus, brought on that of the Swedish provinces. Had

Charles the Twelfth been able to keep it, he might have prevented

the Russian s from supporting themselves on the Nieva in Ingria,

and by acting on their line from Moscow to Novogorod, have

forced them to Tweer behind the Wolga. This Pleskow is a very

important post, if theyhad a powerful enemy to contend with on that

frontier, but they have none : for the Prussians, however formida

ble, were they totally disengaged on the side of Germany, can never

advance to the Dwina : their main forces are behind the Oder, and

must be supported from thence, and by land, because the Prussian

monarch has no fleet.

.. . The
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The Russians can, first, fend a fleet to ravage the coast from

Memel to Sretin. Secondly, can advance in front into Prussia, and

occupy it before the Prussians can fend a sufficient army to prevent

it. Thirdly, they can fend a considerable body of troops, particu

larly light troops, to act on the Prussian's line, from Koningiberg

to the Vistula, and even pass this river and advance towards the

Warta'—such troops want no magazines*

Smolenskow is fortified, but not so as to be able to make any

considerable resistance ;. this is the most important point on all the

Russian frontiers, it is only two hundred miles from Moscow,,

through which the communication between Petersburg and the

southern provinces passes ; by occupying Moscow, the empire is

overturned. It was through this pass- the Poles always entered

Russia, and for a long series of years contended with success with

the Russians, and even set up an impostor on the throne of that

empire..

If Charles the Twelfth, being master of Poland, instead of

going to Puttawa, had taken Smolenskow, and from thence advanced

to Moscow, a victory would have given him that important place,

and for some time the empire. He could not however have preserved

it" while connected with Sweden, for the same reasons he could not

preserve his provinces on the Baltic ; one unfortunate event, which

must finally happen at such an immense distance^ would necessarily

have ruined him..

In speaking of "the Turkish frontiers, we have already described

that which goes from Smolenskow to Kiow^ and from thence to the

Black Sea. We shall conclude what we have to say on this subject,

by observing, that however defirous the Russians may be to inter-,

fere in the affairs of Germany, they can only act an auxiliary part,

Z and:
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and that for a few months only in the year ; they can never maintain

any conquests beyond the Vistula, so far they may proceed, because

their fleet might co-operate with success, even this would become

difficult", since the Prussians have made acquisitions in Poland,

which unites Prussia with the other provinces of the house of Bran

denburg, and this communication is secured by a capital fortress now

building on the vistula, near Marien Werder : when we consider

the map, we see that the Turks and Prussians are the only powers

that can approach the Russian frontier, and that Austria must_be

attentive to their motions -r it seems that an alliance between the

two empires would be useful to both.

The rest of the Russian frontier, from the Don to the Wolga,

along the provinces of Orenbourg, Siberia, and Irkutch, has for

the most part several hordes of Tartars in the neighbourhood, who

now and then make incursions into the Russian provinces to plun

der, which having accomplished, they retire with the utmost ex

pedition.

The Chinese are on the limits of Irkutch, and separated from it

by a small river, which runs through a Town called Kiachta, in

habited by the subjects of both empires. They could by means of

the Tartars of Great Tartary be troublesome to the Russians, but

are afraid of them, averse to war in general, and do not wish to see

the Tartars armed. .., .: ., . . .

On the north of Siberia, towards the Frozen Sea, the inhabitants

are savages, and live by hunting, pay a small tribute in skins, which

is all they have to pay.

The Persian monarchy has for many years been torn by civil

dissensions, which subsided during the reign of Gherim Khan, a

very
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very able and just prince, who died lately ; and the civil wars, as

usual, are broken out afresh, so that the Russians have nothing to

fear on that fide : moreover, the mountains of Causacus, which

run from the sea of A soph to the Caspian, present so many difficul

ties, that neither can make war beyond them.

Having described the frontiers of the principal European

powers on the Continent, we must now return to consider that of

France on the British channel. This frontier extends from Dun*-

kirk to Ussiant, and round that point, along the Bay of Biscay, to >

Bayonne ; on this line, however, there is but one harbour, where

a great fleet can be built, equipped, and ride in safety, which is

Brest ; ships of the line are also built at Rochforr, and equipped,

there, but few in number, and only few can be kept there with

safety; they soon perish, because the water is sweet, though,

the tide runs very high and violent up the Charante.

In speaking of the line of operation, on which an army acts, we.

have laid it down as an axiom, not to be controverted, that if it

is of any considerable length, or intersected by mountains,, passes,

and rivers, and of course, if it goes over a considerable branch of

the sea, no solid enterprize can be executed on such a line, though

your forces are much superior to those who oppose you. , A pirate

may land twenty men on the coast of France, or any other, rob a

hen-roost, burn a few houses, and run away to their ship, in spire

of France and its two hundred thousand men, because such an expe

dition is executed in a few hours.

In the late war, England, at a prodigious expence, made feve-

ral attempts on the coast of France, the result was burning some

fishing-boats, and, by accident, I believe, some houses, and were

happy to come off. Their last exploits at St. Cas, was, we know, .

Z 2 very
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very unfortunate. Whose fault was it ? No doubt it was the fault

of those who planned these fine expeditions. Could we have burnt

the enemy's docks, stores, &c. at Brest and Rochfort, it would

have been of great importance and worth trying ; but every other

object was by no means equal to the risk or the expence, and never

ought to be undertaken. No forces the English can bring on the

coast will be sufficient to take Brest, or any other capital place :

but for a moment I will suppose the French are asleep ; that the

English fleet and fifty thousand men are at Brest. What then ?

Why, then they must in a short time return home, if they can ;

, for surely they cannot remain at Brest, which in a short time will

be surrounded by a French army, who will besiege you in it, you

must therefore abandon it, or advance into the country : advance,

in the name of God ! you are at Rennes, the capital of Britany ;

What then, 1 ask once more ? Why, you will be surrounded,

your communication with Brest and your fleet cut off, and your

army perishes by the sword or by famine.

What I say of Brest, which indeed is the only place on the

coast where a fleet can for any considerable time ride with safety, is

equally applicable to every other point on this coast, or any other

coast whatever. If your army meets with any, though very incon

siderable resistance ; for while your enemy can keep the field, and

act on your flanks, you cannot remain on any given spot ; and if

you advance, you only precipitate your ruin.

On the coast of England there are three harbours, where a great

fleet may ride with safety. The enemy must take one of them.

Suppose it done, and that the English have not a ship left. Suppose

further, that there is a French army of sixty thousand men en

camped on Black-Heath, and off London bridge.

I say,
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I say, there are two hundred thousand men in England who have

bore arms ; I will put the half on horseback, and the other half

remains on foot ; mix them as circumstances may require, then I

place fifty thousand men in Surry and Sussex, and as many in Essex,

who act on the enemy's line, which on that supposition must go

towards the Downs, there being no other place where his fleet can

anchor; such a disposition being made, and only half the number

of men we propose employed, I ask any officer, any man of sense,

what will become of the enemy's army on Black-Heath, or in any

other given point, sixty or seventy miles from the coast ? It must

perish ; for undoubtedly no army can subsist on a line of such length

as is that, from France to Black-Heath, over a branch of the sea, and

penetrate into the country, while we have an army of thirty or forty

thousand men only to oppose their supplies. No army can subsist in

a country, unless it draws all, or the greatest part of its subsistence

from the country itself, and of course possesses a great tract behind

it, and on every side to the right and left ; for if you can act on the

enemy's line, he must retire ; and though he mould be in posses

sion of such a tract of country as we suppose, he cannot keep it,

unless he is master of one or more strong places, to enable him to

separate his troops and put them into winter quarters.

When the combined fleet appeared on our coast, the nation un

accustomed to fee an enemy so near, seemed much alarmed, I then

thought it my duty to examine the possible results of an invasion,

and pointed out the means of defeating it, determined and fixed the

lines on which the enemy must have acted, had he landed, and the

different positions the English army must have occupied on such

lines to prevent him from advancing into the country, or keeping

the post he had taken on our coast. When I consider this subject

in a military light only, I wished almost that the enemy had made

such *
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such an attempt ; because once for all they would have seen the

absurdity and danger of it, and we should for ever have been cured

of our fears.

CHAPTER V.

OF AMERICA.

ITAKE it for granted, that every body has or may have a map

of the feat of war in this country, and therefore have not given

it here. Politics have not in the least contributed to bring this

important war to a happy conclusion, probably have retarded it. In

general I have observed, that when they interfere with military

operations, they have rather retarded than accelerated them : when

an army is once in the field, and the plan of the campaign settled,

let the general go on his own way, he is on the spot, and with the

assistance of his officers alone, can determine what is to be done,

and how it is to be done*

As I am totally unacquainted with the face of the country, it is

impossible for me, even supposing I was a competent judge, to form

any opinion of the different actions which have happened there, dur

ing this long war ; most, ifnot all of them, have been successful ; it

is therefore just to conclude, they were conducted with wisdom and

valour: why, the result of them did not answer the expectations

of the public, will appear from what we shall fay on the subject.

We must beg the reader will recollect what we have said in

Chap. III. pag. 133 to 137, on the line of operation, and Chap. IV.

fag. 138 to 143, on the nature and principles of an offensive

war,
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war, and compare the doctrine therein established with the manner

in which the American war was conducted : it will, we think, ap

pear, that the want of success did not arise from want of honour, .

valour, or of wisdom, in planning or executing the various actions

which happened ; but from those difficulties which arose from the

nature of the country, and perhaps likewise from the defects in the

general plan of war, that was adopted and pursued with so little

success.

The country is open, that is, it has no fortress excepting Boston,

New-York, and Charles-Town ; it is very extensive, and very

thinly inhabited in proportion to its extent ; so that there is no one

province, I believe, which could maintain a fleet and an army for

a month, which of course must be supported from England, that

is, on a line of above three thousand miles. Whoever considers this

circumstance only, and calculates the infinite difficulties in trans

porting and maintaining an army of forty thousand men, at such an

immense distance, will find many reasons, which have concurred to

retard and frustrate the progress of our arms. Posterity will admire

the activity and vigour of our counsels, and be astonished at the

resources of our country. The ministry could do no more than

place and maintain a prodigious army on the spot where it was de

stined to act : no fault can justly be imputed to them ; they are

acquitted by every wise and moderate man, who considers their

conduct as to this point with impartiality. Though the country has

no fortress, it is however very strong by nature, and has very few

good roads ; it is still in its infancy. ,

Let us now examine, what seems to me, the real causes of our

little success in this long and unhappy war.

New-
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New-York is the point from whence our army must advance

into the country ; from this point, with a radius of a hundred miles,

for example ; describe a semi-circle, whose diameter is the sea coast

as there is not, within that circumference, any one fortress whose

possession will render you master of a certain tract: of country between

it and the coast, it follows you cannot establish a certain line of

operation ; the enemy is encamped on that portion of circle, and on

whatever direction you proceed, he meets you, and if you press

him, retires where he pleases, having an immense country behind

him, which furnishes him with provisions from every point of the

compass ; whereas you are chained to New-York, you cannot fol

low the enemy too far, because you h.av.~ not a sufficient number

of horses and carriages for that purpose ; and moreover, the enemy

may attack your line behind you and cut off your army, or force

you to retire. While he has an army in the field, you cannot se

parate yours, without the greatest danger, twenty miles from New-

York. If within the supposed circle, or any other circle, there

was a capital fortress, your line of operation is of course determined

between New-York and such a fortress, in which case you march

and act on that line, the enemy must follow you or anticipate you,

he must fight you or let you take the place : whereas, as things

now are, you are reduced to marching and counter-marching, ad*

vancing and retiring within a circle a whole campaign, even for

twenty campaigns, without a possibility of bringing the enemy to a

decisive action, which the principles of an offensive war require, or

of fixing yourselves on any one point. After much trouble and loss

you must necessarily return to New-York, and so on for twenty

campaigns, unless you or the enemy, totally exhausted, give up

the quarrel for want of means to keep it up.

What
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What I have said of New-York, is equally applicable to any

other point from Boston to Georgia, andy indeed, to every other

coast in the world. If your enemy cat) keep the field, if the country

is open, extensive, and destitute of fortresses, within reach of the

shore and the harbour you occupy, you can never carry on a war

with success. The history of all wars, and of all expeditions, thc-

ftx fruitless campaigns we have made in America, confirm the truth .

of our principles.

Yet by the singular position of this country, the possession of

Canada, the superiority of our fleet, and the activity of his majesty's

ministers., I think, that notwithstanding the difficulties which arise

from the distance, the face of the country, and the nature of the

war, it might with the forces, which have been sent into that coun

try, have been concluded in one campaign with glory and success.

The head, the hearts and support of that rebellion, revolt, in

surrection (do not dispute with me about names) are the four pro

vinces included between Hudson's River and Boston : if we could

»r can subdue these four provinces, the war is at. an end- .

Let us therefore examine, whether with an army of thirty or

forty thousand men, supported by a powerful fleet, we could or can

conquer these provinces ? I fay we could, and always can ; if we

can be masters of Boston ; from that harbour draw a line to Albany, .

or some given point on Hudson's River, not far from it, which

is 150 miles, a corps of six or eight thousand men advance from .

Canada towards Albany, leaving Hudson's River always on the

right ; take possession of. Rhode-Island and of Newport on the Con

tinent, with as many men ; chiefly light troops, with very few

field-pieces, and some howitzers, and as few carriages as possible; ,

the more light horse the better, because they can forage at a great-

A. a distance -
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distance, and act with vigour and celerity. The main army,

twenty thousand men, at Boston. If this army advances to Hud

son's River ; I fay, that another of equal goodness and force cannot

prevent it, if the enemy leaves that river, and goes- to meet yop to

wards Boston, one or both of the above-mentioned corps from taking

possession of Albany, and of some other posts upon it, and by mov

ing about and avoiding a general action, he is surrounded and must

perish. If he beats your main army, or quits his line of operation*

to pursue either of the above-mentioned corps, he cannot avoid his

fate. It is evident, that the more he advances on the line, from

Hudson's River towards Boston, the more certain is his ruin, for

this reason ; an army acting upon one line must relinquish it, if the

enemy can oppose it in front, and at the fame time on its flank and

rear.

In short, to conquer America, you must draw a line from Boston

to Albany, and act on that line in the manner we have proposed : all

operations on lines, drawn, from the coast into the country^from

Boston to Charles-Town, will prove hereafter, as they have already

done, unsuccessful.

END of the SECOND PART.
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